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Abstract

The aim of this thesisis to examine the extent to which homelessnessis a gendered
phenomenon. In the homelessnessliterature direct comparisons between men and women are
rare, and the ability to compare is complicated by the tendency for researchto be either on 'single
homelessness'orfamily homelessness'.This thesis addressesthis gap and systematicallyexplores
the waysin which homelessnessis a genderedphenomenon. The researchfor this thesis focused
on homelessnesspracticesin a specific British city. The approach was an ethnographic Pne and
included inter-,riews with homelesspeople, homeless service providers, statutory housing officers
homeless
in
observational
specialist
person's assessmentcentres.
and an
element

The researchfound that the servicesprovided to homelesspeople'are not neutral in respect to
gender.There were found to be differences in the treatment of men and women while homeless
and in the options availableto them. There were gender differences in the staff and client
approachesat the homelessperson's assessmentcentres.The use of discretion in the provision of
help and support for homelesspeople led to different treatment for women and men. Housing
officers generallyviewed homelesswomen as more vulnerable than men, and felt that reduced
options for women in terms of service provision and accommodation meant that they desened
more favourable treatment as a result. There were also found to be gendered assumptionsbuilt
into homelessnesslegislation.Although homelesswomen are often seenas more vulnerable than
men this was not found to translateinto better serviceprovision or options for women. In
generalthere was lessemergencyand supported accommodation for women although that which
in
better
There
than
gaps
was availablewas smallerand often
quality
men's.
were some clear
provision for homelesspeople, especiallyfor peoplevvith children. The uptake of resettlement
serviceswas affected by staff perceptions that women were more able and N,
ýilfing to move into
independent accommodation than men.

The researchfound that whilst relationship breakdown was important in contributing to many
people's homelessness,there were different dimensions for men and women. The breakdown of
relations Nvithparents was more significant for young men and women, although the triggers
appeareddifferent. Women more often emphasisedthe breakdown of relationshipswith partners
as an explanation of their homelessnessand, for a high proportion of women, homelessness
resulted from them getting away from abusive and violent relationships with men. Men were
found to be more likely to deliberately leaverelationships with partners, and a focus on the
domestic abilities of menwas usefialin helping to explain the reasonswhy somemen becameand
remained homeless. Gender roles and identities were also relevant to understandingaddictions
and some of the different barriers that men and women faced in resettlement.
The thesis concludes that the experiencesof homelessnessare patterned by gender and some
experiencesare gender specific. Our ideasand assumptionsabout gender do profoundly affect
the experiencesof homelessness.
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CHAPTER 1:

1.1.

INTRODUCTION

Research Gaps

Whilst homelessnessin Britain has been the subject of considerable research interest, there
are still many areas about which very little is known. The subject of gender and homelessness
is one such area. In a recent overview of research on single homelessness,Fitzpatrick et al
(2000) identified twelve gaps in knowledge. These gaps included a need to further
understand: the experience and scale of hidden homelessness;the structural processes
underlying homelessnessand their differential impact at the local level; the evaluation of
preventative work; longitudinal research to trace the experiences of homeless people; drugs
and homelessness;the friendship networks of single homeless people (2000:47) and finally,
Fitzpatrick et al also stress the value of researchthat tries to overcome the single
homelessness/ family homelessnessdivide (2000:49). Although Fitzpatrick et al do not
mention gender in their list of the most important gaps, elsewhere in their overview they do
comment on the dearth of research that directly compares the experiences of homeless men
and women (2000: 27). A gendered analysis of homelessnesstouches on all of the above
issues that Fitzpatrick et al highlight and, becauseof the scope and nature of the subject, can
also addressthe basic theoretical poverty at the core of homelessnessresearch (Neale
1997:36).

Research Aims

The aim of this thesis is to examine the extent to which homelessnessis a gendered
phenomenon. Underpinning the research are the following four questions:

1. Do men and womenget treateddifferently by housingofficers and,if so, how andwhy?
2. Are homelessness
servicesgenderedservices?
3. Do men and womenbecomehomelessin genderspecific ways?
4. Are men andwomen'sexperienceswhenhomelessdifferent from eachother, and in what ways?
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In the homelessnessliterature there is a scarcity of research that explicitly raises the subject of
gender. What research there is tends to be small scale and narrowly focused, or consists of a
brief section on women. Direct comparisons between men and women are rare, and the
ability to compare is complicated by the tendency for research to be either on 'single
homelessness'or 'family homelessness'. The literature, however, suggests that the
experiences of homeless men and women are qualitatively different.

Looking at homelessnessfrom a gendered perspective means to unpack the categories of
'men'and %vomen'andto explore more fully the social and cultural creation of those
categories. Not only may homelessnessbe experienced differently by men and women but
also the experience of homelessnessmay be active in the very construction of what we mean
when we talk about 'men'and 'women'. What a gendered perspective does not mean is simply
to include or compare the experiences of homeless men and women.

A gendered perspective has profound implications for the approach that this researchtakes.
For example, although the central research question may be summarised by asking if men and
women have different experiences when homeless, such as the use of different services, a
gendered perspective also asks if, and how, ideas of gender come to affect the provision of
those services. This thesis therefore seeks to move beyond the scope of the majority of the
existing homelessnessliterature by engaging with the subject of gender at a deeper theoretical
level than has been previously attempted (see Chapter Three, section 3.4).

Discivlinarv Orientation

An anthropological perspective is an important, if often implicit, orientation that explams
much of the emphasis of this thesis. The main ideas of the thesis, the methods used, the
process of analysis, reflexivity and the creation of a text are all informed from the author's
disciplinary background in anthropology. For readers who are unfamiliar with this approach a
brief resumd of anthropological principles will be outlined.

12

First, by taking an anthropological approach the reader should expect an emphasis on
meaning and understanding, and a concern with everyday life. Quantification plays a
subordinate role, although it may help to frame an analysis (Hammersley 1990). The
comparative method is the second key characteristic of an anthropological approach to be
considered here. The comparison is ultimately of a global nature, with the idea that through
comparison, various aspects or taken-for-granted assumptions of a society will be revealed for
their cultural specificity. In respect to this research, the comparison is between men and
women. Third, an anthropological approach is one often concerned with the emic
perspective, that is, a focus on the insider's point of view and which is a way of guarding
against 'othering'the research subjects. The main 'insiders'in this research are homeless
people and care has been taken to understand their situation as something with which they are
actively engaged. Fourth and fifth are the related principles whereby anthropologists see
fieldwork as the source of new knowledge and with an emphasis on the inductive process
towards new theoretical insights as opposed to deduction. A sixth and final principle in an
anthropological approach is one which places the researcherexplicitly within the research
process, especially with regard to power relations within the research. This principle has
influenced a desire to look for answers by not just focusing on homeless people themselves,
but also looking for answers amongst people who provide services to them.

Structure of the Thesis

Before reading the chapters that follow, the reader may benefit from an explanation of the
structure of this thesis. After this introduction, the next two chapters lay the ground for the
research with an examination of existing literature (Chapter Two), followed by an explanation
of the research method (Chapter Three). The rest of the thesis structure reflects a previously
mentioned anthropological concern with power relations. The focus therefore initially looks
'up'in terms of relative power, examining homelessnesslegislation and policy (Chapter Four),
and the provision of homeless services (Chapter Five). These two chapters are also intended
to equip the reader with an understanding of some of the constraifits that housing officers face
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in their implementation of homelessnesslegislation. The 'interface'between housing officers
and people who come to them for housing assistance(Chapter Six) serves as a pivot for the
thesis before beginning to study 'down'. The final two chapters (Chapters Seven and Eight)
restore the balance and flesh out the experience of homelessnessfrom the homeless person's
point of view. Chapter Seven looks for gender patterns in the reasons why people became
homeless and Chapter Eight looks at people's experiences of homelessnessand barriers to
being rehoused. Chapter Nine concludes with the main findings of this thesis and suggests
further areas of inquiry.
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CHAPTER 2:

GENDER AND HOMELESSNESS:

LOCATING

THE SUBJECT

2.1. Introduction

2.3.1. Aims of the chapter

The primary aim of this chapter is to provide the background in which to locate this research.
To achieve this aim relevant literature will be scrutinised both for what it says on the subject
of gender and homelessnessand what it neglects to say, and avenues for further exploration
will be suggested. Thus although the central purpose of this chapter is not a general review of
homelessnessliterature, much of the key literature will be touched on in addition to the
literature drawn from such broader fields as housing studies, social policy, gender studies,
social exclusion, poverty, welfare and organisations.

The chapterbeginswith definitions in an attemptto answerthe question:what is
homelessness?Beyond definitions, the broadernatureof homelessness
is briefly considered
in addition to the processual.
and liminal natureof homelessness.The chapterthen moveson
to ask the extentto which the previously considereddefinitions shedany light on a gendered
including an explorationof the relationshipbetweenthe concept
perspectiveof homelessness,
of homelessness
and the conceptof home. The following sectionlooks at the differencesin
relative numbersof homelessmen and women. This is an importantissue,albeit unresolved,
that continuesto frame debateson genderand homelessness.Before going on to look at
thereis a sectionon
genderedissuesin the individual and structuralcausesof homelessness,
peopleprocessingand genderedexperiencesof homelessservices,especiallymen and
women'streatmentby welfare officials. Overarchingtheoriesof genderdifferenceconclude
this chapterand representboth an effort to unify an understandingof genderdifferencesand a
proposalof theoreticalpositioning.
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2.2. What is Homelessness?

2.2.1. Definitions

The terin 'homelessness' is popularly understood. Most people, if they were stopped in the
street and asked to give an opinion on the causesof homelessness,would at least understand
the question, if not readily feel able to comment. A popular understanding of homelessness
does not however translate into a neat definition which academics, policy makers and service
providers agree on. What can be agreed on is that homelessness,like poverty, is a relative
concept (Watson and Austerberry 1986:10). By saying that homelessness is a relative concept
several things are meant: first, homelessnessmeans different things to different people;
second, that it means different things in different societies (Hutson and Liddiard 1994, Glasser
and Bridgman 1999); as a phenomenon homelessnesscan be traced over time (Greve 1997,
Lowe 1997, Crane 1999, Watson and Austerberry 1986); and finally its meaning is not
unrelated to an understanding of home (Wardhaugh 1999, Passaro 1996, Jahiel 1992, Watson
and Austerberry 1986). An anthropological approach to a lack of consensus on definitions
might normally be to suggestthat the issue be resolved by letting the subjects themselves do
the defining (a point also made by Glasser and Bridgman 1999:3). Unfortunately, in terms of
researchdesign, this is also problematic as people often do not recognise themselves as being
homeless even though many other people might, which has been illustrated by a number of
studies (Watson and Austerberry 1986, Jones 1999, Fitzpatrick 2000, Hutson and Liddiard
1994), including this one (see Chapter 8).

Definitions of homelessnessrange from the broad, encompassing a variety of situations, to the
narrowly conceived. The narrowest definitions are probably ones held by many of the general
public where a homeless person is one who is literally 'roofless' (Liddiard and Hutson
1998:61). Governments also define homelessnessnarrowly because of the subsequent
responsibilities that stem from the definitions used (also Watson and Austerberry 1986:13,
Carlen 1996:60). Aligned in critical opposition to the public and statutory definitions,
campaigning groups probably embrace the broadest definitions of homelessness. Shelter's
overall standpoint, for example, is quite simply that anyone is homeless if they do not have
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decent, secure and affordable housing (Shelter 2002). The definition debate may also be said
to reflect shifts in policy makers'perceptions of homelessness. For example, in British policy
thinking homelessnesswas initially viewed as a social problem up to the 1970s, after which
policy makers began to favour seeing it as a housing problem. More recently it has been
understood as a combination of the two (Neale 1997).

To elaborate further on the UK statutory or administrative homelessnessdefinitions', a person
or household is regarded as homeless if they have no accommodation in England, Wales or
Scotland that they are legally entitled to occupy. A person or household may also be regarded
as homeless if the accommodation is not reasonable to occupy or if they are threatened with
homelessnesswithin 28 days. At the time of the fieldWork,2, the statutory definitions outlined
certain groups as having priority need for housing such as: households containing pregnant
women or dependent children; people with a vulnerability such as old age, or a physical or
mental disability; or people who have been made homeless by an emergency such as a fire or
flood. Whilst the statutory definitions are much criticised for their vaguenessand for being
open to interpretation (Neale 1997:47), they are significant in shaping academic ideas (Pleace
et al 1997:1, Johnston et al 1991:2). A major drawback with the statutory definitions,
however, lies in their function as rationing devices (Johnston et al 1991:3, Lidstone 1994:461,
Neale 1997:47) which somewhat constrains their ability to explain. It is improbable that a
definition meant to ration service provision will be able to explain the causesof homelessness
becausethe purpose is different. Similarly, many single homeless people, whose
circumstances do not fit the vulnerability criteria as specified by the legislation, will be left
out of the definition, although their homelessnessneeds accounting for. Along these lines of
argument Greve et al thus comment 'the definitions provided by the legislation are not alone
sufficient to comprehend the nature of homelessness' (Greve et al 1986 in Johnston et al
1991:4).
1The English and Welsh legislation: Housing (HomelessPersons)Act 1977incorporatedinto the HousingAct
1985Part III and then the HousingAct 1996PartVI andVII. 'Me Scottishlegislation: Housing(Homeless
Persons)Act 1977incorporatedinto the Housing (Scotland)Act 1987,amendedby the Law Reform
(MiscellaneousProvisions) (Scotland)Act 1990. Sincethe fieldwork was completedtherehasalsobeena
Housing (Scotland)Act 2001.
2 Sincethe fieldwork was completedthe Governmenthasproposedto extendthe priority needcategoriesthrough
secondarylegislation. Ibis would include homelesspeoplewho are vulnerablebecausethey havehad an
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As indicated by the above UK statutory example, definitions of homelessnessare rights based,
but also embody political statements and value judgements (Daly 1996:7). The definitions
chosen have implications for understanding the scale of homelessness,who it affects (Glasser
and Bridgman 1999:3, Crane 1999:9, Hutson and Liddiard 1994:30) and for the nature of
provision and policy towards those defined, as well as those left out (Johnston et al 1991:2,
Watson and Austerberry 1986:6-7). This point is a crucial one in terms of gender and will be
returned to shortly.

In the wider academic community, several influential ideas around definition have emerged.
Watson and Austerberry consider homelessnesson a home-to-homeless continuum, with
rough sleeping at one end and the absolute security of tenure at the other (1986: 9). This
continuum concept is useful becauseit allows for the possibility of a whole range of situations
in between two poles, although one drawback lies in the difficulty of knowing where to draw
a line between what is and what is not homelessness. Another drawback lies in its political
and contested nature. A similar approach (in the sensethat there are two poles) is to make a
distinction between benign and malign homelessness(Jahiel 1987). Benign homelessness
refers to a state of homelessnessthat causeslittle hardship, does not last very long, does not
recur and where it is fairly easy to establish a stable home. Malign homelessness,by contrast,
causesgreat hardship or permanent damage to the persons involved, lasts a long time, recurs
and requires considerable effort to re-establish a stable home (Jahiel 1987: 100). Fitzpatrick et
al (2000) outline a comprehensive range of housing situations that may be included in
definitions of homelessnessand which, to an extent, can also be seen to embody Watson and
Austerberry's (1986) continuum concept. Firstly, there is the most popularly recognisable
'rooflessness', where a person has no shelter at all, perhaps sleeps rough, is a victim of floods
and fire, or is a newly arrived immigrant. Secondly, there is 'houselessness' where people
may be living in emergency and temporary accommodation such as hostels, refuges, bed and
breakfasts or psychiatric hospitals. The third group of situations is to do with insecure
tenures such as staying with friends or squatting. The fourth group refers to those people

institutionalised or care background (such as care-leavers, those leaving prison and ex-servicemen). See DTLR
2001. In Wales a similar order has already been passed.
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living in intolerable housing conditions; these conditions may involve overcrowding or be
substandardor intolerable in terms of physical safety or mental health. Fifth and finally,
households are included where affordability is the issue, such as where people have to share
accommodation but who would otherwise prefer to live separately (Fitzpatrick et al 2000:8).

2.2.2. Process and linzinalitv in homelessness

From the above discussion of definitions, we have so far established that homelessnesscan
refer to a range of unacceptable or insecure accommodation situations. From certain
definitions, such as Jahiel's distinction between malign and benign homelessness,we can also
seethat homelessnessmay have a temporal dimension. This emphasis is useful becauseit
extends the idea of homelessness as a static situation to homelessnessas a process. An
emphasis on process is also important because it parallels the focus on gender: 'One is not
bom a woman; one becomes one' (De Beauvoir 1993). Several authors make this point about
processimplicitly through a focus on pathways into homelessness(Weitzman et al 1990,
Anderson and Tulloch 2000, Fitzpatrick 2000) or more explicitly. Blasi (1990), for example,
arguesthat homelessnessshould not be conceived of as some kind of 'end point' but rather as
a recurring 'way-station' for the very poor, or a continuum of makeshift arrangements
(1990:208).

The anthropological concept of liminality might also be useful to express and elaborate on a
point about process. Liminality is a concept derived from Van Gennep's (1909) work on rites
of passage. Liminality refers to a threshold state between a previous more stable state and a
future stable state. Liminality can also be described as a process of transition. Turner
(1974/9) applied the concept of liminality to acute sickness episodes that take a person out of
their normal routines and into that of a sick role; Parsons (195 1) and Frankenberg (1986/5)
extended this idea of acute sickness periods to periods of chronic illness. Both acute and
chronic sickness episodes may be seen as not too dissimilar to periods of homelessness.What
Turner also suggested is that the concept of liminality can be understood within the idea of
social drama, drama that brings into sharp relief tensions in a given society. Thus in a similar
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way to ill health, homelessnessmay be experienced either as an acute crisis or as a long and
drawn out crisis. This may bring to a head not only problematic issues for the individual but
may also become symbolic of problems in wider society. Finally, because definitions of
homeless as described so far, have largely emphasisedhomelessnessas a physical loss of
place, the concept of liminality alternatively emphasiseschanges in social roles and identity.
Thus the conception of homelessnessmay be broadened to include the process of physical
housing loss or erosion of identity or, for example, loss of self-confidence (see also Carlen
1996).

2.3

Definitions and Gender Dimensions

2.3.1. Are theregenderdimensions to definitions ofhomelessness?

There are significant gender dimensions to definitions of homelessness. Starting with the
statutory definitions, certain groups are immediately identifiable as gendered, such as
pregnant women. Priority for having dependent children is also more likely to favour women
as they form the majority of lone parent households (Mullins et al. 1996: 15, NCOPF 1996:2,
Stone 1997:5). Watson (1999) and Watson and Austerberry (1986) argue that the distinction
between family and single homelessnessworks against women as a whole. Watson (1999)
asserts: '(t)hese definitions are gendered and have served to marginalise women's
homelessnessat the same time as operating with normative assumptions around the
patriarchal family and women's place within it' (1999: 81)3. What Watson and Austerberry
seem to be arguing, then, is that women are assumedto be present within the category of
'family' so that women who fall outside this category are more likely to be ignored. Aside
from a point about the confining roles of women in traditional family units, they see the lack
of housing options of single women to have consequencesfor all women. As Watson (1999)
extends an earlier point:

3AlthoughWatson(1999)claimsthathersis a gendered
analysis,
shepersistsi'nseeingwomenassynonymous
with thetermgender.
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There is a conundrum at the heart of analývsingwomens homelessnessand that is the
interlocking of three connected and abnost inseparable kqers: visibility / invisibility,
estimated significance of the problem and its definitions. 77iecrucial point is that each of
these tenns, ifyou like, detennines the other. If homelessness is defined in tenns of men's
experiences and practices or men's subjectivities
invisible.

then women's homelessness becomes

If it is invisible it is not counted and therefore it is underestimated

(1999: 86-

87).

The theme of homeless women's greater invisibility has been extensively argued and can be
illustrated by using Fitzpatrick et al's (2000) range of housing situations as a template.
Experiencing 'rooflessness' or rough sleeping, for example, is widely reported as something
that men are more likely to do (Anderson et al 1993, Randall and Brown 1993, Neale 1996:8,
Smith 1999:121) and women avoid or do in even more hidden ways (Passaro 1996:18-19).
Being a fairly visible form of homelessness and certainly the most popularly recognised and
extreme form of homelessness,rough sleeping thereby provides a strong basis for the
association of men with homelessness. The recent focus of attention on rough sleeping
through the Rough Sleepers Initiative (1990 in England, 1996 in Scotland) has been criticised
on the grounds of its gender bias, in other words, helping largely men (Smith and Gilford
1998:71) and underlines a basic point here about definitions having gendered consequences.

Fitzpatrick et al's second type of housing situation, 'houselessness' includes those living in
hostel accommodation. Hostel accommodation is largely provided for and used by men
(Harrison 1996:10, Neale 1996:8-9, Kemp 1997:72) and is again a fairly visible and
quantifiable form of homelessness. The third type of housing situation as identified by
Fitzpatrick et a/, 'insecure housing', is something where women are thought to be in numbers
at least as great as men (Webb 1989). Insecure housing is a much less visible type of
homelessness,is therefore harder to quantify and could include staying 'care of'. 'Many
women do not follow up their enquiries (to homeless agencies) or come forward to hostels,
etc. They 'choose' instead to 'cope' with their homelessnessin a different way - often by
staying 'care of' or by returning to their unsatisfactory accommodation, hidden from view'
(Webb 1989:4). In direct contrast to Webb, Fitzpatrick found that women were more likely
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than men to use agencies (2000: 140). Insecure housing may also include something that is
experienced differently by men and women within a household and does not necessarily have
to be due to staying with friends. In Watson and Austerberry's language, women may be
located at different points from men in the home-to-homeless continuum 'where the male
householder is the sole or major wage earner and controls the family income, the woman can
find herself dependent on her partner for her housing security' (1986: 21). The idea that
within households women may be more likely to be homeless finds support from gender and
poverty literature. May (1997), for example, expands on this point, arguing that women may
experience greater poverty within households because of a differential accessto family
wealth, their position in the labour market and childcare responsibilities.

The final situation of homelessnessthat Fitzpatrick et al outline and that is particularly
relevant in discussions of gender, are 'intolerable conditions at home'. Situations of physical
or mental threats or harm are far more likely to happen to women at the hands of men than the
other way around (Blackman 1998:52). The fact that women and men may have very different
relationships and associations with their home has also been widely recognised. Gender and
home is the focus of the following section, with implications for an understanding of
homelessness.

2.3.2. Gender and lionze

Somerville has outlined seven dimensions to the meaning of home: shelter (physical structure,
protection); hearth (emotional and physical well being); heart (loving and caring social
relations); privacy; roots (source of identity and meaning); abode (possession of territory and
ability to exclude others); and paradise (ideal home as distinct from everyday life) (Somerville
1992). Bunston and Breton (1992) delineate just four qualities of home as having; an
embracing quality (protection, privacy and refuge); a situating property (continuity of life,
context and rootedness); being the locus of social relationships (hub from which to branch
out); and being the locus of self identity and personality development (belonging and being in
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control). Saundersand Williams (1988) alsoemphasisethe private as opposedto public
nature of home and argue that it is one of the most basic units of society.

If it is accepted that the concept of home is in some way related to homelessness,it follows
that the qualities associatedwith home may be relevant in understanding the meaning of
homelessness. For example, in relation to the above definitions there may be implications for
the meaning and experience of homelessnessin terms of; mental and physical health
(bearth); social relations being disrupted or negative (leart);

feeling exposed, raw or too

public (privacy); disrupted or fragmented identities, the adoption of alternatives ones, the loss
of life's meaning (roots, self identity, personality development); alienation, outside of society,
chaotic and out of control (self identity and belonging); disrupted continuity, being uprooted
('situating property); feeling life as hellish, profane, purgatory (liminal? ) (paradise).

The above list may be useful as a starting point for predicting the possible dimensions of
homelessness. However, such oppositional values may obscure a muddier boundary. For
example, as Johnston and Valentine (1995) have argued in relation to the concept of home:
'home is as much about conflict and oppression as it is about security'(attributable to Allan
and Crow 1989,1995: 100). Thus for some who experience home as conflict and oppression,
it is possible that being without a home may represent some sort of resolution (Tomas and
Dittmar 1995). Another problem is in considering the point at which for ex-ample,a
relationship breakdown becomes homelessness.

Women have traditionally been more strongly associated with the concept of home, through
their role as child-bearers and primary carers (Moore 1988). As women's relation to home has
also been an idealised one (Watson and Austerberry 1986:27), it is unsurprising that writers
have drawn attention to situations in which home is not so rosy. For example, for some
women home has been described as a prison not a haven (Wardhaugh 1999:91, Munro and
Madigan 1999: 108), a place of violence (Tomas and Dittmar 1995, William et al 1999) and a
spacesubject to intrusion and violation (Johnston and Valentine 1995). Another suggestion
has been that for women home is predominantly orientated around social relationships rather
than place (Tomas and Dittmar 1995). It may then be supposed that if women are recognised
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as having a different association with the concept of home, then they may also have a
different experience of homelessness. Thus if for women even more than for men home is the
locus of social relationships (Bunston and Breton 1992) then this may impact on them in
homelessness.

In summary, if gender is the subject to be explored, then broader definitions of homelessness
are useful. An emphasis on the process of homelessnessand working with conceptions of
home draw attention to dimensions of homelessnessother than a loss of physical place. Men
and women may be differently related to home and homelessness.

The following section explores whether there are differences between men and women in
homelessnessin relation to three main areas:whether there are more homeless men than
women however homelessnessis defined; whether men and women are thought to experience
homelessnessdifferently, such as being treated differently; and whether men and women are
thought to become homeless in different ways.

2.4. Gender Trends in Homelessness

2.4.1. Relatiieproportiotisofhoiiielessitieiiaiidit,

oi?ze,i

The relative proportions of homeless men and women represent an important aspect of the
gender and homelessnessdebate. Although this thesis is based on qualitative methods and
qualitative findings, statistical uncertainty haunts many of the key issues and as such is a
crucial frame for this research.

When trying to establish the relative proportions of homeless men and women the issue of
definition is again central. For example, in terms of statutory homelessness,more women
than men are accepted by UK local authorities as being homeless. The higher proportion of
women in the overall homelessnessstatistics reflects 'family homelessness' and households
containing pregnant women, groups that are prioritised under the legislation (Evans et al
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1996:2). Households containing children or pregnant women have been calculated to
represent between 61 per cent (Evans et al 1996: 15) and 80 / 85 per cent of the total (Greve
1991:12, Daly 1996:22). In the period 2000 - 200 1, almost three quarters of the 114,000
households who were accepted as being in priority need were in categories which mainly
affect women: 57 per cent were in priority need because of dependent children; 10 per cent
due to being pregnant; and six per cent through domestic violence (DTLR 2002).

In relation to 'single' homelessness,research has consistently found that overall there are
more homeless men than women (Anderson et al 1993, Kemp 1997:72). In the UK single
homeless people are said to be in a ratio of roughly two to one, men to women (Smith
1999:112-113). Within this overall total, proportions of men and women are variously
reported in different types of homeless situation. For example, in a large scale English survey
in the early 1990s, men were found to account for 91 per cent of rough sleepers, 77 per cent of
people staying in hostel accommodation or bed and breakfast accommodation, 93 per cent of
people using day centres and 87 per cent of those using soup runs (Anderson et al 1993,
Kemp 1997:72). In a Scottish survey 86 per cent of rough sleepers were found to be men
(attributable to Shaw et al 1996 in Alexander 1998: 17). Some studies also suggest there may
be an observable gender difference in the length of time of being homeless. For example,
Anderson et al (1993) found that women had spent a shorter time in their current
accommodation than men with 75 per cent of women having spent less than a year there as
compared to 64 per cent for men (1993: 3 1). Similarly, an American study found that single
men were homeless on average for longer than single women or women with children (43
months, 34 months and 15 months respectively, attributed to Burt and Cohen (1989) in
Glasser and Bridgman 1999:18). Fitzpatrick (2000: 76) also found, albeit on a small scale,
that the young men in her study were more likely to be homeless than young women one year
on. Finally the number of single homeless people overall is reported to be increasing (Deacon
et al 1995 in Kemp 1997:69) and there is evidence that homelessnessin women is also
increasing, particular amongst young (especially black) women (Anderson et al 1993, Kemp
1997:75, Jones 1999:1, Carlin 2000:7).
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2.4.2. Deconstructing the statistics in temis of gender

In attempting to account for the two to one gender ratio (of men to women) observed in single
homelessness,several writers argue that women are homeless in more hidden ways. Webb
(1989), for example, cites the high proportion of single women on a city council's waiting list
as evidence that they are more likely than men to stay 'care of' other households. Webb
reports that out of 23,000 applicants staying 'care of', 5,000 were single women with no
dependants but only 147 women were accepted as homeless during the time of fieldwork
(1989: 5). UnfortunatelyWebb does not provide similar data for single men, nor explains what
the other 18,000 people are doing; a comparison for the reader is therefore problematic.
Webb is also to be criticised for trying to relate the 147 to the 23,000 (comparing a'stocle
figure with a'flow').

With a claim similar to Webb's, Watson (1999) argues that in a previous study she found 'the
extent of women's homelessnesswas at least as great as men's if not greater' (1999: 87).
Although Watson does not specify whether this claim relates to all women, single women or
those without children, she supports this assertion by arguing that in two separatestudies
female inquiries about homelessnessoutnumbered male inquiries, by four to one in one study
and by three to two in another (1999: 87). Watson argues '(t)he point is that it is those
statistics which register homelessnessbefore it is institutionalised in hostels, on waiting lists
or other forms of provision which are likely to give us the most accurate picture of
homelessness' (1999: 87). However, I do not think it necessarily follows that there are similar
or greater numbers of homeless women on the grounds of women contacting agencies more.
The problem with Watson's claims, and which she does not seem to consider, is that there
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may be gendered patterns in contacting agencies which may not necessarily mean that there
are more homeless women. To take an example from health research, it is well recognised
that women tend to report more ill health, especially psychological distress, and visit their
general practitioners more than men but such infon-nation cannot be taken to conclude that
women suffer greater ill health than men (Hillier and Scambler 1997:123-124).
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Further support for the idea of gendered patterns of help seeking behaviour comes from Smith
etal(1996) and Fitzpatrick (1999: 14 & 2000). In relation to young people, they all argue that
young women are more likely to contact agencies earlier than men and to contact different
sorts of agencies. In Smith et al's study, women tended to contact local authority housing
departments and housing associations when they had a housing problem and men tended to
contact hostels (1996: 10). In Fitzpatrick's study too, young women were more likely to
is
being
because
as
agencies,
explained
women were particularly
official
which
approach
anxious to avoid sleeping rough (2000: 140). In relation to young people then, it is arguable
that men are more likely to adopt a hidden route into homelessness.

is put forward by
An alternativeapproachto explaining genderdifferencesin homelessness
Smith and Gilford (1998). They arguethat in relation to young people,when the categoriesof
are merged,the genderdifference disappears.'(T)he
single and family homelessness
by the provisions of homelesspersons
'framing' of our understandingof youth homelessness
legislation,andthe consequentseparationof researchinto family homelessness
andresearch
into single homelessness () haspreventedthe building of a comprehensivepicture of youth
...
homelessness
acrossthe whole generation,hasobscuredgenderdifferences... () women are
aslikely to be homelessasyoung men but they presentfrom a variety of domesticand
parentingstatusesunlike the vast majority of young men' (Smith and Gilford 1998:83).
Whetheror not this argumentcould be extendedto adult homelessness
as well is difficult to
assess.To makedirect gendercomparisonsit would perhapsrequire, as Smith andGilford
suggest,a new framing of the single / family distinction andcertainly a revision of the current
homelessness
monitoring.
Finally, on the subject of homelessnessstatistics, several authors have pointed out numerous
problems with the way statistics are collected which further contributes to the obscuring of
gender differences. For example, accurate measurement of the extent of rough sleeping is
widely recognised as problematic (Pleace et al 1997: 9, DETR 1999: 8) and so there is
considerable scope for gender bias. Likewise, there are fewer women only hostels (Harrison
1996:10, Neale 1996:9), or spacesfor women in mixed hostels (which might be off-putting in
itself) (Hutson and Liddiard 1994:43). This may well affect the rfumber of women recorded
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as using hostels (Watson 1999:87). It has also been suggestedthat women in particular may
be found intentionally homeless for leaving their partner (Watson 1999:92, Hutson and
Liddiard 1994:43) and women temporarily without their children may be caught in a 'Catch
22' situation where they cannot get accommodation without their children and they cannot get
their children until they have accommodation (Hutson and Liddiard 1994:43, Lowthian 2001).
Finally Pleace et al (1997) point out that statutory statistics are unreliable becausethey focus
on households and not individuals. Research by Hainer (1985) suggeststhat this may result in
routine inaccuracies, in Hainer's case the routine underestimation of men. In Hainer's
research,based on observations of collecting data for a census, men routinely got left out
when counting involved households. This is becausehouseholds themselves tried to present
their relationships in a way that conformed to social norms and the census takers were also
looking for standard relationship formations (reported in Glasser and Bridgman 1999:28-31).

In conclusion, there seems to be significant reason for caution with taking gender trends in
homelessnessat face value. There is much cause to mistrust the way the statistics have been
collected and what conclusions can be drawn with regard to gender. This point is also made
by Hutson and Liddiard (1994) and related to the issue of definition; 'homelessnessstatistics
may say little about homelessnessas such and much more about the way in which the
statistics have been collected and how the problem has been defined' (1994:45). However,
this does not mean that exploring gender differences numerically is not an important pursuit
(also Watson and Austerberry 1986:56). To focus on gender, I would argue, is potentially to
uncover more about the nature of homelessness(also May 1997 in relations to urban
deprivation). The possibility that after accounting for different parenting statusesgender
differences disappear (Smith and Gilford 1998), whilst a strong argument in favour of better
gender monitoring, still leaves to be explained a significant body of evidence that indicates
there are gender patterns in the various manifestations of homelessness. The problems
involved with drawing conclusions about the relative numbers of homeless men and women
commend the value of qualitative work.
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2.5. Gendered Experiences in Homelessness

Before going on to look at gender and the causesof homelessnessthe following section seeks
to examine the literature to establish whether men and women have been identified as having
different experiences when they are homeless. More specifically the focus will firstly be
looking at the idea that bureaucraciesthemselves are gendered and secondly, looking for
research evidence that gender is important in the administration of homelessness (gender and
'people processing). The focus then broadens to ask more generally if homeless services are
gendered services, for example, in relation to hostel provision. As there is limited research on
gender in the administration of homelessnessthis section will draw on wider literature.

2.5.1. Genderedbureaucracies
Weber is typically the starting point for organisational.theory and for the study of
bureaucracies. He stressedthe formal rationality of organisations, underpinned by principles
of office hierarchy, formally established rules, written documents and officials working at full
capacity (Weber 1969).

'Bitreaucratisation

offers above all the optinunn possibilityfor

of specialising administrativefunctions
Individual

peifonnances

who by constantpractice
primarily

canying

according to purely objective

are allocated tofinictionaries
increase their expertise.

through the principle
considerations.

who have specialised training and

"Objective"

dischargeofbitsiness

business
"without
discharge
to
calculable
and
a
of
according
rules
means

regard

Bureaucracy develops the more peifectly, the more it is "dehumanised ", the
for persons ".
...
business
love,
hatred,
it
in
eliminatingfi-om
and all purely
succeeds
official
more
completely
personal, irrational,

and emotional elements'(Weber 1968: 975).

Weber has subsequently been much criticised for neglecting the informal aspect of
bureaucracies and it is now widely acceptedthat organisations need to be understood by
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considering both the implicit informal ordering as well as the formal procedures (Roper

1994:88, Cullen and Howe 1991:1, Witz and Savage1992:5).
Within the body of Weber's critics are writers addressing the issue of how bureaucracies are
gendered. These critics argue that, far from being irrelevant, gender is central to
understanding bureaucracies. Gender is at the heart of how jobs and hierarchies are imagined
and infuses organisational structure (Acker 1990, and Acker 1992 in Roper 1994:88). For
example, within the development of organisations and bureaucracies is the assumption of
women's domestic labour and the division of labour within the family. Many positions of
employment have been built on the premise that only men will fill them becauseit will only
be men who can detach themselves from domestic responsibilities (Acker 1990: 149, Witz and
Savage 1992:5-6, and Roper 1994: 89-90).

Secondly, women's work has a had a history of being mainly limited to roles which support,
and are subordinated to, the male career. Acker writes: 'The concept of a "job" is thus
implicitly a gendered concept, even though organisational logic presents it as gender neutral.
"A job" already contains the gender-based division of labour and the separation between the
public and private sphere'. It also follows that: 'Those who are committed to paid
employment are "naturally" more suited to responsibility and authority; those who must
divide their commitments are in the lower ranks' (Acker 1990: 149-150). During the postWW1 'white blouse revolution', women were recruited into very particular roles, such as into
routine clerical jobs. The advantage of having female sections of a work-force was partly
becausethey were cheap in comparison to the'family' wages of men (Roper 1994:91).

Although the rendering of jobs has evolved significantly over the past century, these
developments have still been restructured along gendered lines. Savage (1992) argues that
although there are growing numbers of women now in managerial and professional jobs they
are still largely jobs that do not hold significant organisational power. Acker (1990) supports
this view: 'We know now that gender segregation is an amazingly persistent pattern and that
the gender identity of jobs and occupations is repeatedly reproduced, often in new forms. The
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reconstruction of gender segregation is an integral part of the dynamic of technological and

organisationalcliange' (1990:145).

2.5.2. People processing

There are several important texts on the administration of public policy, although only a few
refer specifically to the administration of homelessness. One classic text is Lipsky's 'StreetLevel Bureaucracy' (1980) in which he argues that public policies are best understood at the
level of the individual workers whose collective actions add up to agency behaviour. Lipsky
outlines some of the fundamental tensions within public service work, such as having
inadequate resources, uncertain methods and unpredictable clients, which all combine to
defeat the aspirations of service workers (1980:xii). The ideal of providing for clients'
individual needs is lost in practice to the greater need to deal with clients as a mass. Mass
people processing is associated by Lipsky with shorthand rules, stereotyping and categorising
cases.

Howe (1989) and Cullen and Howe (1991) build on Lipsky's work and emphasise informal
processesand office norms. They focus on staff practices in a Department of Social Security
Benefit Office and argue that a basic categorisation of clients as either 'deserving or
undeserving' is used and has significant implications for client's inforination and accessto
benefits. This distinction has also been observed to apply in specific relation to homeless
people (Greve 1991:48, Lowe 1997: 19, Neale 1997:36). Peer pressure, stories and jokes
about clients all help to produce office norms, attitudes and informal practices undisrupted
when new staff join. Further to Lipsky's explanations of the constraints and frustrations of
public service workers, Cullen and Howe outline some of the features that are used in
identifying the 'deserving' from the 'non-deserving clients' such as dress and demeanour.
They further suggest that the continual adherenceto 'special' or more 'deserving' groups
reward workers with a greater sense of job satisfaction.
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Although Lipsky (1980) and Cullen and Howe (1991) focus on the perspective of the service
workers, none see the clients as passive in this process, although they do seethem as being
considerably constrained in their ability to influence what happens. Wright (1994)
emphasisesthe active powers of negotiation that people have as clients within the bounds of
their competence to understand the bureaucratic system (attributable to Tapp and Levine
1977,1994: 161). Thus in active attempts to positively influence the result of their encounter
with officials, people may tailor their presentation in ways that they think are most likely to be
received favourably. This literature therefore points to an understanding of the relationship
between homeless people and welfare officials as a two-way process of negotiation, both
parties operating within constraints, and from a perspective which informs the basis of
Chapter Six.

Lidstone (1994) examines both the formal and infonnal rationing process encountered by
homeless people. She emphasisesthe relatively unexplored aspects of informal rationing and
identifies five ways in which this may be carried out; by withholding information, deterrence,
delay, dilution and discretion, of which deterrence and discretion are of most interest here.
For example, included in an understanding of deterrence, Lidstone argues that officials,
official buildings, official forms, the poor condition of housing offered, plus the judgmental
attitudes and / or staff rudeness may all act to deter an applicant (1994: 464-465). The
informal discretion of housing officers and receptionists is also understood by Lidstone to be
a critical site of decision making and seems to fit well with Lipsky's (1980) description of
'street-level bureaucrats'. Drawing on Niner's (1989) research into the practices of nine local
authorities examples of discretion include: deciding at what stage to accept homelessness;
deciding on the nature and duration of investigations; and having informal working
definitions of vulnerability. Lidstone concludes: Ihere is a need for further researchinto the
use of discretion in rationing housing to the homeless and for a greater focus upon the
relationship between housing officers and applicants as this is a dimension that is often lost in
the accounts of local authority response to homelessness'(Lidstone 1994:470).
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2.5.3. Genderand peopleprocessing
None of the above studies consider that gender may be an important dimension to ýpcople
processing'. However, both the clients' gender and the gender of the service workers
administering the policies have been found to be important. For example, in relation to the
criminal justice system, Pilcher (1999) found ample evidence to support the view that women
were, on the whole, judged less harshly than men. Although she attributes this leniency
mostly to the fact that women commit fewer crimes, less serious crimes and have greater
domestic responsibilities, she also argues that these factors had a cumulative effect: women's
demeanour was interpreted as being different from that of men and they were ascribed
different motives for their behaviour. In one particular study by Gelsthorpe and Loucks
(1997) the judges (mostly men) tended to see men as fully responsible for their actions and
those actions as being selfishly motivated, whereas women were seen as having acted out of
desperation and for the good of others. In short, men were seen as 'troublesome' in contrast
to women who were merely 'troubled' (cited in Pilcher 1999:137).

Moving on from the gender of the clients to the gender of the administrators themselves, there
is a wealth of literature on gender in organisations. This literature generally takes as its
starting point the claim that organisations are not unaffected by gender issues. It argues that
organisations are fundamentally gendered in ways such as gender inequalities in career
opportunities (Witz and Savage 1992). Organisations are also identified as being gendered in
the sensethat there are gendered styles of working (Cullen 1994, Smith 1987 in Witz and
Savage 1992) and that women's styles may be used for dealing with difficult clients (Cullen
1994) or as a management strategy (Kerfoot and Knights 1994), albeit in informal and
unacknowledged ways.

In summary, existing research has drawn attention to the way welfare workers are key to
understanding the implementation of polices (Lipsky 1980, Lidstone 1994). The nature of
public service work is understood as encouraging informal methods of people processing.
People may be informally positioned on adeserving' -'non deserving' scale and staff
discretion allows for this. Although the recipients of welfare are strongly affected by the
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outcome of these informal processesthey are not entirely passive. In the light of evidence that
a client's gender effects official judgements about their behaviour, and that there are gendered
styles of working, it is not unreasonable to suggest that informal methods of processing
homeless people be examined more closely for evidence of the influence of gender.

2.5.4. Genderedservices
Very little hasbeenwritten on the subjectof genderedhomelessservices,andwhat hasbeen
written seemsto be confinedto a few commentson differencesin hostel accommodation.
Singlesex hostelsfor men arereportedly far more numerousandbigger in size (more bed
spaces)than women'shostels(Watsonand Austerberry 1986:62). Greve (1991) refersto this
asagrotesqueimbalancein provision' (1991:17). Someof thesedifferencesWatsonand
Austerberry(1986) attributeto the history of hostels. Many of the women's hostelsor
'refuges' cameout of the women's movementin the 1970s(1986:58), whilst men's hostels
hadpreviouslybeenworking men's hostels(Crane 1999:67). Neale(1997) also comments
that the condition of women'srefugestendsto be worsethan men's accommodation
(attributedto BerthoudandCasey1988in Neale 1997:208). (Women's refugesas a particular
form of women's hostelhaveno equivalentfor men that I am awareof).
Mixed, as opposed to single sex, accommodation is another aspect of hostels that is well
documented. Whilst in theory mixed hostel accommodation is open to either men or women,
many report that in practice it is often not accessible to women. This is either because
managersare reluctant to let women in unless they fill all their spaces (Sexty 1990:52) or
becausewomen are reluctant to stay in a mainly male environment (Hutson and Liddiard
1994:43, Carlen 1996, Croft-White and Parry-Crooke 1996:6, Jones 1999). The assumption
that single sex accommodation is appropriate for homeless people goes largely unquestioned
and, if anything, it is mixed rather than single sex accommodation which is seen as
problematic.
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In regard to support services, information about gendered services is very sparse. The few
examples include Morrish (1993: 2 1), who mentions that there are less services for women
who drink, that services are male dominated, and Randall and Brown (1999) who note in their
recommendations that women need more specialist services. Hutson (1999) argues that
support services for single people are usually discussed in reference to single people rather
than families but disputes the assumption that families are any less needy of those services
(1999: 219). It is possible that assumptions about family coping conceals more specifically
gendered beliefs about men and women's ability to cope (see Carlen and Worrall 1987:3).
Whilst comments on gendered services are limited, they do seem to point to a shared
assumption that women's needs are different from men's. Randall and Brown's (1999)
recommendation that women need more specialist services is unconnected to the rest of their
report and seems to have been tacked on at the end as a worthy afterthought. Thus it may be
considered that women's needs are not only considered different, but somehow more special.

2.6. Gender and the Causes of Homelessness

Whilst thereis ampleempirical evidencethat factorsidentified ashelping to cause
homelessness
might affect men and womendifferently, mosttheoriesof homelessness
This sectionbeginsby outlining the ways in
overlook the possibility of genderdimensionS4
.
which the causesof homelessness
may affect men and womendifferently. Secondly,this
sectionmovesonto a fuller considerationof gendertheory in an effort to unify the patchwork
theories.
addition of genderto existing homelessness
The causes of homelessnessare largely explained in terms either of structural reasonsor
individual reasons. 'Structural' reasons refer to broad economic and social issues such as the
availability of housing and the level of employment opportunities. 'Individual' reasons focus
on such issues as personal behaviour and choices such as addictions, although they may also
include abusive experiences or mental health problems. Historically, an understanding of
homelessnesshas tended towards individual reasons and causes(Lowe 1997:24, Neale
4 Two notableexceptionsarePassaro(1996) and WatsonandAusterberry(1986).
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1997:37, Watson and Austerberry 1986:70). Theoretical debates in homelessnesshave moved
little beyond considering individual as opposed to structural causes (Neale 1997) although, as
Fitzpatrick et al (2000) point out, the relationship between individual and structural causesis
a close one (2000: 19).

2.6.1. Identifying genderin individual causes
Individual-based causesof homelessnessare grouped under various sub-headings ranging
from 'personal characteristics', 'behavioural issues' and 'risk factors' to 'predictors' and
'individual experiences'. Individual causesgenerally fall into two camps: those that
emphasise personal responsibility; and those that emphasise an inadequacy or failing that is
not entirely an individual's responsibility (Neale 97: 36). Substance abuse and crime may be
said to characterise the former camp; physical or sexual abuse, and mental health problems
the latter. Relationship breakdown may be found in either camp and gender dimensions are
apparent in most of these issues.

Relationship breakdown is often a prominent explanation in people's own accounts and is
seen both as a 'trigger' to homelessnessand a more long-term contributing factor. Although
relationship breakdown has been associated with gender differences, there are inconsistent
reports as to how these differences manifest themselves. Anderson et al (1993) found that
relationship breakdown was four times more likely to be given as a reason amongst men than
women (1993: 76) and in a smaller sample Morris (1998) found that homeless women were
much more likely to have been previously married with children. This seeming contradiction-'
is possibly better understood by exploring the meaning of relationship break-downa little
further and recognising the inherent difficulty of using statistics to illuminate the complexities
of human relationships. Sullivan and Damrosch (1987) argue that men and women who
become homeless due to relationship break-downfail in those relationships for different
reasons. They argue that whereas men tend to fail in their relationships in respect to their
occupational roles, combined with an element of 'irresponsibility',

women are more likely to

have a crisis in their roles as wives or mothers. Golden (1992) and Tomas and Dittmar (1995)
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lend support for this by arguing that loss of relationships is more central to women's
homelessnessbecause they are brought up to be dependent on them in ways that men are not.
Therefore, it can be seen that the social roles that men and women perform are present in their
relationships and the way those relationships break down.

This observed gender distinction is also central to the argument put forward by Passaro
(1996), although she combines both individual and structural explanations. She argues that in
times of high unemployment men are alienated from a role in the family when they no longer
bring in any money. Outside of a family role, these men are not only in need of an
independent shelter, but also more importantly, they are unable to recreate and sustain a
home. Men's alienation from the family is therefore both the cause and the reason for the
persistence of their homelessness. Women alternatively have the social role of being a mother
through which they can sustain a home and without the presenceof men can, to an extent, rely
on the economic support of the state. Long term relationships and 'homemaking' with men
may also be less attractive to women if their partners are violent. Thus in the event of
relationship breakdown, Passaroargues, women with children can maintain a home whereas
men tend to lose relationships, homes and children.

Relationship breakdown as caused by the domestic violence of men against women is
consistently found to be a significant aspect of women's homelessnessand highlights the
gender inequalities experienced within many relationships. So having said earlier that
statistics are unable to capture certain aspects of relationship breakdown, statistics on
domestic violence may give considerable insight into gender inequalities. Anderson et al
(1993) found that one in twenty homeless women reported domestic violence as one of main
reasons for their homelessness(1993: 104) and for the period 2000-2001 Government figures
show that six per cent of women who were accepted as homeless cite domestic violence as the
main reason (DTLR 2002).

Having considered relationship breakdown mainly from the perspective of marital type
relationships, there is also the relationship breakdown of young people from the family.
Smith et al (1998) have argued that the reasons why young men and young women may be
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forced to leave home are different. Young men, for example, were found to be more likely to
get into conflict with new partners of their mothers whereas young women tended to avoid
this and were more accepting of new partners (1998: 27-27). Young men were also more likely
to be in conflict with their parent/s over their trouble with the police or issues of drink or
drugs (1998: 18). In contrast young women were more likely to come into conflict with their
parents over the more restrictive rules placed on them; for example, the time they were
5
in
27)
boyfriend
(1998: 18). Against the myth of the
(1998:
at night
allowed
or their choice of
1980s that young girls get pregnant to get a house (Hutson and Liddiard 1994:10), Smith et al
found that some young women who had previously left home returned to their parents on
becoming pregnant (1998: 36).

Contributing to leaving home due to a break-downin family relationships, may be physical,
emotional and sexual abuse. A previous history of family abuse is reported as havinghappenedto four in ten young women in hostels by Hendessi (1992 in Hutson and Liddiard
1994:61). Smith et al (1998) found that whereas both young men and women seemed equally
to have experienced physical abuse, young women were more likely to have experienced
sexual or verbal abuse (1998:25-26). Carlin (2000) also found th at whereas 56 per cent of
women reported involvement in prostitution when in care as a child or teenager, 12.5 per cent
of men did (Carlin. 2000:32). An experience of care was reported to be more likely for
homeless women (Anderson et al 1993, Jones 1999:9) and may be related to previous abuse
in the family (Smith et al 1998:32, Hutson and Liddiard 1994:62). Research on the greater
likelihood of women experiencing the most types of childhood abuse seems fairly consistent.
However, I would remain cautious about neglecting men's experiences; the under reporting of
abuse is even more likely to be true of men.

I

The link- between crime and homelessnessis well established and highly gendered. That men
are more likely to be involved in crime than women is reported by Anderson et al (1993) in
terms of time spent in a prison or a remand centre (1993: 32, also Jones 1999:9, Hutson and
Liddiard 1994:65). Whilst recognising that women are imprisoned less than men, Lowthian
5 Choiceof partnerwasusuallyheterosexualbut Evans(1996) hasnoted that a significant minority of young
peoplewho aregay or lesbianareevictedby their parentswhen told abouttheir sexuality (cited in Stone
1997:7).
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(2001) argues that if a woman is imprisoned it is more likely that she will become homeless
than would be the case for a man. This is becausethere are fewer women's prisons so the
greater geographical distances would create a greater strain on her relationships (also Pilcher
1999:138). Women's previous relationships are also more likely to breakdown on going into
prison than men, relationships that may help to maintain children and tenancies. Once a
woman's children are no longer being taken care of within her family, she will find it harder
to get housing on release (Lowthian 2001).

Homeless women are more likely to be diagnosed with mental health problems than are
homeless men (Jones 1999: 10, Pearson and George 1999: 148). Anderson et al found that
women were more likely previously to have spent time in a psychiatric unit than men
(1993:32) and, in a report by Crane (1997) of homeless women over 55, two thirds of the
women were reported as having a mental health problem (cited in Stone 1997:6). Bines found
that homeless women from a variety of accommodation had more mental health problems
than men (as is consistent in the wider population (1997: 139)) and Marshall (1991) claims
that the diagnosis of schizophrenia is particularly prevalent amongst homeless women
(attributable to Herzberg 1987 in Marshall 1991:373, also Croft-white and Parry-Crooke
1996). The construction of mental health around ideas of gender is, however, also well
established (Busfield 1996, Golden 1992).

Alcohol abuse is generally reported as a problem more likely to affect homeless men,
especially older men (Marshall 1991). Anderson et al (1993) report that men are more likely
to have spent time in an alcohol unit, while Daly, reporting on a study in the US, put the
incidence of problematic alcohol use amongst men at three times that of women (1996: 13).
There are fewer reported gender differences in relation to drug addictions. However, the
economic activities that men and women become involved in to support an expensive drug
habit do have different housing consequences.For example, men are more likely to be
involved in theft related activities that attract custodial sentences,whereas women are more
likely to be involved in prostitution where there is a lower risk of imprisonment and, if they
are imprisoned, the sentence is shorter (Pilcher 1999: 138, Lowthian 2001). The gendered
housing consequences of imprisonment have been outlined above.
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2.62.

Criticism of the individual approach to homelessness

Having established that relationship breakdown, abuse, mental health problems, crime and
alcohol use may all affect men and women in different ways, it is important to note that
although a link between such factors and homelessnessis well established, asserting causation
is more problematic.

Although individual causes of homelessnessdo aid an understanding of the processesof
becoming homeless, they fall short of explaining homelessnessadequately. For example, if a
person is said to have become homeless becauseof an addiction, then it remains to be
explained how that addiction arose. Part of this problem can be identified as being due to too
much focus on homeless people themselves. Carlen (1996) argues that too much focus on the
characteristics of homeless people is teleological and gains are limited when answers are
sought amongst homeless people and explanations based on those attributes (Carlen 1996:27).
There is therefore a need to look for explanations of homelessnessat a wider level. Shinn and
Weitzman state: 'if housing were cheap and abundant, employment high and benefits for those
not employed generous, individuals who lacked social supports or those with severe mental
disabilities would still have residencies; those who lost housing because of fire, eviction or
domestic violence would be quickly rehoused. Such people have existed at other times, but
few were homeless'(Shinn and Weitzman 1990.7).

2.6.3. Structural causesof homelessness.

v

The structural causes of homelessnesscan be grouped into several mutually reinforcing issues
but are united by the underlying factor of poverty. With financial assistancemost other
problems can be overcome and homelessnessavoided (Fitzpatrick- et al 2000: 29). The
observed general increase in poverty and widening of inequality (Carlen 1996:28) is seen as a
major determinant of homelessness. Other factors include an overall shortage of affordable
housing, increased unemployment, benefit changes and the pressure of demographic changes.
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The overall shortage of affordable housing and its effect on homelessnesshas been attributed
to the decreasein the public rented stock available, due to the selling of council houses in the
1980s and the lack of new council house building (Greve 1991: 18, Johnston et al 1991:14,
Hutson and Liddiard 1994:47, Fitzpatrick et al 2000: 20). The general decreasein the capacity
of the private rented sector (Johnston et al 1991:14, Downing-Orr 1996:22, Hutson and
Liddiard 1994:49, Greve 1991:19-20) and obstacles to its access(Rugg 1997) have also
contributed to a housing shortfall, although this sector is now picking up again (Fitzpatrick et
al 2000:20). The shortage of affordable housing has been associated with the still small
capacity of housing associations (Johnston et al 1991: 14, Hutson and Liddiard 1994:50,
Fitzpatrick et al 2000: 20) and the poor quality of housing available (Shinn and Weitzman
1990:6). An overall reliance on and belief in the ability of markets to provide housing has
been the root of the housing shortage according to Greve (1991: 21) and Johnston et al
(1991: 14).

In closeconnectionto the decline in the supply of suitableand affordableaccommodation,
demandhasreportedlygoneup. There hasbeenan overall increasein the numberof
households(Greve 1990:22, Johnstonet al 1991:13), relatedto a growth in divorcerates,
older peopleliving longer, young people increasinglyforming independenthouseholds
(Hutsonand Liddiard 1996:57, Fitzpatrick et al 2000:19-20) and a rise in ]one parent
households(Watson 1999:89). Unemploymenthad risen,(althoughis currently falling
(Bailey et al 1999:11)), and for those in employment,wagesrelative to housingcostshave
declined(Greve 1991,Johnstonet al 1991:13,Bramley 1993). The wagegaphasreportedly
affectedyoung people's ability to afford housing(Downing-Orr 1996:24, Carlen 1996:28-29,ý
Hutsonand Liddiard 1996)and,for thoseout of work-,Downing-Orr hascalculatedthat there
wereat least 14 benefit cuts affecting peopleunder twenty-five between1980and 1991
(1996:19).

Women may be particularly poorly located in respect to many of these macro or structural
factors. Affordability is a key factor in accessto housing and women on the whole can be
said to have less financial resources. This is due to women's diffeient position in the labour
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market (Lister 1997:24, Millar 1997, Neale 1997:39), their greater childcare responsibilities
(Marshall 1991:373), their lower wages, greater likelihood to be in part-time work and lower
union power (Watson and Austerberry 1986:129, Watson 1999:88, May 1997). This may be
especially true for black women and women from other ethnic minorities (Sexty 1990: 18-19).
Women's supported accessto housing stock such as public housing has reportedly been better
than that of men, especially for those women with children, but as supply in this sector has
declined women will be disproportionately affected (attributed to Marsh and Mullins 1998,
Watson 1999:90). Certain types of casual work were perhaps traditionally harder for women
to get (Golden 1992). Although women's opportunities and position in the labour force may
now be changing, the jobs they are able to get are still part-time and less well paid. By
contrast, older men and younger poorly educated men are seen to be losing out
disproportionately in the job market (May 1997:23, Turok and Edge 1999: 18).

In tenus of demographic patterns, divorced women are particularly likely to suffer financially,
especially if they have any children from the marriage (Sullivan and Damrosch 1987:83).
Lone parents, mostly women, are widely recognised as being amongst the poorest groups
(Stone 1990:5, Daly 1996:21, May 1997:21). Older women outliving their partners, are
doubly disadvantaged where older people are another of the poorest groups in Britain and
older women are less likely to have employment related pensions (Sexty 1990: 19&23,
Watson 1999:90). Having said this, in an outline of the social distribution of homelessness,
Burrows (1997) still found that the combination of characteristics that produced the highest
odds of being homeless were: being young, being divorced or separated, living in housing
association accommodation and being a single male who is currently economically inactive
(1997: 66). So whilst many of the structural factors can be identified as affecting women in
particular ways, we know little about how men are being affected, other than the fact that they
are apparently being affected in greater numbers. The issues of definition, visibility, and
numerical uncertainty therefore continue to obscure gender dimensions to homelessness.

These structural factors serve as more adequateexplanations of homelessnessthan individual
factors. Their weakness perhaps lies in their ability to illuminate the processesby which
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observations of gender difference for individual factors (e.g. how alcohol is more likely to be
abusedby men) and anticipate gender differences for structural factors (such as women being
individually poorer), an overall theory to explain gender differences in homelessnessis
required. Obviously, gender theory cannot hope to explain homelessnessitself but it may be
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many aspectsof homelessness.Gender theory may also help to establish if differences are all
to women's disadvantage or if, in respect to homelessness,we might expect gender
differences to manifest in other ways.

2.7. Insh! hts from Gender Theorv

This final section examines some of the literature on gender theory. This literature is useful in
helping to bring together all the qualifications that have been made so far in relation to gender
and definitions of homelessness,differences in experiences, treatment and the causesof
homelessness. This section is also important for the way it has problematised any taken-forgranted assumptions made about the differences between men and women.

2.7.1. Patriarchy

Walby (1990) defines patriarchy as 'a system of social structures and practices in which men
dominate, oppress and exploit women' (1990: 20). Walby proposes six key structures of
patriarchy: the patriarchal mode of production, patriarchal relations in paid work-, patriarchal
relations in the state, male violence, patriarchal relations in sexuality and patriarchal relations
in cultural institutions. Although relatively autonomous, these six structures reinforce and
interconnect in a way necessary to capture the variation in gender relations.

By 'patriarchal mode of production', Walby is referring to the relations between men and
women in the household in the context of a capitalist economy. Capitalism and patriarchy
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both rely on women's unpaid labour in the home and women are thus constrained through
lack of alternative options. Outside of the home, women are disadvantaged in paid work
because of occupational segregation by sex rather than, for example, erosion of skills because
of time spent caring for others. This segregation, Walby argues, was pushed through by
(male) unions and the state, and supported by measuressuch as marriage bars and men's
earning of 'family wages'. The state is seen as being systematically biased towards patriarchal
interests despite there having been changes facilitating women's accessto the public sphere.
Male violence is a form of power that men have over women; only a minority of violent men
are thought to be needed for women generally to feel intimidated. Walby seesmale violence
6
in
Durkheimien
as social structure the
sense rather than as acts of individual aggression.
The state supports male violence by ineffective intervention on women's behalf. Men are
socialised into violence (machismo) and taught to use violence to settle disputes. Patriarchal
relations in sexuality refer to traditional male sexual dominance and the sexual double
standard that allows men more freedom than women. Patriarchal cultural institutions refer to
the constructed notions of femininity and masculinity but remain fairly unelaborated beyond
this.

The greatest appeal of Walby's theory of patriarchy lies in her attempt to explain gender
disadvantage in a wide variety of settings. Without such an all-encompassing gender theory
women's disadvantages as listed in relation to the possible causesof homelessnessappear
random and incomprehensible. Walby's theory helps to explain why women are economically
at a disadvantage to men (occupational segregation in paid work and state support of this) and
thus less able to finance housing independently. Walby's theory tries to account for why
women are more likely to choose the constraints of marriage (restricted alternatives), why
young women are constrained by stricter rules at home (sexual double standard) and why men
might commit more crime and drink more (male violence and machismo). Finally Walby's
theory of patriarchy allows for an understanding of how financial constraints, dependence,
state support, sexual double standard and male sexual dominance all may come together to
explain domestic violence, men's abuse of women more generally, and why, in the light of

6 Social

structure, in the sense that Durkheim understood suicide to be a social, rather than an individual act. See
Durkheim (1897).
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such disadvantage, women might suffer from mental health problems more than men. As an
all-encompassing theory of women's oppression and exploitation, Walby's theory is
perhapsless able to account for why men, with all their advantages, may come to be
homeless. Despite her assertion that she seespatriarchy operating at the level of social
structures and practices, other major criticisms of Walby's theory is that the emphasis still
falls too much on structures at the expense of human agency (Pilcher 1999:11).

2.7.2. Hierarchies of dominance

An alternative theory of gender disadvantage which places greater emphasis on practices of
human agency is Connel's (1996) ideas of multiple and hegemonic masculinity. Connel
regards male dominance in terms of individuals, each with their own gender project, actively
negotiating a place within gender hierarchies in multiple settings. Within his system of
gender hierarchies, masculinity is always dominant to femininity although some masculinities
are higher than others. 'Hegemonic masculinity' for example is at the top of the hierarchy
and is the culturally dominant ideal centred on authority, strength, paid work- and
heterosexuality. Although this is an ideal that few men can live up to, many men are seen as
gaining advantage from it and thus are involved in 'complicit masculinity'.

'Subordinate

masculinity' is below 'complicit masculinity' and is exemplified by gay men. 'Marginalised
masculinity' is also below 'complicit masculinity' and is exemplified by men from ethnic
minorities. Women's fernininities may similarly take a variety of forms such as 'emphasised'
(or compliant) or 'resistant' (e.g. feminist). Despite the central role of agency, Connel sees
men and women as working within the constraints of a gender order especially through labour
constraints, power constraints and sexual and emotional relationships. Because Connell sees
these hierarchies of gender relation as processesof individual practices, they are completely
open to change and challenge and have already been significantly challenged by the feminist
movement.

Although Connel's theory seemsto be currently favoured (Pilcher 1999), 1 remain sceptical
about the idea of hierarchies where all femininities are subordinate to all masculinities.
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Connel's work- is also generally less applicable in accounting for the gender differences in
homelessness. What Connel's theory is successful at demonstrating though is how gender
relations are in continual flux and constantly require maintenance. Gender relations are also
open to change and there is an intimate relationship between people's practices and the
institutions they constitute.

The premise on which both Walby and Connel's theories are basedis that men and women
exist in some sort of a pfiori way. A challenge to this position comes from the poststructuralists. This argument holds that biological differences are also culturally defined and
thus any distinction between sex and gender becomes meaningless (Butler 1990, also Gatens
1983 in Cornwall and Lindisfarne 1995: 143). Butler (1990) for example, arguesthat gender
categories are inherently unstable and only sustained through re-enacted and repeated social
performance (plurality and diversity). The benefit of using such theories comes from the
emphasis they bring to the idea of social performance and identities. Thus it follows that if
men and women do not independently exist outside of our cultural perceptions of what it is to
be a man or woman, then it is even more vital to look for where gender is being constructed,
for example, in practices such as becoming homeless. Strathern (1988) argues that gender
ideologies are less reflections of reality than systems for producing differences and
inequalities. We need instead to explore how people asserttheir own representations of
biology and sociality and of the "natures" of People (1988:65).

2.8. Conclusion

In conclusion it would seem that there have been various insights on the subject of gender and
homelessness,but little systematic analysis. Many of the insights have remained limited in
scope because of a lack of engagement with gender theory. Thus, while most of the
homelessnessliterature ignores gender issues altogether, those studies that do consider gender
tend to do so only in terms of adding in the experiences of homeless women. What is needed,
therefore, is an examination of gender in various aspectsof homelessnesswhich both directly
compares the experiences of men and women and which remains cautious about the nature of
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those comparisons becauseof an understanding of, and greater engagement with, gender
theory. These latter concerns are also addressedin the following chapter (Chapter Three).

In respect to both gender theory and homelessnesstheory, the issue of approaching the subject
through either a structural approach or individual agency approach is still prominent in
discussions. The most recent resolution of this tension in gender theory is seen as focusing on
individual agents, negotiating their gender identities or projects in a variety of social contexts,
constrained by wider social structures (Connel 1996). This resolution may provide the
template for a similar approach in homelessnesstheory, such that the focus is on individuals
negotiating their homelessnessas gendered agents in a variety of social contexts within the
constraints of social structures.

Furthermore the creative combination of literature on gender and homelessnesssatisfies
Strathem's (1988, also in Cornwall and Lindisfame 1995: 149) call that we should examine
processeswhereby gender differences are created in different settings. Homelessnesscan
provide just such an appropriate setting. In particular, this emphasis could lead to exploring
how men and women are constructed through the texts and everyday practices of homeless
policies. Other areasthat could be examined could include the nature and extent of the
homelessnessproblem, the services provided to address the homelessnessproblem and the
accounts of the aetiology of homelessness. Sex differences, as West et al (1997) point out,
are not seen as the explanation but as the analytical point of departure.
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CHAPTER

3:

RESEARCHING
POLITICS.

3.1. Introduction:

GENDER AND HOMELESSNESS:

EPISTEMOLOGIES

PROCESS.

AND PRACTICE

Process and Demstification

The focus in this chapter is on the processof doing research.The developmentof ideasis
shown from an initial starting point towardsthe formulation of key researchquestions,a
fieldwork strategy to addressthose questions,subsequentexperiencesin the field and the
continual processesof analysis and writing up. Demystifying the researchprocessis also a
recognisedaim for good research(Ellen 1984:1) and situating knowledge avoids false
claims to objectivity, as challengedby feminist and post-modemcritiques (May 1997,
Waugh 1998). Knowledge is instead understoodto be subjectively createdby the
researcher'sinteraction with his or her subjects. The intertwining of knowledgecreation,
researchprocessand the researcherherself is acknowledged,and particularly pertinent to
the subject of gender and homelessness,aswill be demonstrated.
The researchapproachtaken here is an ethnographicone. By 'ethnographicapproach',
following Silven-nan(1993), is meant: a preferencefor a rangeof methodsof data
collection; an emphasison everyday contextsrather than experimentalconditions; a
preferencefor less structured data collection; a desireto start without prior hypotheses;a
concernwith the micro featuresof social life; a concernwith the meaningand function of
social action; and an assumptionthat quantification plays a subordinaterole (adaptedfrom
Hammersley 1990, Silverman 1993:25). An ethnographicapproachis particularly
appropriateto this study, becauseits flexibility suits the broadly exploratory natureof
enquiry taken here, looking at whether or not homelessnessis different for men and
women, and if it is, how it is different. With its eclectic use of a range of methodsfor data
collection, the ethnographic approachis also useful when investigating gender.For
example,as an important aspectof ethnography,participant observationcan be usedto
contrastwhat people say in interviews with how they are observedto behavein everyday
situations.
To illustrate the processual.nature of research,the sectionsof this chapterwill examinethe
stagesof researchin chronological order. The section starts by introducing the topic area
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from which the researchfocus was initially approached,and then locates this focus within
wider academicand political debates. This wider focus includes issuesof representation
and the researcher'srole. Epistemologicalissuesthat are raised by the examination of
genderare also considered,as are how the researchsought to overcome someof these
difficulties. The following section showshow initial ideas and concernswere
operationalisedinto practical fieldwork plans, and outlines the key questionsas they stood
at the beginning of the fieldwork. Attention is given to the use of participant observation
and interviews, leading onto a discussionof experiencesin the field. Problemswith
access,informed consent,confidentiality, researcherrole, recruitment and interviewee
motivation are all considered.A brief comment on analysis and the writing process
concludethis chapter.

3.2. The Research Context

3.2.1. Startingpoint

The working title provided for this Ph.D. was 'Aspects of Social Exclusion and Integration
in Women's Homelessness'.This title, in addition to some suggestedproject aims and
objectives,was devisedjointly by the Departmentof Urban Studies and the 'CaseAward'
sponsors,Shelter. Initially I was happy to work with the themesof 'social exclusion' and
'integration' but, having explored the literature, I decidedagainstkeeping either. With its
Europeanpolicy origins, the conceptof 'social exclusion' seemstoo 'top down' (Room
1995,Bergman 1995,Silver 1994,and Pleace 1998),with limited popular understanding
(Golding 1995) and explanatorypowers (Walker 1995).
A secondpoint of departurefrom the original project themeand title was a desireto shift
the focus from one of 'women' to one of 'gender'. I was already aware of the substantial
criticisms levelled at doing research'on women' (Cornwall and Lindisfarne 1995, Connel
1996)and agreedthat just adding knowledge aboutwomen's experiencesmissesa crucial
point. Genderis an inherently relational conceptrequiring an understandingof both men
and women'sexperiences. It is also somethinggreatey-than the sum of differences
between'men' and 'women' (McDonald 1994,Strathern 1988see also ChapterTwo,
section2.7). Thus, whilst sympatheticto feminist thinkers who wish to promote the
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concernsof women (Stanley and Wise 1990), 1 prefer to extend a political awarenessto all
marginalisedpeople, irrespective of genderor other social grouping.
Having establishedtwo major changesaway from the original suggestedtitle, attention
was turned to the body of homelessnessliterature with respectto what it said, or did not
say, about genderand homelessness.Within this homelessnessliterature it was found that
genderas an issue hasbeen largely ignored. There are a few notable exceptions(Passaro
1996,Smith and Gilford 1998) in addition to a number of 'add on' piecesof research
about women's experiences(Watson and Austerberry 1986,Webb 1989,Golden 1992,
Tomasand Dittmar 1995,Jones 1999,Croft-White and Parry-Crooke 2000, Edgar and
Doherty 20017) At this initial stagetherefore, I was confident that a significant knowledge
.
gap existed around genderand homelessnessand that there was a consequentneedfor
researchto addressit.

3.3. The

Politics

of

Doinjj

Social

Research:

Defining

the

Problem

and

Representation

3.3.1. Deflizing the problem

Having establishedthat the new researchfocus was on genderand homelessness,
I was
interestedin looking at previous types of homelessnessresearch. Blasi (1990), and Shinn
and Weitzman (1990) are critical of the way many researchprojects look for answersto
homelessnesswithin homelesspopulations. This focus, they argue,is too narrow and
limits a wider understandingof homelessnesswithin society. A focus on homelesspeople-'
also framesthe issue of homelessnessin a way that blamespeople in this situation (Blasi
1990:208-210, Shinn and Weitzman 1990: 1).
In their ethical critique of existing homelessnessresearch,Blasi (1990) and Shinn and
Weitzman (1990) touch on issuesof power and knowledge, issuescentral to anthropology.
For example,a key step in anthropological understandingwas taken when it was realised
that up until then anthropologistshad beenstudying and writing about tribal societies
7 The last two referenceshave been published since the initial stagesof researchbut persistwith the focus on
just women.
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without any referenceto the constraintsof the governingcolonial powers (Gough 1968,
Asad 1973, Said 1978,Kuper 1996). Anthropologistswere belatedly recognisedto be
inextricably linked to colonial domination becauseof the value of the knowledge that they
helpedto producefor colonial administrations. More recently, and from debatesoutside
anthropology,researchcritiques continue to be relevantfor contemporary homelessness
research. For example Oliver (1992) has arguedthat disability researchtends to mirror
society's view of disability. The perspectivethat views disability as an individual's
problem and not society's,he asserts,servesto perpetuatethe oppressionof disabled
peopleby alienating them and making researchirrelevant to their lives. Similarly, there
has beencriticism of HIV researchfor the identification of high-risk categoriesthat
wrongly focused attention on particular kinds of people rather than particular kinds of
behaviow-(Triechler 1988:44).

3.3.2. Representation

Recognisingsome of the ethical dilemmasof the researchprocessalso introduces the
wider question of representation. For example,if we are to be concernedthat the research
processshould not exploit researchsubjects,perhapsgreaterallowance should be made for
self-definition, or even emancipatoryresearch?Relying on self-definition has practical
difficulties where researchhasshown that many peoplewho may be recognisedas
statutorily homelessmay not necessarilyperceivethemselvesin the sameway (Watson
and Austerberry 1986,Jones1999,Hutson and Liddiard 1994). 'Emancipatory research',
where researchsubjectscarry out their own researchand control the researchagenda(Zarb
1992),is similarly problematic and, whilst this strategymay work well with some subjectgroups,it was felt to be an inappropriateaim for a doctoral thesis. I would argue that you
do not have to be a woman / black / homelessto study theseexperiencesand that
researchershave not only a right, but a duty, to commenton social issuesas their training
enablesthem (also Frankenberg1993:2).
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3.3.3. Anthropological ansivers: sttttýyinglip
A practical way forward to some of the issuesaround power and researchis addressedin
anthropologyby attempting to 'study up' as well as 'study down'. Theseterms were first
usedby Nader (1972 ) and representrecognition that anthropologistshave tendedto
researchthe less powerful (study down), becauseof difficulties in accessingthosewith
greaterpower. With such issuesin mind, I was concernednot to reproducein my own
work researchthat focusedexclusively on homelesspeople, only 'studying down'.
Consequently,in order to incorporate some aspectof 'studying up', I decidedto include an
examinationof the homelessnesspolicy framework and how those policies were
administeredon a day-to-day basis. This proposedapproach,was supportedby existing
researchon the informal aspectsof policy administration (Lipsky 1980,Howe 1989,
Cullen and Howe 1991,Lidstone 1994), researchon genderand organisations(Witz and
Savage1992,Roper 1994) and the recognition that policy was a now field of study for
anthropologists(Shore and Wright 1997).

3.4.

Research Approach and E]2istemoloizical Issues

3.4.1. Ontology, epistemology, reflexii, hy and ethnograplq

Ethnographyhas long beenengagedwith the relationship betweenthe researcherand the
researched(Ellen 1984:26), especially so in relation to participant observation. It hasbeen
argued,for example, that participant observationseriously violates the traditional
scientific relationship, which seesa separationbetweensubject and object, the researcher
and the researched(Okely 1996). On the other hand, it is seenas naYveto believe that the
researcherand the researchedare separate. According to Harnmersleyand Atkinson,
'(t)he first and most important step () is to recognisethe reflexive characterof social
...
research:that is to recognisethat we are part of the social world in which we study... ( ).
This is not a matter of methodological commitment, it is an existential fact' (1983:15).
This is not, of course,to promote a post-structuralistposition whereby the boundary
betweensubject and object disappearsand social researchis no longer a valid enterprise.
Avoiding the extremesof reflexivity, it is assumedthat there is a social world external to
our knowing of it, and second,that this social world is knowable (Davies 1999:17).
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3.4.2. Gender and epistemological issues
Feminist critiques have introduced the idea that genderrelations are central to discussions
of subjectivity and reflexivity (Harding 1986,Back 1993). Aside from a view that the
whole researchand scientific enterpriseis a male construction(Harding 1986, Oakley
1990),a key breakthroughin anthropologycamefrom Ardner (1975). He suggestedthat
what had previously been researchedin anthropologywas fundamentally biasedtowards
for
informants
been
had
Male
their views of the
only
male
anthropologists
asking
men.
world and thought this practice perfectly acceptable.Various conclusionsto Ardener's
insight could be drawn and an initial one was that more women researcherswere neededto
study women and their views (the problems of which have already beendiscussedabove
in section 3.3.1). An alternative conclusionis capturedby 'standpoint'feminism where
women's oppressionand disadvantageis recognisedand usedto the researcher's
advantage(Hartsock 1990, Stanley and Wise 1990).Whilst both conclusionsare
(not
just
I
their
see
gender
a
all
prefer
position
researchers
where
understandable would
is
1)
'It
(198
knowledge
Morgan
not a matter
writes:
and
creativity.
as
a
source
of
women)
of trying to "overcome" the effects which the genderof the researcherhas on a particular
field situation, but to explore how the participant observer'sgenderidentity becomes
entwined with the processof knowing' (cited in Back 1993:218).

3.4.3. Researching gender

If genderwas simply understoodas the differencesbetweenmen and women, then
homelesspeople could be askedto commenton their situation, in addition to others,and
the commentswould reinforce any observeddifferencesand the results written up. If,
however, a more complex understandingof genderis held then a more complicated
strategyto addressthis is required.
To recap,in Chapter2 it was suggestedthat genderis one of many possible identities that
people may assertat different times and in different situations(Strathern 1988). In this
sense,gendercan be talked about in termsof performance(Butler 1990) or an individual's
identity project (Connel 1996/ 1995) which may changethroughout their life course
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(Morgan 1992).Caution was given againstthe dangersof thinking about genderas being
somethinginherent in a personbut insteadit was argued to exist at the level of social
relations,social structuresand practices. One of the challengesof this researchwas,
therefore,not only to show how gender affects homelessness,but how the experienceof
homelessness
affects or is active in the construction of gender.
Following the discussionabove,what remainsis how practically to addressthis approach
in a fieldwork plan that enablesthis researchto say something meaningful about gender
and homelessness.First, a decision was taken to disregardthe categoriesof 'single',
Yamily'or 'youth'homelessnessand look at genderfrom all lypes'of homelessness.To
haveconfined the focus to single people, for example, would have obscuredthe fact that
many 'single'homelesspeople are also parents(seeChapter Five, section 5.4.2). Second,
the desirefor a practical researchplan necessitateda common languageand I settled for
using the terms 'men' and 'women' even if they are contestedcategories(Cornwall and
Lindisfarne 1995:141). The third main point was to try not to presumethat men and
women would have different perspectivesor needs,but to identify what and where
differencesin perspectiveor needswere thought to occur. This is an important, if subtle,
shift in emphasisand links back to the debateraised in ChapterTwo (section 2.7.2) about
a primi categories. This approachto gender,through unpacking assumptions,is
commonly employedby anthropologistswhen attempting to do ethnography'at home'8.
Unlike doing ethnographyin a distant country where the struggle is to understandstrange
ideas,habits and behaviours,doing ethnography'at home' meansto understandall the
fandliar ideas,habits and behaviours. The goal is then to unpack assumptionsand to
make the familiar strange;a tricky task likened to 'pushing a bus in which you are sitting'.
The following list representsa summary of how gender was addressedfrom multiple
perspectives.
Genderwas investigatedby:
9 Understandingthat genderis socially constructedwhilst also believing that gendercan
be researchedempirically; using the comparative method wherein beliefs and

8'ne distinction betweenwhat is 'home' and what is 'not home' is also unclear (Strathern 1987,Okely 1996)
and may be doubly so, given the researchsubject of homelessness.
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observationsabout men and women are compared;disregardingcategoriesof single
homelessness,family homelessnessand youth homelessness(this chapter).
9 Examining the literature, especially on homelessnessresearch,for what it can tell us
about genderand homelessness(ChapterTwo).
9 Examining homelessnesslegislation and Codesof Guidancefor what they may reveal
in terms of underlying assumptionsand beliefs about men and women who become
homeless(Chapter Four).
9 Observing the implementation of homelessnesslegislation and Codes. Formally
observing homelessassessments
and the interaction betweenhomelesspeople and
housing officers (ChapterSix); infon-nally observingthe work of housing officers and
interviewing the housing officers about their work (ChaptersFive and Six).
*

Describing and evaluating the nature, type and availability of support servicesand
accommodationfor homelessmen and women. Examining what the provision
servicesreveal about the presumedneedsof homelessmen and women (Chapter Five).

*

Exploring what homelessmen and women say directly about their experiencesof
being homeless,how they came to be homelessand my interpretation of this in terms
of gender. Also exploring what homelesspeople and service providers say about any
differencesin homelessexperiencesfor men and women and my interpretation of this
(ChaptersSevenand Eight).

3.4.4. Key questions
The fieldwork was basedaround three key researchquestions.Thesekey questions
however, evolved during the course of the researchand the modified three questionsare
re-presentedas four in section 3.7 of this chapter(also in ChapterOne, section 1.2). Such
refining is not seenas a flaw but intrinsic to the anthropologicalresearchprocess(Ellen
1984:226). The original key researchquestionspresentedbelow are also to be read with
an awarenessof the precedingqualifications and explanations. Especially noteworthy is
the attempt to both 'study up' and 'down' reflected by questionsI and 3 respectively.
1. How are homelessnesspolicies, and bureaucraticorganisationswhich administer them,
gendered?And, in what ways doesgenderplay a role in the constructionof clients?
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2. What is the role of genderin the relationships betweenbureaucratsand homeless
people? And how doesgenderaffect the claims being negotiated?
3. To what extent is homelessnessunderstood(by homelessand non-homelesspeople) as
a genderedexperience?

3.5. Fieldwork

3.5-1. Fieldwork location

Before introducing the fieldwork itself, the decision to use a single fieldwork location
needsto be clarified and explained. This decision was seenas appropriatebecausethe
comparisonin questionwas betweenmen and women in terms of homelessnessand
serviceprovision, not betweengenderin different cities. Comparing two cities may have
beeninterestingbut was thought to be too ambitious and a distraction from the main point.
A city location was chosenbecauseof the attraction of a dedicatedHomelessPersonsUnit
where many observationscould be done within time constraints.Anonymity of the
fieldwork location is maintainedto try and preserveconfidentiality and as a condition of
acceptanceby the city council that allowed me to observetheir staff.

3.5.2. Fieldivork-outline
v

The key componentsof this fieldwork are given as an indication of the methodsusedand
numberof interviews and assessments
accomplished. The main areasincluded:

"

ParticipantObservation(informal); fieldwork diary kept for six months

"

ParticipantObservation(fori-nal.
); observing homelessnessassessments

"

Interviews with homelesspeople

"

Interviews with homelessservice providers
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Table 3.1 breaks down the fieldwork- into greaterdetail accordingto the fieldwork
location, the people targeted,their genderand whether they were single or had children.
The working definition of homelessnessfor this researchwas constrainedthrough
practical necessityto people who were in contact with homelessagencies(althoughit was
recognisedthat some people in such as group would not necessarilyseethemselvesas
homeless).A total of 46 assessments
were formally observedand interviews carried out
in
with 37 homelesspeople and 31 homelessservice providers. The needfor assessments
in the
three different locations refers to the bureaucraticarrangementsfor homelessness
involved homeless
city so that observing or 'sitting-in'on homelessnessassessments
people and housing staff in a HomelessPersonsUnit (HPU), a SecondaryAssessment
Centre (SAC), and NeighbourhoodHousing Offices (NHO) around the city (seefigure 3.1
which shows the routes taken by single homelesspeople and families when acceptedby
the city council as homeless). Thesethree sites for observingformal assessments
were
deemednecessaryin order to include both single peopleand people with children and
reflected the decentralisednature of the assessmentprocedure.
Single people who were homelesshad to presentthemselvesfor assessmentat the HPU. If
their situation wasjudged to be straightforward they were sometimesaccommodated
elsewhereimmediately. If their situation was thought to require further time to follow up
issues,they were moved on to the SAC, which had both housing office and hostel
facilities. People with children who presentedas homelessduring office hours were dealt
with at their NHO and out of office hours at the HPU. If they had to go to the HPU first,
families were given emergencyaccommodationand then taken out to their local NHO the
following morning. Out of a possible 43 NHOs, a total of nine were visited during the
fieldwork.
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3.5.3. Methods: participant observation
Participantobservationis the method most readily associatedwith the ethnographic
approachand, like the ethnographicapproach,is both method and perspective (Wallman
1982,in Franklin 1990:93). Participantobservationwas first used as a researchtool by
Malinowsk-1who recognisedits potential in cross-checkinghis observationswith people's
descriptionsand explanations(Malinowski 1922:24). Following Malinowski, I felt that
participant observationwould be particularly useful when trying to understandaspectsof
gender,such as exploring the gap betweenwhat housing staff say about homelessmen and
women in interviews and what they say and do informally in their everyday work. It was
also helpful to be able to observegenderin negotiationsbetween the two parties when it
was being establishedif a personwere homelessor not. Participant observation therefore
combineswell with the use of interviews, in the sensethat it can investigate beyond the
restrictions of the formal interview (Bastin 1983),giving context and fuller understanding.
A guide was developedfor use during the formal observationsessionsand can be found in
Appendix 2.

in terms of sampling, there was a deliberateintention to observeassessmentsrepresenting
both family and single homelessnessbut, further than this, there was no design in the
assessmentobservationsto cover a rangeof different issues,as the specific circumstances
of eachcasewere not known about before observation. Caseswere therefore observed
randomly as they cameup from the receptionist'slist of people waiting and, becausethe
numberswere quite large, it was possibleto sit in with a range of housing officers. The 46
assessments
observedwere conductedby 34 different housing officers and although a
genderbalancein housing officers was sought,more female than male housing officers

-

were observed(27 women to sevenmen). At the end of the fieldwork period it was
possibleto gain accessto the recordsof all the people whom I had observedor
interviewed and who had madea homelessness
claim to the city council. This had not
beena plannedaspectof the fieldwork but advantagewas taken of the opportunity and the
recordsof all people who had beenobservedor interviewed were checked. Unfortunately,
not all the people could be found in the computerrecords (8 1% of namescheckedwere
found) but, of those who were, any additional information about their casewas added
including any claims madesince the one observed. In retrospect,the ethics of carrying out
a computercheck without people'sprior permissionwas questionable.
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Clarification may be neededto remind the readerthat in this research'participant
observation' is referring to two slightly different things. On the one hand, participant
observationis used to refer to the researcher'sitting in'or shadowinghomelessness
interviews betweenhousing staff and homelesspeople; theseare generally referred to as
'assessments'.The secondmeaning refers to the useof participant observationto capture
and contextualiseall the bits of information that seemedrelevant to the topic and were
systematicallyrecorded in a fieldwork diary. Examplesinclude; how I recruited
informants for interviews, details about the organisationalstructures,what forms housing
officers filled in, what housing officers said about their work and their clients, and how
they behavedtowards me. Overall, I felt I was able to observesome interesting
interactionsand gain some insight into staff attitudesand genderednegotiations. The
successof the combined methodsis an important finding of Chapter Six.

3.5.4. Methods: interviews

For this researchI wanted to interview a rangeof homelesspeople and serviceproviders
that would illuminate the issuesof gender. For the interviews with homelesspeoplea
balanceof men and women was sought, younger and older people,people with and
without children and people from a rangeof accommodation(seeTable 3.2)9. For the
interviews with service providers, a rangeof peoplefrom both statutory and voluntary
organisationswere represented(seeAppendix 1).

9 Only one personout of the 37 interviewed was from an ethnic minority. The city had a
very low ethnic
minority population, therefore it was not deemedto be essentialto try and representthis in the sample,as
might have been the casein many other British cities.
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Table 3.2: Living circumstancesof homelesspeopleat the time of interview
Living circumstances

Men

Women

Direct accesshostel

5

8

Young person'shostel

4

1

Supportedaccommodation

2

2

Dry'hostel

1

1

Rough sleeping

1

0

Own tenancy

2

0

Temporaryfurnished flat

2

8

Total

17

20

I choseto carry out interviews that were semi-structuredbecausethey allow for greater
flexibility in the interview both for the informant and the interviewer. I wanted to give the
informants the opportunity to tell me what they thought was important. I developed
severalversions of a topic guide to usewith the three main groups of people that I was
aiming to interview (homelesspeople,staff from the HPU and staff from other homeless
organisations)although the topic guide for the latter two groupswas broadly similar (for
both versionsseeAppendix 3). For the topic guide to use with homelesspeople (see
Appendix 4), 1 was advisedthat somehomelesspeoplemight feel intimidated by this style
of questioningand thereforemodified a topic guide focusing more on their experiencesof
serviceuse and homelessness.After piloting the interviews, some rewording and
clarification was necessaryalthough the questionsremainedlargely the same.

3.6. Fieldwork Experiences: Access. Informed Consent and Recruitment

Gaining the city council's pennissionfor observationsof their housing staff was the initial
formal
fieldwork.
in
barrier
Permission
the
granted
after
a
principle
of
was
and crucial
letter had beensent to the Director of Housing and after an interview with the Chief
Housing Officer. The only objection that was raisedregardedtape recording, where it was
felt this might be objectedto by housing staff and their trade unions. It was agreedto try
to pilot the researchwithout taping but, when permissionwas sought a secondtime after
the piloting, permission was granted. Reluctanceon the part of housing officers for
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homelessassessments
to be tape-recordedwas regularly raisedand at one time seriously
threatenedthe continuation of the fieldwork. This incident aroseout of the suspicionthat I
might supporta claimant for a wrongful decision againstthe city council.
The permissionof homelesspeople to tape record their homelessassessmentwas rarely
refusedalthough whether this decision was basedon informed consentis debatable. In
most casesI was able to give out a letter in advanceof the assessmentand tried to briefly
explain my research,although most people did not read the letter (or perhapscould not),
and frequently seemedto think I was a trainee housing officer. On the other handsome
peoplemay have felt that my presencesupportedtheir claim or alternatively that a refusal
to my requestwould jeopardise their claim. This lack of objection on the part of homeless
peopleillustrates the point made earlier about researchon the less powerful (seesection
3.3.2).

Recruitmentsuccessfor interviews with homelesspeople varied. Some people's
willingness to be interviewed seemsto have beennegotiatedbefore I arrived and was due
to the individual effort of the contact person. Snowballing and timing were sometimes
involved when, for example, a successionof young people agreedto be interviewed after
the first interviewee announcedthat the interview was 'OK'. Bargaining characterisedthe
securingof anotherinterview with a man who slept rough and in another,a male hostel,
peopleseemedto be recruited on the basis that they were sober,not 'under the influence'
(of drugs) and 'sensibleenough' to answerquestions(not hindered by mental health
problemsor learning difficulties). In this caseI was also advised by the hostel staff to
interview on the day before residentsgot their 'giros' so that the likelihood of sobriety and
clear-headedness
was increased.Finally, although I had decidedagainstpaymentfor
interviews, in a women only hostel I was advised by staff to pay ten poundsper interview.
This was apparentlybecausenone of the younger women, especially thoseinvolved in
prostitution, would be willing to speakto me without somerecompense. Although in one
respectthesearejust recruitment stories, they also point to a degreeof screeningand
possiblebias of the researchprocess;gatekeepers'views constrain and influence the
researchprocess,not necessarilypositively. Certain issuesin homelessnessmay therefore
be over-representedand some under represented,such that I probably tendedto interview
thosewho had good relationships with staff and fewer social problems.
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3.7. Analvtical Stem and Writin
Whilst analysishad been occurring since the start of the researchprocess(Silverman
1997:2) a more formal stageof analysisbeganat the end of the fieldwork period. An
initial step was to transcribethe tapedinterviews. Due to the volume of material, an
agencywas usedfor a proportion (about half) of the transcriptions.However, each
interview transcript was carefully checkedthrough afterwardsto make sure the transcriber
had capturedthe interviewee's words as fully and as accuratelyas possible. Even with
agencyhelp, it was felt that there was not enoughtime to fully transcribeevery interview
and assessmentobservation,and someselectionand prioritising was necessary.
Therefore, whereasall the interviews with homelesspeopleand housing officers were
fully transcribed,most of the interviews with other serviceproviders were not, nor were
the assessmentobservations. The material from theseinterviews and observationswas
written up in summary form instead.
The next stepwas to summarisethe main areasof data collection to get a feel of the
whole. For example,the basic details of homelesspeople's life histories were lifted from
the transcripts,such as their age, whetheror not they had any children, how long they had
beenliving where they were and a brief resum6of how they came to be homeless. These
summariesproved invaluable as a resourceon which to check back for clarification during
the processof writing. The interviews with homelesspeopleand housing officers were
then split up into chunks by question area. For example,all the responsesrelevant to
questionssuch as: 'Would you describeyourself as being homelessT or 'What are the
main reasonsfor homelessnessgiven by the peoplethat you work withT (SeeAppendix 3ý
and 4) were identified and pooled together. This was physically done either using
NUD*IST'o or by cutting and pasting in Microsoft Word. The responsesto each question
areawere then examined for analytical categories,thesewould be highlighted with
fluorescentpensand / or summary words or themeswould be noted in the margins. These
themeswould then be looked for elsewherein the responsesof other people in the process
of coding.

10Althoughsomeof theinterviews
of NUDIST, thelackof
wereinitiallyanalysed
withthesupport
familiaritywiththissoftware
meantthatthe
madetheworkextremely
cumbersome
andexcessive
repetition
for quickercuttingandpastingin MicrosoftWord,andpenandpapermethods.
software
wasabandoned
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Themesfrom the question responseswere further explored and comparedby gender,age
221)
1993:
(Fielding
'data
to
type
of
matrix'
and other significant patterns,often using a
help identify patterns. Thesedata matrices usually consistedof an A4 piece of paperwith
in
(summarised)
theme
to
the
also
useful
question
or
and
were
responses a particular
all
helping to assessthe extent to which a finding was typical in the data. For example,the
numberof women who said that they had slept rough was comparedwith that of men, and
the former analysedto assessif they were clusteredin one particular age group. Themes,
conclusionsand theorieswould then be drawn from, and testedagainst,the findings. For
assessment
observationinterviews the processwas slightly different as categoriesand
themesthat were drawn from reviewing the data were developedand testedat an earlier
stage,rather than first breaking down the observationsinto separatechunks by question.
Themesidentified as 'gender issues' (as informed by gendertheory and previous research)
issues
For
described
highlighted
the
throughout
around
example,
above.
process
were
dependencyor violence were specifically looked for and comparedfor men and women.
The processof abstractionwhere theoretical headingswere elaboratedfrom the
highlighted themes,a core processof ethnographicanalysis,is describedby Davies (1999)
if
between
hopefully
'involving
the
tension
necessary,
risky,
constant
and
creative
as
a
processof generalisingand explaining, and the ethnographicknowledge of real people,
their actionsand interactions gleanedthrough the experiencesof field research'
(1999:193-194).Finally, the interviews with service providers and the fieldwork diary
were both read and rereadfor themesand points, but remainedresourcesrather than core
felt
it
data
A
the
was
when
with
saturation
point
was
reached
material.
certain
analytical
that the sameissueswere being reinforced, but no new oneshad arisen. Having said this, the analysisstagedoesnot seemto have beenexhausted,and hopefully the data will be
returnedto in the future as a resourcefor new insights.
During the processof analysisand writing, the key questionswere altered. The original
heavily
be
in
to
and
worded and the
seemed
overly
complicated
set of questions retrospect
third questionparticularly confusedand vague. A simplified and more straightforward set
of four questionsemergedin part from the developmentof a thesis structure and seemed
better to representthe focus of this study. The new questionswere:
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1. Do men and women get treated differently by housing officers and, if so, how and
why?
2. Are homelessnessservicesgenderedservices?
3. Do men and women becomehomelessin genderspecific ways?
4. Are men and women'sexperienceswhen homelessdifferent from eachother and in
what ways?
Finally, the (ethnographic)writing processhas beencharacterisedas a processof
'invention' rather than representation(Clifford 1986).With a certain type of audiencein
mind, the text is written to be plausible, coherentand authoritative, and is shapedby the
author'sown biography and literary style (Geertz 1988in Eriksen 1995:23). Examplesof
textual persuasionand authority can be seenin researchtexts by the useof informant
quotes,referencesto other piecesof research,methodologicalreflexivity, selectiveuse of
the first person (such as in this chapter),care taken over language(such asan avoidanceof
the use of phraseslike Ihe'homeless) and a generaleffort to presenta non-judgmental
attitude towards the researchsubjects. The more consciousaspectsof text construction
also seemedparticularly challengedby a thesisengagedin gendertheory where findings
are often not neatly separablefrom interpretation. Such admissionsto textual creation are
not intended to underminethe thesis but in the words of Atkinson (1990): 'A recognition
of the rhetorical forms that run through all scholarly and scientific discoursecan only
strengthenthe awarenessand discipline of our academicendeavours'(Atkinson 1990:1).

3.8. Conclusions

In conclusion, a genderedunderstandingand analysisof homelessnesshasbeenidentified
as a difficult subject to research. An engagementwith gendertheory hasimplications for
the way in which the researchwas conducted,analysedand written up. An ethnographic
approachsuited the exploratory aims of this research. The approachwas both flexible and
the triangulation of methodsallowed for genderto be examinedfrom a variety of angles.
An anthropological approachinformed key decisionsof the research,including the
appropriatefocus of study and the problematisationof gender.
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CHAPTER 4: HOMELESSNESS
ASSUMPTIONS

LEGISLATION:

AND IDEOLOGICAL

INTERPRETATION,
WORK

4.1. Introduction

This chapterpresentsa genderedanalysis of homelessnesslegislation. Establishing
whetheror not homelessnesslegislation is gendered,and in what ways, is important for
understandinghow legislation is implementedin everyday practices (ChapterSix) and is
not unrelatedto the provision of homelessservices(ChapterFive). The legislative
framework for England and Wales differs from that of Scotland. However, they will be
consideredtogether,as the points being madeabout genderare equally relevant to both.
Following Shoreand Wright (1997), homelessnesslegislation will be analysedas a
cultural text containing classificatory devices,rhetorical devices and discursive formations
that function to empowersomepeople and silence others (1997:7).
This short chapteris broken down into three main sections. The first section outlines the
main rights and duties of the homelessnesslegislation. The secondsection looks in
greaterdetail at the legislation, identifying aspectsthat may have implications for
particular groupsof men and women. The third section explores the suggestionthat
ideological work is achievedthrough the use of genderin the homelessnesslegislation.

4.2. The Homelessness Lej! islation: Outline of the le2islation

During the period of fieldwork (December 1998 - July 1999) the relevant homelessness
legislation was part 11of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987, amendedby the Law Reform
(MiscellaneousProvisions) (Scotland)Act 199011and in England and Wales part VII of
the Housing Act 1996. In addition to legislation there are statutory instrumentS12,
caselaw
and Codesof Guidancethat have to be regularly amendedand updated (there are separate
11Northern Ireland is coveredunder a separatelegislation. The Scottish legislation has sincebeen amended
by the Housing (Scotland)Act 2001.
12Statutory instrumentscover areaswhere an Act allows for the discretion of the secretaryof stateto make
regulationswithout the needfor primary legislation. They are referred to in Codes and deal, for example,
with review procedures,suitability of accommodationand priority groups (Gellner 1998).
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onesfor England and Wales, and Scotland).Although the Codesare not legally binding,
local authorities must 'have regard' to their interpretation (Himsworth 1994:152,Hughes
and Lowe 1995:248). Having specific homelessnesslegislation is unusualin Europe
(Johnsonet al 1991:2).
A personis said to be homelessif he13,(or personsrecognisedas normally residing with
him), has no accommodationin Scotland, or England or Wales. There is a statutory
obligation to securesuitable accommodationfor a personwho is believed to be homeless
14).
he
days
homelessness
(if
it
is
likely
become
homeless
or threatenedwith
will
within 28
5

The applicant must be eligible for assistance' in priority need, not intentionally homeless
,
and have a local connection (see figure 4.1). There are four categories of people deemed
to be in priority need: pregnant women; households with dependent children; anyone who
16
is
illness handicap
disability

vulnerable as a result of old age, mental

or

physical
,

or

other special reasons(which include domesticviolence, care leaversand young people of
16 or 17); and people who have lost accommodationthrough an emergency(suchas a fire
or flood). In Scottish legislation, the Children (Scotland)Act 1995also meansthat young
peopleunder the age of 21 and who have been 'looked after' by the local authority are
17

usually also consideredas a priority need group .A personis intentionally homelessif he
deliberately did, or failed to do, something that led to the loss of accommodationwhich it
was reasonablefor him to continue to occupy. It is not deemedreasonablefor a personto
continue to occupy where there is a threat of violence. A local connectionwith an
authority meansthat the applicant normally residesin that areabecauseof employment,
family associationor other special reason.
Under the homelessnesslegislation, when a personapplies to the local authority, the
authority has to make inquiries into their application in a specific order, as illustrated
diagrammatically by figure 4.1. Once a decision has beenmade,the authority must take
appropriateaction. This action may be the provision of permanentaccommodation,
13The legalistic languagewhere the applicant is referred to as be'has beenreproducedhere as an indication
of how it appearsin the legislation.
14The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 extendsthis time period to two months. (SeeThain 2001.)
"s Certain categoriesof people such as 'personssubject to immigration control'are not eligible to apply as
homelessto a local authority in the first place.
16Again, the use of the term 'handicap' has beenretainedhere and is how it appearsin the legislation. It is
not a term that would be favoured now.
17Seethe Scottish Code of Guidance 1997, para 3.38. The final report of the ScottishExecutive
HomelessnessTask Force also proposesto abolish priority need incrementally over the next ten years.
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temporaryaccommodationor advice and assistance,dependingon which of the criteria the
applicantfills.
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4.3. Favoured

GrOUDS?

It may be apparentfrom the outline of the legislation that there are a number of terms that
require further clarification. For example,what exactly does it mean not to be
'intentionally' homeless,or 'vulnerable'and what counts as 'reasonableto continue to
occupy'? Areas can be identified where particular groups of men or women may be
favouredor adverselyaffectedin the detail of the legislation and in the decisionsmade
throughcaselaw. There is evidencethat applicationsby women fleeing domestic
18
violence have beenturned down due to certain ambiguities in the legislation. For
example,the definition of domesticviolence has only recently (1996 Housing Act
(Englandand Wales)) come to recognisethat domestic violence may occur outside a
domesticsetting (SFHA 1997). The ScottishCode of Guidance statesthat 'a victim of
domesticviolence who has left home shouldnever be regardedas having become
intentionally homeless'(para8.8) althoughthe Code is not law and there is evidence that
doubt over intentionality has gone againstsomewomen'scasesof domestic violence. For
examplein Rv TyneclaleDistrict Council, expMcCabe (1991) 24 HLR 384 (Hughesand
Lowe 1995:263) a women was found to have abandonedher home intentionally after it
was ransackedby a violent partner and in Rv WandsworthLon(lon Borough Council, exp
Nimak-o-Boateng[1984] Fam Law 117,11 HLR 95 (in Hughes and Lowe 1995:263) it was
thought reasonablefor a woman to continueto occupy accommodationbecauseshe could
apply for a court restrainingorder. Ambiguities also remain over whether or not women
living in refuges are still to be consideredhomelessif they subsequentlyapply to an
authority (Hughes and Lowe 1995:242)19.
Forms of violence that men are more likely to suffer from, referred to as 'external
violence ý10( Dobash and Dobash 1980 cited in Hutson and Liddiard 1994: 170) are not
recognised by homelessness legislation in the same way that domestic violence is. In the
1997 Scottish Code of Guidance (para 7.3) for example whereas 'women suffering, or in
fear of violence'are listed amongst those who may be vulnerable for a special reason,
other forms of violence are only recognised 'on account of either race, colour, illness,
'8 Although not all domestic violence is by male partners on women (it can also be female partners on men,
or parents against children), for the purposes of this chapter, this is all that is considered.
19nis situation is further complicated by the Awua case law (R v Brent exp Awita 1995 27 1lLR 453) where
authorities can refer to both previously settled and temporary accommodation to make their decision on
intentionality.
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sexuality, or ethnic or national origins'. According to Hughesand Lowe (1995), casesof
externalviolence are more likely to be consideredon an individual basis(1995:264) so
that there is less precedencefor people fleeing this sort of violencý!and it is therefore
potentially harderfor their casesto be accepted.
Parentswho live separatelyfrom their children are disadvantagedbecausepriority needis
only grantedto the parent where dependentchildren 'actually reside' ormight reasonably
be expectedto reside' (English and Welsh Code para 14.3), which in most caseswill be the
mother. In three out of the four following test casesthe courts rejectedeachof the fathers'
applications. In the first caseRv Port Talbot BC expMcCarthy 199023 HLR 207 CA it
was decidedthat the father had 'staying access'rather than residence. In a secondcaseRv
lVestininsterexp Bishop 29 HLR 546 HL it was decidedthat the children must not only
spendsignificant amountsof time with their father but must also be financially dependent
for him to qualify for rehousing as a family unit. In a third case,Rv Oxford expDoyle 30
HLR 546 HL, it was decidedthat the children 'could not be reasonablyexpectedto reside'
with the father becauseof his homelesscircumstances. In the one positive casefor fathers
Rv Leedsexp Collier LAG June 97 a decision was quashedbecauseit was decidedthat it
was more important to consider that the children actually resided with the father than if
they had any 'greaterresidency'with anotheradult (Gellner 1998).
It hasbeendemonstratedabovethat certain groupsof men and women may be at a
disadvantagein the law such as fathers or those fleeing domestic or external violence.
Although Codesmay be more sympathetic, legislative interpretation and caselaw is given
more weight. Homelessnesslegislation may therefore appearto be genderneutral,but
undercloser examination can be seento work-to the disadvantageof certain groups:
'Underneaththe surface of objective processfor determining accessto resources,concepts
and linguistic symbols are operating to the disadvantageof particular setsof people... (and
although)clients are adept at monitoring and negotiating meaning in interactions,they are
also disempoweredwhen conceptual and symbolic groundsfor negotiation are obscured
by an appearanceof bureaucraticneutrality' (partly attributed to Gumperz 1982in Wright
1994:163).

20Violence by
other men outside the home.
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4.4. Underlying Assumptions

Social policies are shapedby normative assumptionsabout genderroles, especially
regardingthe division of labour and social responsibility (Lewis 1991:73, Thane 1991:93).
Social policies contain implicit modelsof society and codify social norms (Shoreand
Wright 1997:7) and policy making 'reflectsan understandingof the problem which is a
mixture of presumptionsand researchfindings' (Crane 1999:146). Homelessness
legislation is not exceptionaland assumptionsabout family make up and roles within these
families are retained from the original drafting of the 1977Act (seefootnote 1): The
family is a nuclear one (Watson 1984:65) and the headof householdis male. The man's
family consistsof a dependentWife2l andchildren as indicated by 'any other personwho
normally resideswith him as a memberof his family' (English and Welsh Legislation para
176). Support for this interpretation comesfrom Fraser(1989) who characterisesgender
differentiation within welfare policies in terms of needsand identities; men are positioned
as 'rights-bearingbeneficiaries'and 'possessiveindividuals' whereaswomen are positioned
as 'dependentclients' or the 'negativesof possessiveindividuals' (cited in Hearn 1998:16,
also O'Connor 1996:8). Rabo makesa similar point in relation to Swedenwhere some
economistsdraw a distinction between(male) 'feeders'and (female) 'eaters'(1997:111).
However, Hearn et al (1998) and O'Connor(1996:1) point out that although male
breadwinnersand female carersno longer reflects the dominant pattern of householdsor
labour markets,this sort of model continuesto appearin the rhetoric of social policy and
public administration (1998:3). Similarly, as Hague notes,the endemic nature of violence
in the home by men againstwomen runs counter to the assumptionthat the heterosexual
nuclear family is the best environmentfor all. Domestic violence presentsa contradiction to policies bolstering the traditional family (1999:139).
Homelessnesslegislation is also not peculiar amongsocial policies in that it retains a
private / public distinction. Hearn (1998:21) describessocial policy as the public
organisationof reproduction, where parentsare supportedin a way that relies on the
distinction betweenthe private and the domestic,againstthe public. This distinction
assumesthat women occupy a private domain and men the public one (although this
21Gay and lesbianrelationsbipsare not legally recognisedas 'family relationsbips' within Nvbicbapplicants
migbt 'normally be expectedto reside' (Hoatb 1989:70-71, Sexty 1990:58).
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associationhasbeenextensively criticised by feminists (Duncan 1996:127, Lister 1997)).
As a policy primarily concernedwith protecting the rights of eligible applicantsto be
rehoused,homelessnesslegislation perhapsprovides a unique opportunity to examine
assumptionsabout genderin public and private spheres.Following Hearn's(1998)
argumentthat social policy reproducesgenderedpublic and private domains,so too does
homelessness
legislation in its favouring of families, pregnantwomen (Watson and
Austerberry 1986,Sexty 1990: 24, Johnsonet al 1991:3, Burrows et al 1997:5) and, to an
extent, women fleeing male violence (Walby 1990:135-136,Hague 1999:144, seealso
ChapterFive, section 5.4.3). ln other words, women who are living in 'typical'family
circumstances(with men and / or children), in an assumedprivate domain, are given
supportand protection by the legislation in the form of rehousing(return to the private
sphere). Readingthe legislation in this way it also follows that outside thesefamily roles,
(single) homelesspeople go unrecognisedunlessthey are 'vulnerablefor someother
specialreason'(a point also made by Watson and Austerberry (1986) but specifically in
relation to single women). Within this unrecognisedgroup of single people,men are at
least accordedgreater(albeit hidden) agencyas they are elsewhereidentified as the
primary applicants(Fraser's1989 bossessiveindividuals) within families; the fathers and
headsof householdsand the perpetratorsof domestic violence.
Finally, whilst policies themselvesmay be shapedby normative assumptions,they may
also impinge on many areasof people's lives (Shore and Wright 1997) and in particular
shape,reinforce, perpetuate(Thane 1991:93) and construct (West et al 1997) genderroles.
Connel (1996), for example,arguesthat statesand statepolices have significant influence
in constructingand regulating gender and genderrelations especially through the areasof
housing,education,criminal justice and the military (attributed to Franzway et al 1989in Connel 1996:165).

4.5. Ideoloeical Work

This final sectionconsidersthe ways that genderideology may be usedas a persuasiveand
legitimising force in homelessnesslegislation. Shoreand Wright (1997) point out that
policies have to be persuasivein their authority in order to lessenthe likelihood of a
challenge. They therefore tend to fix their courseof action within wider frameworks and
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goals (1997:11). Drawing on Foucault'sidea of 'political technologies'they arguethat:
'policies are most obviously political phenomenon,yet it is a feature of policies that their
political natureis disguisedby the objective, neutral, legal-rational idioms in which they
are portrayed. In this guise, policies appearto be mere instrumentsfor promoting
efficiency and effectiveness. This masking of the political under the cloak of neutrality is
a key feature of modem power'(Shore and Wright 1997:8).
Following Shoreand Wright (1997), it is arguedthat homelessnesslegislation partly
receivesits authority and legitimacy through the use of gender. In the first instancethis
can be seenin the adoption of the masculinepronoun,common legal terminology, but
languagethat researchhas shown to be specific to men (West et al 1997:121,Cameron
1992). 'Languagedoesnot merely reflect a pre-existing sexist world; instead,it actively
constructsgenderasymmetrieswithin specific sociohistoricalcontexts' (West et al
1997:120, seealso Cameron 1998). Secondly,it is arguedthat homelessnesslegislation
draws someof its legitimacy through its referencesto women, primarily pregnantwomen
and women fleeing domestic violence. For example,innocent as a referenceto 'pregnant
women'may seem(English and Welsh legislation section 177, Scottishlegislation section
33), its inclusion may also function in an ideological sense,and by specifying such
(pregnant)women, the idea of 'natural' is invoked. Douglaspoints out that social
classificationsstrongly associatedwith nature are often relied on becausethey create a
senseof 'rightnessin reason'(Douglas 1987in Wright 1994:22). Although Douglas is
primarily referring to the way institutions gain stability, this argumentcan also be
extendedto the way social policies have to be persuasiveof their legitimacy. Similarly,
the homelessnesslegislative use of the term 'domesticviolence', by including the word
'domestic',hasclear associationswith women, which is reinforced by its positioning in the-,
context of 'vulnerableas a result of other special reason'(or in the ScottishCode as
'women suffering, or in fear of, violence' (section7.3). Thus, despitehiding women
behind its male languagethe legislation in fact exposesthem more pointedly and exposes,
or createsthem, as victims of violence. Furthermore,just as the category of 'pregnant
persons'invokesthe 'natural', so there is something 'natural' in men being violent (Heam
et al 1998).Policies are, of course,many things besidesexamplesof genderrhetoric, but
that they do necessarilypersuadeis a crucial aspect.
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4.6. Conclusions

In conclusion,although homelessnesslegislation appearsinitially to be genderneutral it
can be shown potentially to disadvantagecertain groupsof men and women, especially in
the detail of the law for women fleeing domestic violence, men fleeing external violence,
and fathers.The legislation has also beenshown to be premised on assumptionsof gender
such asthe nuclear family and draws on gender for someof its ideological work. Having
looked at the legislation it remains to be seenhow the legislation is interpretedand usedin
practiceand whether,and to what extent, genderis involved.
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CHAPTER

5:

THE CITY AND ITS GENDERED INFRASTRUCTURE
HOMELESS

OF

SERVICES

5.1. Introduction

This chapterprovides a context for the research. The city, its homelessnessproblem at the
time of fieldwork and the accommodationand support servicesavailable to men and
women are all explored. The homelessinfrastructureis examinedin two parts: firstly, by
looking at the different opportunities and accessto servicesthat men and women have;
and secondly, by focusing on the city's specialistHomelessPersonsUnit (HPU) as a case
study of genderedpractices.
The city context is introduced in terms of its employmentand local authority housing
stock, in addition to the basic figures on homelessness.An outline of homelessservicesis
given in summary form, and in more detail in Appendix 5. Discussionof gendered
differencesin provision follows, including a preliminary attemptto explain someof those
differencesfrom a historical perspective. The difference in levels of provision for single
people and families is considered,as is the provision for women fleeing domesticviolence
and the existenceof women only services. This sectionconcludesby exploring the
genderedways in which servicesmay be operating.The secondpart of this chapter
describesthe HPU and SecondaryAssessmentCentre (SAC) in terms of their
environments,before examining how someof the staff practicesare gendered.
By immediately following the chapter on legislation, the close relationship between
homelesspolicies and provision is suggested(Crane 1999:146).It is also hopedthat by
building up a picture of the available services,the readeris in a betterposition to
understandthe genderedexperienceswhich form the basis of ChapterEight. This chapter
is basedlargely on discussionswith serviceproviders and on my own analysisof the local
services. The emphasisin this chapter is on the providers' perspectiverather than that of
the usersof services (user's perspectivesare presentin ChaptersSeven,Eight and, to a
lesserextent, Chapter Six).
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5.2. The City: Poverty. Employment and Homelessness

The city hasexperiencedhigh levels of poverty and unemployment and, despitesome
in centre regeneration,it has experienceduninterruptedeconomic decline since the
success
.
early 1970s(Bailey et al 1999). The city came first in a national study of poverty in 1994
(Green 1994in Fitzpatrick 2000:15) and unemploymentin the city is double the national
average(C*ISGH 2000:15). As its manufacturing basehas been weakenedover the past
decadea large proportion of skilled and semi-skilled jobs have beenlost (Turok and Edge
1999:44). Full time male employment has beenparticularly hit by the decline in
manufacturing(Turok and Edge 1999:18) and, whereasin other cities there has beenan
increasein part-time female employment, this city is one of the exceptions(1999:49).
There are high levels of homelessnessin the city. In 1998-1999there were over 13,000
homelessapplications(all householdtypes) and single homelessnessrepresentsan
unusuallylarge proportion (Regional Government Office* 2000). Amongst single people
(seeTable 5.1), the proportion of men to women presenting as homelessin 1998-1999was
roughly equal in the youngestage group (16/17), almost five times more men in the under
25's age group (18 to 25) and over six times more men in the over 26s age group (HPU
statistics).Statisticson family homelessnesswere not broken down by adults' gender,but
women would heada significant proportion of these. However, even if women headedall
the 1,469families the genderbalancewould not be equal, as may be the caseif only
homelessyoung people are considered(Smith et al 1996).

Table 5.1: Numbersof homelessmale and female applicants in three age groups,also
family homelessnessduring 1998 -1999.
16/17(single)

18-25(single)

26+ (single)

men

women

men

women

men

400*

300

2,500

600

4,500

families

total

1,500

10,600

omen
700

*Figures have beenroundedto the nearest50 to help preservethe anonymity of the fieldwork location.
(HPU statistics)

During the sameperiod 1998-1999,1,231single people were on the homelessperson's
waiting list, madeup of 800 men and 400 women. This list is part of the council's
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rehousinglist and lists people who wish to be rehousedin mainstreamaccommodation
usually due to either relationship breakdownor friends and family no longer willing to
accommodate. Not all people presentingas homelessor living in hostelswill be entered
on it (C*ISGH 2000:11). At the city's Housing Aid Centre the proportion of enquiries
madeby women 1997-1998was double that of men (60% women, 35% men,5.5% man
and woman, 0.5% other), the reverseof the pattern shown in Table 5.1 (seeChapterTwo
for a discussionof genderedstatistics),
Unlike London, the city has a significant proportion of public sectorhousing (Fitzpatrick
2000) although much of it is in poor condition (Wilcox 1998).The city's high
unemploymentis thought to explain the housing surplus as people'ssearchfor jobs takes
them out of the city (DETR 1999 in CIISGH 2000:16). In its interpretation of the
homelessnesslegislation the city council is reputedly liberal and this seemsto be relatedto
its surplus housing stock (Evans 1999:149). In practice, the council's liberal approach
meantthat many single people without priority were taken on by the city council where
they otherwise might not have been,had they applied to anothercouncil. One housing
officer commented:
I like to think it's council policy to tend to hold doors open rather than keep them shut,
unlike other councils.

That's the way this centre hopefidly operates. My personal

opinion is that some other councils tend not to work with other people, 'lets find ally
excuse not to deal with thisperson'.
uiteria,

We workin a way-ifive

call getpeople tofill the

then ive will. (Bob, HPU)

5.3. Homeless Service Infrastructure

Information about homelessservicesthat were available during the period of fieldwork
(December 1998- July 1999) was derived from fieldwork and a local directory of
homelessservices (C*CSH 2000). Pleace(1995) has identified five types of homeless
servicesfor single people including housing, support needsincluding healthcare and
welfare rights services,daily living skills, financial needsand social needs(for
relationshipsand activities) (cited in Fitzpatrick et al 2000). This chaptercoversall of
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thesebut looks at servicesfor both single people and homelessfamilies and only specifies
the type of service where relevant.
In terms of emergencyaccommodation,there were over 1000bed spacesfor adult men in
direct accesscouncil run hostels,in comparisonto 100 for women. (If commercial hostels
are included, the total number of bedsfor men is 1300 and for women it remainsat 100
For young people (hostelsvariously defined as for under 25s, 21s or 18s) there were 55
mixed bed spacesin council run hostels.The occupancyrate for adult council hostelswas
89 per cent in June 1999.The relative proportion of adult bed spacesfor men and women
basedon thesefigures in council accommodationwas therefore 91 per cent men to 9 per
cent women. This figure may be an underestimateof the numbersof women's bed spaces
as, in previous years,the proportions were estimatedat 85 per cent men and 15 per cent
women in council hostels,79 per cent men and 21 per cent women in voluntary hostels
(Social Work HomelessnessGroup 1996cited in C'ISGH 2000:5). In addition to direct
accessaccommodationthe local authority had accessto 2000 permanentfurnished flats,
500 temporaryfurnished flats, 300 supportedfurnished flats (including 35 emergency
furnished flats for families and 17 bed-sit style flats for young people) and the use of 10
bed and breakfastfacilities (100 bed spaces).
Supportedaccommodationin the voluntary sector consistedof a further 500 bed spacesfor
men, 150 spacesfor women and over 600 mixed22. For men there were specialist projects
for thosewho were long term homelessor who had long term alcohol problems. For
women there were specialistsupport projectsfor thosewho were long term homeless(but
none for women with drug or alcohol problems)in addition to projects for pregnant
women, women with young children, abusedyoung women, women fleeing domestic
violence and women from black and ethnic minorities. There were also mixed projects for
those with mental health problems,drugs, and alcohol problems,ex-offenders, asylum
seekersand people who were black or from an ethnic minority. In addition to
accommodationprojectsthere were further specialist projects for women including a
women'sdrug project, a prostitutes' support centre,a women's safety centre, a rape crisis
centre,a women'ssupport project, a black and ethnic minority women's project and a
22Fitzpatrick
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homelesswomen's action group. The main day centre for homelesspeoplehad up until
recently been a male-only centre but had begun admitting women 1998.However, it still
barredwomen from using it in the evening.

5.4. Explaining

Differences in Service Provision

5.4.1. Historicalperspectives

By taking a historical perspective,in addition to a purely numerical one (seeChapterTwo,
section2.4), it is possible to explain further some of the patternsof homelessservice
provision: for example, the vast difference in the number of hostel bed spacesmay be
partly explained by the different employment opportunities for men and women in the
city. The dominanceof the manufacturing (heavy) industry would have meanta greater
opportunity for male employment in the area(Turok and Edge 1999),jobs that would also
haveattractedmale migrants from elsewhere. The large city hostelswere originally built
23
to accommodateworking men, rather than unemployedmen , and partial evidencefor
this can be seenin the history or the city's main day centre which was originally set up to
minister to the spiritual needsof Irish immigrant workers.
Watson and Austerberry (1986) explore a history of women lacking 'independent'
accommodationsuch as hostel accommodation. The main thrust of their argumentis that
women have historically beenexpectedto live within the confines of family units and that
this continuing expectation is reflected in a lack of alternative accommodationfor single
women. Their historical explanation includes the ever-pertinentpoint that women'swages-,
relative to men's are much lower and so they have traditionally been less able to afford
independentaccommodation(1986:27). Attitudes towards independentlyhousedwomen
were also seento play a role and lodging housesreportedly barred women in the fear that
they would compromise respectability (1986:30). Women's employment,suchas the
draperyindustry and the domestic service industry, was also often tied to accommodation
(1986:31).

23Amongst hostel and bed and breakfast users,nine out of ten had not beenin employmentin the week prior
to a major survey (Kemp 1997:77).
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In 1948the National AssistanceAct succeededthe Poor Law and provided statutory help
in the form of accommodationfor women and dependentchildren (1986:52) although
husbandsor male partnerswere excluded from the accommodation(Crane 1999:148).
From the 1960sthere was an increasingpublic interest in homelessnessand an increasein
projectsin the voluntary sector.Specialistprojectsfor women were set up in the
recognition that women may be put off by male dominatedgeneral provision (1986:58), a
point that correspondwith the history of voluntary organisationsin the city. For example
three of the main accommodationproviders were set up betweenthe late 1960sand mid
1970sand the local Women'sAid group was set up in 1973. Watson and Austerberry's
work (1986) is useful in that it attemptsto chart some of the differences in provision for
women and the reasonswhy this was so, and they do attemptto addresshistorically
genderedprovision when most accountsonly cover general(i.e. male) provision and
largely fail to mention the issue of genderedprovision. Unfortunately, becausemen's
housingsituation and family homelessnessare both mentionedonly sporadically, it is hard
fully to assessquite how single women's provision was historically different.

5.4.2. Single andfandly homelessness
Although people with dependentchildren (more women than men) are in a privileged
position to be rehousedif they qualify under the homelesslegislation, they were not
equally advantagedin terms of support services. Unlike single people, for whom there
were a number of support projects in the city, there was little support for families who
becamehomeless. This would seemto be a major oversight, not just in terms of support
for thosefamilies, but also becausethere is evidencethat a significant proportion of the
so-called 'single' people were also parents. For example,in a survey carried out 19971998at the city day centrefor young people (under25's) of 570 usersit was found that
one third of them were parentsalthough only a third of thoseparentslived with their
children.
The servicesthat were provided for homelessfamilies amountedto one support group for
24

homelessfamilies with children under five and a home visit by both housing officers
,
24There was also a small group (less than ten members)of previously homelesswomen with young children
who met regularly, but this group was run on a self-supportiveand fairly exclusive basis.
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and the homelessfamilies'health care team. The housing officers and health care team
were meantto act as a link to relevant services,but theseservicesseemedto be more
mainstream;few specifically homelessservicesfor families existed. Most homeless
supportserviceswere aimed at single people and only one charity, in addition to Women's
Aid, was said to welcome children. Hutson (1999) has also recognisedthat support
servicesare usually discussedwith referenceto single peoplerather than families, and
questionsthe underlying assumptionthat families can cope better (1999:219). That
servicesfor homelessfamilies were provided in the form of a home visiting service would
additionally seemto suggesta model of parenting that makesit a primarily domesticand
private affair. However, a home-basedvisiting service would seemout of step with the
finding mentionedearlier that a high proportion of single homelesspeople are also parents
and so presumablyhaving to do their parenting on an 'external'or non home basis.
Finally, it is suggestedthat the unequal accessto servicesfor certain groups,such as
families, is one of the consequencesof categorisingtypes of homelessnessand types of
homelesspeople. In the first instance,that there are 'homelessservices'as opposedto
non-homelessservicescould be said to be an initial step in marginalisation. Secondly,the
25

conceptualdistinctions made betweenyoung homelesspeople and adults , or single
homelesspeople and families, may be a further obstacleto access.For example,services
conceivedwith single people in mind may exclude peoplewith children either by design
or in practice by not having appropriate facilities to make them accessiblefor peoplewith
children, such as a crýcheM. Excluding children from servicescould only make it even
harderfor some of the already part time parentsto continue meeting up with and caring for
their children. This was precisely the casein the large male only hostelsfor'single'men,
environmentsthat were extremely hostile to visiting children (also Pleace1995in Hutson 1999:213).

25One of the major problems faced by users and staff at the day centre for h; mclessyoung people was the
agerestriction of 25. Staff were not supposedto work with young people over this age,but this was found to
be particularly problematic when young people who they had been working with reachedthis ageand they
were then supposedto stop their support.
26Women'sAid was the only service that provided a cr&he with their counselling service.
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5.4.3. Pi-oiýisioiifoi-it-oi? ieiifleeiiigi, ioleizce

Local authority provision and support for peoplefleeing domesticviolence, a situation
which overwhelmingly affects women (90% Regional* Police), was limited. For single
women a bed in a mixed hostel was all that was initially provided until the women-only
hostel,which was generally always full, could provide a place. Bed and breakfast
accommodationwas usedon an informal basisat the discretion of a housing officer. There
seemedto be no support for women accommodatedin bed and breakfast other than being
given the phone number of Women's Aid. In the hostelsthere were staff on hand but
women with children would be accommodatedeither in bed and breakfast,followed by a
placein a temporary furnished flat, or sentstraight to a temporaryfurnished flat. Once in
bed and breakfast,women with children could be expectedto wait for severaldays to
severalweeks before being moved on to a temporaryfurnished flat, where again there was
no support in place except the Women's Aid numberand a visit from the homeless
families'health team (as mentioned earlier). The temporaryfurnished flats, which families
were moved on to, were located anywherein the city so women with children of school
agecould have the addeddifficulty of placing their children in a new school, only to be
moved again on obtaining a permanentflat. Bed and breakfastaccommodationis
consideredto be the 'accommodationof last resort' (Carter 1997,also Hutson 1999) and,
accordingto Hague, all temporary accommodationis particularly unsuitablefor women
fleeing violence (1999:144).
From the HPU's statistics for 1998-1999,460 peoplewere in priority needfleeing violence
from a partner including 300 families, 150single women and 15 single men. From local
police sources,the figures of domestic violence were even higher and, in a two-year
period from February 1998to January2000,22,400 disputeswere recordedincluding
9,000 involving physical violence.
Alternative accommodationfor women fleeing violence was in one of the Women's Aid
refuges. Women's Aid in the city had around 1,200requestsfor refuge in 1998-1999
although they only had 60 places. Their annualreport statesthat in 1998-1999they only
managedto accommodate230 women in their own refugesand 150 in refugeselsewhere
(figures for women only, not children) so that presumablymany women had no choice but
to usecouncil accommodation. Thesefigures reflect the national situation where half or
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more of women seekingrefuge are not able to be accommodated(Hague 1999:133).
Women with either alcohol or drug problems could not be accommodatedby Women's
Aid, the reasongiven as being due to their communal refuge facilitieS27.The funding of
Women'sAid was not securebut largely basedon income from housing benefit (80.5%),
plus social work division (9%), children's grantsand fundraising. This lack of core
funding for essentialservicesis seenby some as indicative of state support for women.
Walby (1990) for example arguesthat through a lack of basic welfare provision (such as
refuges)in addition to the difficulties that women face in the criminal justice system
(when they take a caseof rape to court) the stateis implicit in supporting male violence
againstwomen (1990:135-136).

5.4.4. Womenon1vservices
There were a number of specialist servicesthat only women could use. The number of
specialistservices,however, obscuresthe limited scopeof the projects and the small
numberof people that they could support. For example, the project for abusedyoung
womencould only accommodateeight women and the black and ethnic minority women's
project only 12 women. Larger projects included the prostitute support centre which had
1,150(November 1999)women registeredas using its servicesand the women'sdrug
diversion project. The women's drug project was originally set up in the belief that their
estimatedtarget group was 100 to 200 women a year. However, in the first 10-month
period after the start of the project, the service had actually seennearly 500 women, over
double their highestestimate.
Many of the support serviceswere linked to hostel accommodationand, in this regard,it
would be single men in the large hostels who would have greateraccessto support
services. However, from reports by the staff there, it seemedthat men's actual uptakeof
thoseserviceswas limited (and this was also found to be the casein this researchsee
ChapterEight, section 8.5). Staff thought that men'saccessto support serviceswas
hinderedbecause,firstly, the serviceswere not basedon the premises,secondly, that their
residentsfound it difficult to ask for support, and thirdly, that the large size of the men's

27Men fleeing violence would similarly find themselvesunwelcome in a Women's Aid refuge.
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hostels (all over 200 residents) made it impossible for staff informally to support their
residents. Little appears to have been done institutionally to address this situation. By
contrast, the women's hostel staff spoke proudly of all the service.s that their hostel was
linked to and which their residents reportedly used, something that was also confirmed by
this research (see Chapter Eight). They also recognised that many of the women also had
problems asking for support but the small-scale nature (over 60 residents) of the women's
only council hostel meant that inforinal support was possible. Therefore it would seem
that, although in theory it may have been supposed that single men in hostels had a better
access to support services, in practice women seemed to be better able to benefit from
them.

5.4.5. Genderedways of working in a service
That a service is open to both men and women doesnot necessarilymean that in practice
men and women have equal access. The environmentof a service and the attitudes Of its
staff and/ or usersare all thought to be important in a servicebeing fully accessibleto all.
For example, one youth developmentworker outlined her struggle with her colleaguesto
set up some outreachwork that specifically targetedyoung women. She felt that the way
the service had previously worked excludedwomen and 50 per cent of the female users
where she worked were found to be involved in prostitution. This developmentworker
arguedthat accessingand supporting women through outreachwork could only be brought
about by using women-only teamsin the recognition that building up trusting relationships
would take time (seealso Flemen 1997 and Horgan et al 1992both in Willis 1999). She
was finally able to convince her colleaguesof the benefitsof her proposaland, after about a year of women's shift work, she felt the increasednumberof disclosuresabout sexual
abusewere a sign of the strengthof relationshipsthat were being built up.
Another example that explores the issueof genderedworking is the conversion of the male
day centre into a mixed day centre.The majority of the staff at the day centre (mostly
male) were said to be initially hostile to the introduction of women, expressedtheir fears
about working with women and expectedthat their presencewould meanincreased
conflict amongstthe men. The developmentworker responsiblefor implementing the
changesfelt strongly that there was a profound lack of awarenessabout what providing a
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womenfriendly service actually meant and that it was more than just 'openingthe doors'
or adding somefemale toilets. Three months after the introduction of women, only six to
sevenwomen were coming in on a daily basis as comparedto about 100 men. The
developmentworker, in trying to explain this lack of interest,identified (male) staff
attitudeson the door, the confined premisesand the numerical dominanceof men as being
particularly discouragingto women. This lack of awarenessabout women friendly
servicesand the deterrenceof male dominatedenvironmentsare also recognisedby
Morrish (1993:22).

5.4.6. Conclusions

In conclusion to the first half of this chapter,it has beenshown that provision for homeless
men and women varies considerably.There are far more direct accessbed spacesfor men
than women, single peopleare provided for much better than people with children, and
thereare more specialist support projects for women although many of theseare very
small. Of the support servicesthat are apparently open to both men and women, both men
andwomen are variously reportedto find it difficult accessingthat support. Whereasmen
may find it harderto acceptand accessthe support servicesthat are available, women may
find it harderto enter male dominatedenvironments or servicesstaffed by men. However,
it is also apparentthat, whereasthe barriers that women may face are being recognisedand
accepted(albeit slowly), a similar recognition about the barriers that men face is not
apparent. Assumptionsabout gender,such as men or families not needingsupport, seem
to play a significant part in the delivery of services.

5.5. The Homeless Persons Unit: A Gendered Workplace?

This sectionis in the style of a 'thick description'(Geertz 1973)28.The physical buildings
andlayout of the HomelessPersonsUnit (HPU) and SecondaryAssessmentCentre (SAC)
will be touchedon, in addition to the genderedaspectsof the managementstructures,staff
roles and the genderedmetaphorsof the workplace.
28By this is meantthat the description which follows
will be infused with interpretation and meaningin a
mannerthat is characteristically'anthropological'.
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5.5.1. L-ocatioii.boiiiiclai-iesaitdseciti-ii),

The location of the HPU was central to the city but discretelyjust south of the central
businessdistrict in a partly decaying industrial area. The unit was in a fine old building
which had beenconvertedfrom its original municipal purpose. The conversionseemedto
have beencarefully plannedfor its new purpose. The interior was modem, with an openplan reception hall combining a waiting areaand an interviewing area. The reception
desk, and behind this the housing officers'main office, were to the left of the reception
area,the managers'offices and private interviewing rooms off to the right. The reception
areawas freshly painted and gave an initial impressionof a leisure centrecomplex. A row
of hot and cold drinks and snackmachinescoveredone wall. Pottedplants, chairs and
tables, a couple of comfortable sofasand somescallopedraised flooring addedto the
informal 'lounging' effect. Other than the toilets, however, all areasleading from the
reception spacewere forbidden. Electronic cards and heavy doors with security glass
severelyrestricted freedom of movementbetweenrooms. Security cameraswere trained
on the reception areasand also covered all the entrancesfrom the outside. An
architectural feature of a round window betweenthe receptiondesk and the housing
officers' back office doubled as a peepholefor the housing officers to view their clients.
The reception desk was also purposelyjust too high and too deepto jump or reachacross
for an effective assault. The interviewing areaconsistedof three large kidney shaped
interviewing tables, deepenoughto restrict some attackswith panic buttons underneath
and internal phones (although thesewere not working).
In the HPU the movementof staff and restriction of non-staff, betweendifferent parts of
the building was strictly policed. The level of security at each door, even within the staff
back offices, contradicted the initial impressionof the open-plan 'leisure centre' reception
found
in
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space.
new HPU a physically comfortable and pleasantenvironment,in contrastto the (homeless)
people there who they felt were extremely horrid and intimidating (2000:118). Housing
officers themselvesmentionedtheir physical uneasein the open-planenvironmentand,
although they understoodthe reasonsfor it, felt that it also put both staff and clients at risk
of assault.Housing officers also indicated their unhappinessat the arrangementsfrom an
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interviewing perspectiveas they felt that their interviews were often of a personalnature
and it was unfair for theseinterviews to be overheard.
The SecondaryAssessmentCentre comprisedboth office spacefor housing officers and a
hostel for homelesspeopleawaiting further investigation of their cases.In a similar way to
the HPU, the SAC was armedwith all-round security camerasbut was in a much less
purposebuilt or designedspace. The buildings consistedof a cluster of prefabricatedhuts
looking like a shabbyprimary school on the outside, apart from the barbedwire and
camerastrained on the exits. Unlike the glassand open front entranceof the HPU, the
SAC's entrancedoor neededa specialcard to enter. However, there were usually
residentsmilling about the inside of the door to let people in without having to ring.
Inside the door was a small lobby spaceand an unfriendly reception cubicle, all perspex
with a voice grill. The housing officers' office was along a corridor on the way to the
canteen. The windows of the housing officers'room looked out onto the front where they
could observesome of the exits and entrancesof the residents.Unlike the HPU there was
easieraccessaround most of the building for card holding residents,except into the staff
offices and staff toilets. However, as the door to the office was not working properly,
residentswould sometimesunexpectedlywalk in. A see-throughpanel of the main
housingoffice door had beenpainted over, presumablyto keep out prying eyes,but in
effect madeit impossible for the housing officers to know who they would meet when
they openedtheir door. Two crampedinterview booths with a perspexseparatingpanel
representedthe official spacefor communication betweenhousing officers and homeless
applicants. However the geographyof the building, combining residency and office
facilities, meant that meetingsoccurredspontaneouslyaround the building, somewhat
blurring the boundarysystembetweenresidentsand officers. Forthcoming plans to
removethe separatingpanel of the interviewing booths were not welcomed by the staff,
although an internal cameratrained on their office door to seewho was outside was seen
as a good idea. The housing officers at the SAC did not wear any uniform unlike those at
the HPU who wore a'school'type uniform.
From thesedescriptionsof the HPU and SAC buildings there is some indication of the
perceivedneedfor security measuresto protect staff from their client group, combined
with a contradictory push towardsa user friendly environment. Such ambiguities seemed
consistentwith other views held by housing officers about their clients. On the one hand,
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the staff saw their client group as worthy of help, 'just people like us'but without so many
options to choose from. 'If I was homeless I wouldn't come here, but I've got options, the
folk that come here donT(Bob, HPU). In times of frustration, however, staff referred to
their clients metaphorically as 'black holes', requiring endless help and effort"9. Unlike the
reports of Cullen and Howe (1991) in relation to benefit workers, or Passaro (1996) in
relation to homeless refuge workers, the housing officers did not seem to need
ideologically to distance themselves from their clients. This perhaps was due to the fact
that their clients were overwhelmingly unemployed, which is an important and
distinguishing difference.

5.5.2. Gender roles at the HPU and SAC
At the HPU many of the postswithin the organisationalstructurewere identifiably
gendered,which Callender refers to as 'horizontal segregation'(attributed to Hakim 1979
in Callender 1996:38, seealso ChapterTwo, section 2.5.1). The receptionistswere
women, the drivers were men, the Chief Housing Officer was a man and all the secretarial
staff were women althoughjust under half of the lower managementpositions were filled
by women. There were more women on the teamsof housing officers (six housing
officers per team plus one senior housing officer, six teamsaltogether)at the HPU
although at the SAC there were significantly more women. The lower wagesfor the
housing officers at the SAC may have influenced there being only one man and five
women.
Within the teamsof male and female housing officers, there was someevidencethat the jobs were being performed along genderedlines. The differencesseemedto be basedon
the length of time that was seenas appropriateto do an interview and the detail that was
sought. With many housing officers stating that the peoplethey saw were generallyin
crisis, the extra time taken by some women was justified on the groundsthat it provided
an important listening and supportive aspect.

29Tlis bears similarities to
criminal discourse as identified by Cowan (1997) such as between those
criminals who are 'just like us' (rational consumers) and 'someone other' (the excluded, embittered
threatening outcast or fearsome stranger).
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HO: (M)ost people want to give you.more info than you actually need, they'll give you
their life stoiy. It depends oil time. If you've got tinze you do, but if you've got 20
people waiting youjust get the bare bones. I've got set questions I use, and anything
after that is a bonus. If it's relevant and if I've got time I'll do a proper ill-depth
interview with them.
Q: So you don't mind the life histoy), ifyou've got tinze?
HO: Aye that's probabýy what they should be getting, but it's impractical a lot of the
time so.... I don't know if it's just I used to do casework so ... )?oil were supposed to do
do
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head
ieivtlieii.
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still probabýy got
11ý1,
and
a longer interview than one or other of my colleagues. (Lydia, HPU)

Another female housing officer, whilst denying that there was any genderedway of
working, said that she did try and build up a rapport with people,
fYou jve got to you'll getfay- more information off thein and be able to help them more
...

if you know the person' (Kirsty, HPU).
In contrastto the women, somemale staff identified a male style as being quicker, and
associatedthis with a greaterability for efficiency or 'experience'.
HO: I can do an interview quicker, without the hassle, wrqs that you learnjust though
do
half
in
()
But
in
here
that
there's
who
an hour what will
experience...
somefolk
can
take others to do in an hour and that's no a reflection that the person's lazier or
being
dismiss
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just
to
experience
what is irrelevant and take
whatever
and
able
what's relevant. And some people come in and they ivant to give you their life stoly)
fine, but you need to detach the important parts relevant to the application and you
will ... () there's maybe 20 people sitting there,
probe certain areas too ... () the git.11S
and the females will nuqbe go though about, err, a fair section of tile quelle, fairly
quickly, they'll be working hard doing what they are doing. But you know, there's a
difference in the numbers that ive can go though () and maybe the customers relate a
...
wee bit differently as it-ell, maybe they chat to thefemales a wee bit longer... (and with
) some guys it's just 'Hi, how you doing? Just out ofprison? OK. (Bob, housing officer
at the HPU)
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Another male housing officer pointed out after finishing an extremely brief interview:
Someof the housing officers make a meal out of thesepresentations and drag it out.
But if it's just basic informatioll then why bother, it's just more papenvork? (Adam,
HPU)

Whilst it is not being suggestedhere that there is a definite 'women's' or 'men's' way of
working, it is argued that people may conform to certain observablegenderroles. There
were, of course,exceptions to theseroles embodiedin patient and encouragingmen, and
brusquewomen who just wanted the person's details and the casepassedon. These
findings are supportedby Cullen's (1994) study of three types of genderroles in British
welfare benefit services. She found similarly different strategiesin the way men and
women related to clients with women spendinglonger, especially with clients with
difficult problems, and men more likely to work through a greaternumber of clients,
avoiding emotional displays where possible.
Cullen (1994) concludes that women's slower work, albeit often with the more difficult
clients, was valued less by managers than that of their male colleagues, although findings
by Evans (1999) would suggest that sympathetic staff attitude was a major factor in the
positive evaluation of treatment amongst homeless applicants (1999: 151). It is difficult to
conclude, as Cullen does, on the relative value given by managers to male and female
colleagues' work, despite the hint of this view in the above quote by Bob. However, as
also suggested by Cullen, there did seem to be some evidence that there was a conscious
recruitment at the HPU of equal numbers of men and women for the gendered qualities or
skills that they were thought to possess. For example, Cullen (1994) argues that in job
centres women were being specifically recruited for their mediating qualities between the
clients and managers, unacknowledged emotional work (or'emotional labour'see James
1989) and some quality of non assertive femininity for dealing with the public. At the
HPU, and perhaps more so at the SAC, the recruitment of more women could have been
part of a deliberate plan for dealing with clients as the emotional work of women was
overtly referred to with respect to the number of people fleeing domestic violence.
Similarly a strategy acknowledged by housing officers for diffusing aggression and
confrontation was to approach clients in mixed couples. The recruitment of men in
contrast to women, could have been in terms of a bodily deterrent in addition to the male
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security guards. Interestingly, there was significant rhetorical evidence for the idea of
male staff protecting their female colleagues,althoughin practice female housing officers
were expectedto take an equal turn at dealing with aggressivecliQnts.
Finally, the overall 'atmosphere'ofthe HPU and SAC was referred to in typically
4masculine'terms. For example,war metaphorswere prevalent amongsthousing officers
and referencesto the'front line' and being 'under siege' were not uncommon (similar to
the 'Dunkirk spirit' as identified by Cullen and Howe in relation to welfare benefit
workers (1991:21)). It was thought necessaryby housing officers to be hardened,cynical
and worldly in order to cope with the client group 'hassleis part of the job' (Kirsty, HPU)
and 'aggressionis common here' (Tom, HPU). A hostel manager,(under the same
manageras the housing officers) also identified a 'masculine' attitude coming from the
top. He said: 'we don't get the support we needand our managementis saying "tough,
you deal with iC. One persongot a dislocatedshoulderand one woman got her face
beatenup. What has to happen!T (Duncan,all male council hostel).

5.6. Conclusions

In conclusion, the secondpart of this chapterhascontinued the theme of genderedstyles
of working and environment and suggestedthat the HomelessPersonsUnit and Secondary
AssessmentCentre were genderedworkplaces. The organisationalstructure with staff
recruitment practices,styles of working by male and female housing officers and the
'tough'work-ing atmosphereall contributed to this conclusion.
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CHAPTER 6:

INFORMAL

PRACTICES

AND GENDERED

NEGOTIATIONS

6.1. Introduction

61.1.

Aims of the chapter

This chapteraddressestwo of the original three researchquestions(seeChapterThree,
section3.4.4). First, it looks at how homelesspolicies, administration and applicantsare
genderedin practice; second,it considershow genderaffects the relationshipsand claims
being negotiatedbetweenhousing officials and homelesspeople. The central concernof
this chapteris with policy as practice, 'embeddedin the institutional mechanismsof
decisionmaking and service delivery'(Shore and Wright 1997:5). It is an emphasisthat is
consistentwith Lipsky's (1980) assertionsthat policy is what people experiencein their
interactionswith 'street-level bureaucrats'.
Building on Chapter Five, this chaptershows that the nature and type of servicesavailable
had an important effect on the decisionsthat housing officers could make. However,
whereprevious chaptershave also largely focused on the 'structures' which surround
homelesspeople (legislative structures,servicesavailable), this chapter concentrateson
the individual agencyof homelesspeople, and the individual and collective agencyof
housingofficers. For although homelesspeople and housing officers are both constrained
by official structures,people also seekto act within those limitations (Lipsky 1980).
Homelesspeople and housing officers are not merely the 'passive beneficiaries' of welfare
policies but are also creative, reflexive beings (Williams, Popay and Oakley 1999) in the
processof homelessness.Finally, in terms of the genderedperspectivetakenhere, the
readeris remindedthat genderis not a 'given', but something which is actively
constructedthrough institutions, people who work in them (Roper 1994) and people who
apply to them for assistance.Gender and gender relations can both partly help to explain
organisationalprocesses,and organisationalprocessescan help to explain what genderis
(Witz and Savage1992:3).
This chapterfunctions as a focal pivot which tries to bring together many of the essential
elementsand raison d'6tre for this research. For example,the chaptercan be explainedby
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its central part in the overall attempt to 'study up', addressingthe organisationsand people
more powerfully positioned relative to homelesspeople. On the other hand, using an
expressionintroduced by Reinhold (1994, in Shoreand Wright 1997:14), the chapter is
also an example of 'studying through' in that it attemptsto explore the meeting point
where the less powerful interact with the relatively more powerful, tracing relations
betweenactors,institutions and discourses.In other words, this chapter can be understood
as addressingthe needto examine the relationshipsbetweenthe following: clients and
bureaucrats;providers and users(Williams, Popayand Oakley 1999); housing officers and
homelessapplicants (Lidstone 1994:470); and the gap betweenofficial policy and grass
roots practice (Lipsky 1980,Cullen and Howe 1991). It has also taken an anthropological
approach,the strength of which lies in trying to get away from 'tidy ideal-types'to
exploring the 'characteristiccomplexity and messiness'of policy processes(attributed to
Czarniawska-Joerges1992in Shoreand Wright 1997:16).
This chapterstarts by recappingon the local arrangementsfor homelessapplicants at the
HomelessPersonsUnit (HPU), SecondaryAssessmentCentre (SAC) and also
NeighbourhoodHousing Offices (NHOs). Clarification of the roles of housing officers in
theselocations is made,and there is a brief look at the role of discretion in applying the
legislation. The chapterthen goeson to examinethe informal practices of the housing
officers, initially focusing on the categoryof 'first-timers', and then going on to examine
how women are singled out as a particular group requiring special treatment. Justification
as to why women are singled out for specialtreatmentfollows alongside a considerationof
how this attitude is maintained. The favouritism afforded women is however not without
qualifications or exceptions,and theseare discussed.The chapterconcludesby exploring
genderedexpectationswhich are held regardingthe behaviourof homelessmen and
women.

61.2. Fieldwork caveat
This chapteris basedon participant observationwork in the HPU, SAC and NHOs and
from interviews with housing officers30 However, a major caveatwith the participant
.
30Although as many as 38 housing officers
were observedonly four (two men and two women) were
interviewed. Quotes from thesefour housing officers thereforeappearfrequently; they were key informants.
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betweenhousing officers
observationdata from sitting in on homelessnessassessments
andhomelesspeopleis that they only representa partial 'snapshot' in a fairly continuous
processof homelessnessassessment.This qualification has an important bearing on
understandingthe context of the data and the extent to which conclusions(or
generalisations)can be drawn from observationsat a single point in an extendedprocess.

6.2. Arramements

62.1.

for PeODle Processin

HPUSACaiidNHOs

As haspreviously beenmentioned in ChapterThree (seesection 3.5.2 and figure 3.1), the
housingauthority's processingof homelessapplicantswas basedaround three linked
arrangements:the HPU (single homelessnessand family homelessnessout-of-hours), SAC
(secondstageinvestigationsfor single homelessness,both hostel and offices) and NHOs
(for homelessfamilies during office hours). Therefore, in terms of people processing,
peoplewho were homelesswere immediately categorisedinto those with dependants
living with them ('farnilies') and those without ('singles')

31

The HPU and SAC were
.
located in two different locations in the city and both were staffed by housing officers who
specialised in homelessness. In contrast, the staff in the NIHOs, located all over the city,
were not homelessness specialists but were more used to dealing with 'mainstream'
housing iSSUeS32.

Staff at the HPU worked one of three shifts, each of eight hours' duration, adding up to
33
hour
twenty-four
cover . Each shift had a core team of sevenhousing officers in addition to one seniorhousing officer for each team (and three managersabove the senior housing
officer level). There was receptionist cover during normal office hours and security guard
cover from four p.m. until two a.m. The SAC had only six housing officers, one manager
and an administrativesupport worker; they all worked from nine to five, five days a week.
31No couples(without children) were observedduring the fieldwork
period. The housing authority did have
a policy of considering'separatedspouses'(without children) as in priority needfor housing and, according
to Yanettaand 1hird (1999), this policy operatedfor married, unmarried, gay and lesbian couples(1999:11).
In termsof accommodationfor couplesin hostels,there were very few spaces.
32Sayingthat the IIPU and SAC staff specialisedin homelessnessdoes not
necessarilymeanthat they all had
extensiveformal homelessnesstraining, as training seemedto be very much done 'on-the-job'.
33The shifts ran from 6am 2pm, 2pm IOpm
lOpm
6am.
and
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There was also a hostel managerand hostel staff at the SAC who monitored residentsand
passedon any information of relevanceto housing officers.
The HPU was the main hub of homelessness services and administration 34 For example,
.
the Chief Housing Officer had his office at the HPU and, during the fieldwork period, one
of the extra tasks of the housing officers was to keep an up-to-date record of all hostel bed
space availability in the city. The functional distinction made by housing officers between
the HPU and the SAC was that the HPU was for emergency accommodation and
addressed people's 'rooflessness' whereas the SAC tried to more fully establish people's
'homelessness' as outlined in the legislation. The distinction then was also a matter of
case complexity, so that if a person's application was straightforward a decision could be
made at the HPU. If, however, a person's application was more complicated, then the
(single) person would be accommodated at the SAC whilst their case was investigated
further. All uncertainties in decision making were checked with colleagues and, if there
were still any doubts, discussed with the team senior housing officers (or manager at the
SAC). This teamwork was generally seen as an essential safeguard, a pooling of expertise
or sharing of responsibility.

At the SAC35 relevant professionals were contacted who

might have already been working with the person, or were deemed useful for the person's
future support. After a decision had been made as to a person's homelessness situation
36
be
they would
sent on to either temporary or permanent accommodation intended to be
The SAC was envisaged as being a place where people
more appropriate to their needS37
.
being investigated and monitored stayed for no more than six to eight weeks.
34Other than being the 24-hour centre for homelesspeoplein the city, the HPU was the main co-ordiDation
point for hostels and temporaryfurnished flats located aroundthe city. Within the HPU complex there was
also specialist young persons' accommodation,offices for managementand a section called 'alarms' that wasý
a 24-hour support system for council tenants. Sensorswere fitted inside flats; if tenantsneededemergency
assistance,HPU staff could be contacted and would go out to the flat. The service seemedto be set up for
supporting older people'sindependencebut also alertedhousing officers to empty properties. Housing
officers at the HPU rotated their shift work in the homelessness'emergencies'section with the 'alarms'
section.
35'Me SAC was an adult hostel for over 18's. Young peopleunder this age(or under 21 if considered
particularly vulnerable) would usually be referred from the HPU to either the HPU's 'bedsit'
accommodation(on the premises)or the young persons' hostel. If a personwas under 16, social work would
be contacted.
36Hostels were not intendedas permanentaccommodation,although in practice peoplestayedthere on a
ermanentbasis (Carlen 1996:61, Crane 1999:99).
7Housing application forms (HAFs) would be routinely filled in with homelessapplicantsat the HPU, SAC
and hostels.Having an early date of entry was important becausehousingpoints would be awardedafter a
certain length of time. HAFs could be suspendedwhilst a person was not immediately interestedin housing
but could be 'reactivated' when they did want housing, retaining the initial application date. Staying in a
hostel also gave an applicant additional housingpoints. This processtoucheson the link betweenthe
homelessnesssystemand the wider housing allocations systems.
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Despitethe city council reputedly being liberal, and having extensive hostel provision for
single peoplewith no priority (seeChapter Five, section 5.2), there was still an important
processof investigating both families and single people's applications. The HAC, SAC
and NHOs thereforeall had important gatekeepingroles, although the housing officers
didn't necessarilyseethemselvesin this waY38(see also this chapter section 6.4.3). For
example,housing officers at the SAC, on the receiving end of the HPU's decisions,
frequently criticised the number of people HPU staff initially accepted,which was more
than the SAC staff claimed they would. On the other hand the HPU staff saw their own
role as somewhatsuperficial, and said it was the SAC staff that had the final say:
I don't normally allocate accommodation you reallY need to see a caseworker (at the
...
SAC) to move on. 77zeyare the gatekeepers here, they are the ones that let them into
the system, and then there are people whofollow it up. They seefolk the next day and
ifyou don't see a caseworker your case wont get progressed, if you are willing to stay
a night in the hostel then you can see a caseworker in the monling. (Bob, housing
ojjfi cei-HP U)

This descriptionof decisionmaking power between the HAC and SAC would seemto be
classically Foucauldian. According to Foucault, power is something that circulates and is
never localised in particular people'shands. It is employed and exercisedthrough netlike
organisation. Individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of application, always
simultaneouslyundergoingand exercising power (in Gordon 1980).

62.2. A positive view of discretion
All the housing officers viewed positively their individual powers of discretion to interpret
the homelessnesslegislation. If anything, housing officers felt that their powers of
discretiondid not go far enough.The literature on discretion suggeststhat too much
discretionleadsto inconsistency(and at its worst is prejudice) and too little requires
detailedand complex rules (and tends to be too rigid). The art of effective welfare
38There was less opportunity to observehousing officers in the NHOs becauseof the way homelessfamilies
were recruited for observationwhereby the researcherwas only presentduring the time of interview.
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administration therefore is finding the correct balancebetweenthe two extremes
(attributable to Lister 1980in Cullen and Howe 1991:7). However, the housingofficers
did not refer to thesedebatesas I had initially assumed,somethingthat Lidstone regardsas
an arearequiring training (1994:470).
The housing officers' positive view of discretion is perhapsbestunderstoodin a context
where most housing officers seemedto think that significant numbersof the peoplethat
they saw were in some way or another 'trying it on'. Thus, although they saw their clients
as being in need, this was overridden by their view that only partial truths were routinely
given (seealso later this chapter,section 6.5.1). One housing officer spokeof her
frustration (and interestingly usesa genderedexamplewhere the applicant is male and
usesfemale partnersfor housing):
'The legislation is OK, it's not bad.

But there's always some people get round it,

maybe someone can present as single and say for one reason or another you are not
going to accommodate them, say violence or something.
appeal- with a pregnant partner,
altogether.

right?

77zefollowing

week they

And sltddenýj? it's a different ball game

Sometimes its dead frustrating, )?oil know people are working the system,

it's queue jumping, but you've got a statutory obligation to deal with thenz as a family
imit or whatever. (Lydia, HPU).

The consequenceof discretion is the wide variation in outcomesfor individuals or, as shall
legislation can be found in
be arguedlater, for certain groups.Discretion in homelessness
the ways of assessingvulnerability, the stageat which homelessnessis accepted,the
nature and duration of the investigation (Niner 1989in Lidstone 1994:468), the selective collection of information and decisionsover how much help and advice would be
available to a claimant (Cullen and Howe 1991:7).

62.3. Changes

The overall homelessnessadministration, as describedhere at the time of fieldwork, was
being constantly adjustedand sometimescompletely reorganised.A systembasedat the
HPU of individual caseworkand specialisms(young people, older people,families) had
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fairly recently beendroppedin favour of a decentralisedsystem where the decisionmaking processwent on betweenthe HPU, SAC, NHOs and hostels. Lydia, a housing
officer at the HPU who had worked with both systems,commente.d:
ýy's behaviow-,you saw if the),were coping oi(Befoi-e)you saw a pattei-nin somebo,
not coping, you saw theh-weaknesses
and sty-engthswhey-eas
now... () its moy-eof a
beltjust
dooiits
in
the
conveyoiand "lets get thein out to
now people coming
somethingfoi- tonight at least"... ( )I meanI'll seenuqbe 10 people today and ifyou
ask ine to (lescribethefirst pei-sonI saw I pi-obably wouldn't i-emember...( ) and they
(the homelessperson ) knew who to go to if they need to ask anything.
And:

Wehave lost the continuity and trust.. () You needsomebodyto pool all the knowletige
together and makea sensitiveassessmentwith all thefacts. It is a fragmented
responsibility (now). (Jim housing officer, HPU)
The lack of continuity in the current systemhad implications for the (re)constructionof
peopleinto clients or applicants.Although even with a casework approachhomeless
peoplewould probably still be referred to as 'clients'. as the first quote above (Lydia,
HPU) points out, there would be more opportunities for relationships to build up. Cullen
and Howe (1991) arguethat bureaucraciescan not deal with complete and integrated
persons,only aspectsof them (attributed to Lipsky 1980,1991:2). Similarly, on becoming
homeless,peoplewere transformedinto 'claimants', 'presentations', 'family' or 'single'
homeless,'male' or 'female'.

6.3. Informal

and Gendered Practices

Following Lipsky (1980), Cullen and Howe (1991) arguethat in order to deal with
demandingworkloads, staff in bureaucraciesuse methodsof informal processing,
alongsidethe officially sanctionedformal processes.Accuracy is often sacrificed in favour
of simplicity and, in an effort to securecertain basic items of information with which they
can advancethe case,welfare officers listen for key words and phrases(Cullen and Howe
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1991:4). Informal processesinvolve value-ladencategoriesapplied to claimantsand are
influential in terms of the time and effort officers are preparedto devoteto a case. The
allocation to particular categoriesis often rapid, basedon partial information and involves
processesof stereotyping (Cullen and Howe 1991:8). Housing officers at the HPU, SAC
and NHOs were not exceptional in this respect,and Cullen and Howe's (1991) description
of informal practicesseemsto representa good overall picture of their work. Categories
that were found to be important to housing officers are outlined below and genderwas also
seento play a significant part in this peopleprocessing.

63.1.

'First-tinzers', 'regitlars'and the 'genuine'

An important and initial judgement that housing officers made about homelessapplicants
was whether or not they had beenthrough the homelessnesssystembefore. Establishing
that someonewas a 'first-timer' was an important, initial category that housingofficers
sought. Although it was an informal categorywith no recognition in the homelessness
legislation, 'first time presentations'were countedin the HPU's monitoring system.
When a housing officer in the HPU picked up a new person's namefrom the list of people
waiting39, before interviewing them, they would return to their office to check if any
information was held on the computersabout that person. If the personhad beenin the
HPU before, information should have beenavailable about that visit on the computer,in
addition to filed paperwork (fat files were regardedby housing officers asindicating
'difficult' cases40). If a housing officer could not find a person'sname on the computer
Al
be
then they were possibly going to
a 'first-timer , although housing officers would
usually seek to confirm this verbally early on in an interview. Once confirmed, having a
39Waiting times to seea housing officer were frequently three to four hours in the evenings,although lessin
the daytime. Lidstone (1994) arguesthat long waiting times are used as a deliberatedeterrencedevice by
housing authorities basedon the assumptionthat the 'less genuine' applicantswill go away whilst the most
'needy' will stay on. (1994:466). Whether or not thosein most needare actually the most likely to be able to
wait the longest is not known. Lidstone's assertionwas not contradictedby my own researchand was
backedup by the following deterrencestrategy openly used on young people: housing officers explicitly
mentionedusing threatsin conjunction with a period of waiting to try to deter young people whom they
thought might be applying 'too lightly'.
40For example, an 'alert' on a person's file or computerrecord, meantthat the personwas either barred from
council accommodation,or had beenpreviously beenbarred.
41Wrongly spelt namesfrequently hindered namesearches,so housing officers were usually cautiousabout
finite conclusions from the computer check alone.
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'first-timer' statuswould generally gain that persongreaterattention and efforts on the
part of a housing officer.
'contagion' model seemedto apply to homelessapplicantswhereby once a personhad

.A
beenin the HPU a few times (or even once),somethingabout their claim was sullied in
the eyesof housing officers:
(I)f someone'sbeenin a hostel before, they can cope with it, ive'll let themhave a
hostel bed. If someone'scoming throughfor thefirst time, they are an unknown
quantity and you don't know if they will survive... ()I hate to seepeople go into the
sYstenifOrthefirst time becausethefear is they'll end up staying there (Bob, HPU)
And

HO: (S)ingle people with vithierabilities or who have never experienced hostel life, who
have comefrom a settled home environment, you'll ny and gain access to a smallflat
living
life
isfamiliar
that
to
to
them
continue
a
somewhere allow

to them...

Q: Soyou choosepeople who you think would be the most successful?
HO: Well, it's a balancing act betweenthosewho you think will be the most successful
and whether they would simpýynot survive in a hostel (Tonz,HPU).
The logic here seemsto be somethingof a 'catch22'situation where being able to cope in
for example,a hostel, is considered'proofthat a personcould cope again. A third quote
also illustrates this point, but here the housingofficer also suggeststhat there might be a
genderedaspectto the first-timer distinction. In other words, the point being made seems not to be that women actually are more vulnerablethan men, but that women seemmore
vulnerable becausemen hitle their vulnerability, or lough it out'
In some ways you do look at people a wee bit differently, you see single guys are
...
maybe more likely to sunive in single male hostels, particularly if he's been in the
system a while ... () if I see afentale come throughfor thefirst time, it wordes me you
() whereas with guys
know, it worries me whether she'll actually be able to handle it
...
the), may be more likely to be tough about it ... you might think you daft boy, you'll
be OK (Bob, HPU)
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When asked,housing officers suggestedthat emergencyhomelessservicesshould really
be for the 'first-timers', and those that usedthe service only occasionally. 'Regulars',
anotherterm frequently used, were by implication somehowless eligible for the service
preciselybecauseof the extent to which they used it, despitebeing in the majority. The
exceptionto this were women fleeing domestic violence who did not necessarilyhave to
be a first-timer to also be considered'genuine'.
Piere defiuziteýyare two patterns really, there's people who peipetually come through
eveiy night, or every other week. Now don't get me ivy-ong,some of them are genuine,
you know like women fleeing violence who end up going back to their partner but come
back again, Im not saying they are not genuine and they are repeating and coming
through, but there are huge numbers of single males andjemales who see this as
their-their

second home (Lydia, housing officer HPU)

It's good whenyou get genuine cases. There was a teacheroncefi-onz(ivealtki, local
iieighboiti-Itood)fleeiizgvioleizce. Her pupils told her about the HPU. HerMetrolvas
packedfidlofthings.

Agenuine case. Sizewas all over theplace, havillgjllstplilcked

up the courage to leave her husband (Loifise, receptionist HPU)
Sometimesthe label 'genuine person' would also refer to someonewho was simply 'up
front' about their own problemS42and did not obviously try to deceivethe housingofficer:
If someone portnqS themselves as genuine then you would do your bestfor them. If
someone sits down, is upfront and has an honest appraisal of their scenalio and
situation and isn't uying to cover up their drink or drug problems or excuses... () You
respond better to that. It's ahnost automatic ... ( )If you've got you (talking to female
researcher) sitting there saying "this has happened to me, I'm realýv upset, I don't
42Interestingly, housing officers also made a ranked distinction betweenolder
and youngerrough sleepers.
Older people who had slept rough for a long time were referred to as 'genuine rough sleepers',whereas
young people were not. Being a'genuine rough sleeper'also seemedto afford that person someextra help.
For exampleone man in his 50s was recognisedas being a 'genuine rough sleeper' and was given special
treatmentimmediately by being seenby the senior housing officer on duty. He was looking for
accommodationfor himself and his dog becausehe was feeling ill. 'Mere was, however, no accommodation
that also took dogs in the city, nor any service that would look after a dog for a short period of time. The
seniorhousing officer gently tried to suggestthat the man put his own health before his dog but the man,
clearly upsetby the suggestionthat he would have to choose,eventually left with his dog.
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know where to go" andsomeoneelsesitting besidepit; the py hasjust thrown his
needleout of the window becausehe'sjust had afix before he came in, your response
is going to be different (Tom, HPU)

This example is infused with ideas of gender. Tearsand looking upset, characteristically
female displays of distress,are being describedhere as indicative of a 'genuineperson',
whilst the drug addict is referredto in the masculine.

6.4. Women as a Special Group
6.4.1. Effort, time and lifts
It has already beensuggestedin the examplesabovethat women were being looked on
favourably and that women fleeing violence were especiallylikely to be thought of as
'genuine'. However, in addition to this, there was substantialevidencethat housing
43
When
directly
the
officers on
whole treatedwomen as a special group.
asked , housing
officers generally statedthat they treatedmen and womenjust the same,although in
almost the next breaththey detailed the informal ways in which they favoured women:
It's easier to turn a man away. I think ive do treat nien and womendifferentýv,ive do
more to help a ivoinan be safe. (Theresa,HPU)
HO: I've seen wonten with no priority get a B&B, if everywhere else isfidl.

You

wouldn't see a guy getting that and the normal procedure should be "sorry, there's
nothing I can dofor ),oil tonight ...... A gity will go away and sleep lip a close and I've
seenfemales accommodated in a B&B when there seents to be no other reasoll for that
other than they arejeniale, which you wonder what an equal opps'council would make
of that? ... () without a doubt, that's how the policy operates
Q: Officially, iuzqfficialýy?
HO: Just habit, that's just practice in here. (Bob, HPU)

43The triangulation of researchmethods(characteristicof an ethnographicstudy) made it easierto
investigatesuch contradictory findings more fully.
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(IV)e'll accommodatea iwman,. bitt then why shouldn't nien be getting the same
treatment? Wedo tend to be more sympathetictowards wonien... no womenshould
be askedto lookfor their own accommodation.
Q: So this is an infonnal agreement?
HO: I would think so, or nuqbe nkyinteipretation was wrong but I have seenthings
...
in memoforms. (Kirsty, HPU)
The favouring of women was widely and informally acknowledgedby housing officers
and,in addition to admitting favouritism, there were other special arrangementsfor
women. For example there was an informal agreementwithin the HPU that after dark all
women would get a lift to their accommodationwhereasmen would not (unlessthey
happenedto be going to the sameplace at the sametime as a woman). Not everyone
seemedto think this practice was fair but, as suggestedin the quote below, they seemedto
relateit to wider societal pressures.
I do think it is unfair at night if a woman comes in, she will get a lift out to (the SAC)
because she is a singlefemale and it's pretty dangerous asking her to 1valk to (the SAC)
whereas, if a man comes in nine times out of ten he does have to ivalk- to (the SAC).
Again it'sjust a personalpoint

of view but I think it's equally risky asking afellow to

()
()
(Bfitt
Part of the
that
me
way
at
night...
not
evvybody
agrees
with
walk- out
...
reason is people wanting to cover their own backs. I mean you imagine if that hit the
papers the next dtq -female attacked on the way, having to 1valk-fi-oln the HPU to (the
SAC), whereas if Joe Bloggs is attacked youjust take it as, that'sjust what happens
evety day of the week... ( )(W)omen are seen as defenceless and whatnot. (Kirsty,
HPU)

Other than public opinion, further reasonsgiven for the favourable treatmentof
women were becausemany of the women they saw were either responsiblefor children or
fleeing domesticviolence. Other reasonsgiven referred to the differencesin
accommodationavailable for men and women. Two things seemedto be said: firstly, that
therewas simply less for women; and, secondly,that women are more sensitiveto bad
accommodation.The following quote illustrate thesepoints:
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I would scq, accommodation-i vise womenare defiiniteýyat a disadvantage;we'i,e got
far less to offer women () We would ti), absolutel)?eveqthing under the sun (for
...
be
We've
SAC)
is
(the
to
women).
which meant
onlY got
emergencYaccommodation
and (womenonlY council hostel) which rarely has spaces. If you're a bloke walking in
the door You've got (four adult men'shostelsand SAC) right aivcq (Kirsiy, HPU).
I think nien are happier steqing in a hostel environment than women. Women I think
tend to want to move on quicker... ( ) Women are pei-haps more able to manage a
tenancy where men I thinkjitst get lazY in the hostel environment ... ( )(01der men) seenz
quite happy and say, the hostel is their home... () there's vei), jew women that choose to
go to a hostel. I've seen wonzen, when offered hostel acconinzodation say: "oh no, I
don't want that, I'd rathej- not' (Lvdia, HPU)

Other than accommodation, the belief that women are generally more vulnerable than men

was frequently referred to as a reasonwhy housing officers mademore of an effort with
women:

Depending on the circumstances, you are more likely to be syMpathetic and lenient on
a woman, not so inuch lenient, that's the ivrong word, you are more likely. to use your
discretion for what you could offer a ivonzan than you would a 111all () There is a
...
sympathY votefor women, they are more vithierable and the hostel provision is worse
for thein (Tonz, HPU).

6.4.2. Exceptions

Although a generaltrend by housing staff towards favouring homelesswomen was
apparent,there were individual and managerialattemptsto challengethis. Someexamples
of objections to only women getting lifts have alreadybeenapparentfrom housing
officers'quotes. Another example comesfrom a written reminder on the HPU office
notice board to the effect that men and women should receiveabsolutely equal treatment.
It said, 'homelesswomen not to use B&Bs if hostelsfull - priority casesonly to B&B's'
and was signed and dated by the senior manager,and this seemsto indicate that the
managerthought this had beenhappeningtoo much. Another example came after the
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assessmentinterview of a young woman fleeing external violence from her neighbours.
She was only nineteen but had been in the HPU six times before in the past two years.
Not a 'first-timer'. 'so shell cope OK'(Adam,

HPU); she was sent to the SAC. Explaining

the judgement to me afterwards the senior housing officer (James, HPU) asserted, 'if
there's no priority, then that's it for females'. Finally there were individual members of
staff who said that they disagreed with the general trend of greater sympathy towards
women and stated instead a greater sympathy for men or boys. For example, one housing
officer commented, 'boys are more vulnerable, they are more naYve. My heart goes out to
them. I feel I want to protect them. Whereas girls are more mature, more able to look
after themselves' (Grace, SAC)44.

6.4.3. Fathers and suspicion
The evidenceso far for the favourable treatment of women has mostly centred aroundthe
treatmentof homelesssingle women. However, there was also evidenceof the favourable
treatmentof women with children as comparedto men with children, as only lone fathers
were suspectedof 'using' their children (seealso Chapter Four, section 4.3 for difficulties
facedin caselaw by fathers). For example, out of the ten families where assessments
were observed,the two lone fathers were both scrutinised closely by the housing officers
over the care of their children and specifically askedfor proof of custody. In contrast,the
threelone motherswhoseassessmentsI observedwere not askedany questionsabout their
care role or askedfor proof of custody (seealso Bull 1993). Out of the remaining five
coupleswith children, anotherman was suspectedof 'using' his partner and children, and a
45
'using'
both
the child (or having invented a child). suspectedof
very young couple were
Housing officers openly acknowledgedthat they questionedmen more closely about their
44There was someslight evidencesuch as this that may have supportedthe idea that housing officers might
seethe oppositesex as being the more vulnerable, but not enough to make a strong casefor it.
45In the caseof the first couple, after talking with social work, the housing officer told me that, asthey saw
it, the man was heavily into drugs and wasjeopardising the woman and her children's accommodation.It
was thought that the woman was too weak to leave the man and that his influence affectedher ability to look
after her children properly. The housing officer informed me that they were going to try to suggestthat the
woman be accommodatedwithout her partner. Regarding the secondyoung couple, (17 and 18 yearsold),
their young baby was not with them but with the young woman's mother. The housing officer questioned
them to try to ascertainif they did intend to have the child with them if they got a flat. Out of their presence,
she said shehad to check that the baby existed as some people invented children in order to get a flat.
However, after checking with a colleague she realised that becausethe young man was only 17 yearsold, his
agegave them priority and so she did not needto pursue their parenting too much.
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children, as men were widely suspectedof using their children to avoid hostel
accommodationand get a flat. The underlying assumptionhere is thereforeabout women's
greaterrole in parenting, which may serveto reinforce ideasof women's responsibility for
children and men's lack of responsibility.
Whilst the research findings seem to confirm housing officers' suspicions about men
'using' children, they also found that women, as well as men, were 'using' their children for
housing purposes too. For example, out of the two lone fathers who were observed in
interviews with housing officers, there was evidence that both of them, to an extent, could
be said to be 'using' their children 46 For example one man admitted as much when the
.
housing officer was out of the interviewing room. He had two children by an ex-partner
and was currently living with his girlfriend, with whom he had another baby. He had
recently fallen out with this current girlfriend and wanted the extra space of another flat.
Thinking aloud, he said he did intend to get back together with his girlfriend when he
started his new job as he would need her to collect his children from school. The second
father had been charged with assault and gave no such confidences. When checking up on
his name afterwards, however, the computer records showed that he had initially been
accommodated in a single men's hostel, but reapplied four days later with one of his two
children. Nevertheless, both men seemed to satisfy the housing officers over his custody of
47.
their children One of the three lone motherswas also found by the housing officer to

have been 'using' her children. Her teenagetwin daughtersusually lived with their father
but they had temporarily joined their mother to supporther homelessapplication, a
situation that soon becameapparent. She was subsequentlyaccommodatedin the
women'shostel.
Passaro(1996) arguesthat becauseof the state's 'celestialisation' of the family, where
people with children get treatedmuch better both by law and by custom,children are one
of the few resourcesthat poor people can strategizewith (1996:2). Women are seenas
being much more likely to benefit directly from having,a child, whereasmen are more
46Whether or not it can be said that thesemen were 'using their children' is unclear,especiallywhen hostel
accommodationfor single men was found to be so inappropriatefor visiting children (seeChapterFive,
section 5.4.2).
47It must be noted that in both thesecasesmy presencemay have affected their outcome. Ibis was because
in both casesthe neighbourhoodhousing offices and officers seemedto be very disturbedby my arrival and
said that they bad been given little warning. In one case,the manageralso sat in on the proceedings(second
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likely to benefit only indirectly either by fathering a child and applying with the mother
for a house,or using the child as a lever to move in with the mother. Whilst Passaro's
argumentmay seemrather crude and narrowly focused on the reasonswhy peoplemay
havechildren (not to mention being reminiscent of the ConservativeGovernment's
argumentsthat young women get pregnantjust to jump housing waiting IiStS48),
the above
examplesdid seemto constitute someevidenceof people 'strategizing' with their children.

64.4.

Processingfamilies

Due to the bureaucraticarrangementsfor homelessfamilies and single people,it could be
seenthat on severalcountsstricter proceduresgovernedthe processingof families. These
different proceduresthereforewould affect women to a greaterextent, as the greater
proportion of lone parentsare women. For example, in contrastto the dedicatedHPU,
SAC and specialist homelessnessstaff at thesecentres,relatively untrained staff in local
neighbourhoodoffices assessedfamilies. The Chief Housing Officer himself commented
that in practicefamilies were the more rigorously assessed,even though in theory they had
more rights under the homelessnesslegislation. He pointed out that becausethe housing
authority was able to offer hostel accommodationto most single people and becausethis
accommodationwas all of a similar standard,the staff at the HPU and SAC were not
under so much pressureto accuratelyestablisha single person'spriority status.Another
housingofficer also pointed out the difference in standardsof behaviour that arosefrom
this differencein assessment.He commented: 'Families have to behavebetter,they have
to be more responsible. A 'dischargeof dUty'49 letter has more severeconsequences,
since a single man with a dischargeletter will still be accommodatedin hostelsuntil
nowherewill take him. But the samebehaviour over a long time is worse for a family'.
(Jim, HPU. Seealso this chapter6.7.2)

example)and in the other the housing officer who had originally planned to do the interview was replaced
by a secondwho said be was more confident about my presence.
48SeeConsultationDocument (DoE 1994, cited in Smith 1999:18)
49,Dischargeof duty' was the phraseusedby housing officers when they felt they could reasonablydefend a
decision to stop working with a personwho was no longer co-operating.
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6.4-5. Genderedexperiencesof violence
From the observationsof interview assessments,
women fleeing violence seemedto be
reasonablytreated, at least in terms of sensitive and sympatheticinterviewing. Out of the
eight assessmentswhere domestic violence was part of the assessment,nonewere asked
for proof of violence, as recommendedin the Codesof Guidance(e.g. ScottishCode, para
9.7). However, this doesnot necessarilymean that housing officers subsequentlysought
no evidence,as Tagg (1997) found that although proof of violence was not askedof the
women in interviews, their neighbourswere generally contactedafterwardsto confirm the
woman'sstory. In respectof the overall treatmentof women fleeing domesticviolence (as
arguedin Chapter Five, section 5.4.3), the follow-on accommodationfor women fleeing
violence usually consisted,for single women, of mixed hostel accommodationor, for
women with children, bed and breakfastaccommodationuntil a flat could be found but
little extra support.
During the period of fieldwork, whilst the observedtreatmentof women fleeing domestic
violence seemedto be satisfactory,the 'extemal'violence that men were more likely to
suffer from was respondedto less well by housing officers. This argumentextendsa point
madein Chapter Four (section 4.3) about men'sexperienceof violence. For example,
considerableconfusion existed around what the council's practice was meantto be
regarding 'external' violence and whereassomehousing officers said that external and
domesticviolence were treatedin the sameway, observationslead to the conclusion that
they were not.
Homelessnesslegislation and Codes,(seealso ChapterFour, section4.3) show that the
distinctions made betweenexternal and internal violence are minimal and that by
inference,casesshould receive similar treatment.In practice, it seemedthat no caseof
external violence was acceptedwithout considerablequestioning,asking for proof and
often suspicion that the personhad beenthe causeof the violence. Out of the seven
assessments
where external violence was mentioned,only the four coupleswith children
were accepted(without proof) and none of the single people (two single men and one
single woman).
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Trying to clarify the current practicesaround domestic and external violence, the answers
given below by a housing officer show a real confusion of issues:
HO: (F)leeing violence,that gets abitsedall the time as well.
Q: Do you meanky womenas ivell?
HO: Yeah,and nien as well. Bearing in mindfleeing violence can bejust saying
someone'scoming up to your door everynight and kicking your door, or you are
but
harassed
in
isfair
the
street or whatever,w-hich
enough,
sometimesyou are
getting
been
dealt
the
with
years,
sitting
someonewho you've
with over
who's
a total ivahoo in
the hostels,winding everybodýy
up, stealing, doing this, doing that, doing the next thing
because
"I
they
such
an
and
are saýving cant stay at
and such address
people are after
me". And you say "whY.are the)?after you? " And they say "I don't know, I don't know
them" and you are thinking, it's you, you're not being picked out at random and being
victimised here, this is you that's brought this about. But at tile sametime You have to
acceptviolence and you cant ignore it but you think, 'God, whell are somepeople
gonna take responsibilityfor their own action?'
Q: Do people need evidencefor extenial violence?
HO: Usedto needevidence,but that got stopped,not altogether, but if you provide
before
betterfor
but
had
the
the
argument
case
police reports all
ive
your
was you cant
realistically expecta woman to produce reports against her husband,you have to take
their wordfor it, fair enough. I can understandthat there is no way you could ask the
husband,but sometimesyou kwowpeople are at it. In the lastfew years, lve usedto be
really sticky on police reports. Not rightfor those who are the genitille folk.
Q: Do you inean thosestiffering domesticviolence or external violence?
HO: ExteMal violence taken on word. (Kirmy, HPU).
There were also reports by two other housingstaff about the victimisation that men,
especially young men, face (seealso quote madeearlier in connection with women and
transportsection 6.4.1). For example,staff at the young persons'council hostel talked
about the territorial natureof the city and describedhow their young male residentswere
frequently harassedby local young people(seealso Fitzpatrick 2000:53 on the territorial
natureof cities for young men, also Daly 1998:122 for adult men). Housing officers in
chargeof furnished flats also talked about this problem, and how young men they
rehousedwere often harassedon estateswhen women were not. They felt it was hard for
III

young men in a new areato avoid being picked on; they would find themselvesin the
centre of trouble and it was assumedthat they had played an equal handin causingit.
Finally, relevant to this argumentis the study by Gelsthorpeand Loucks (1997) of
genderedpracticesin courts. They found that whereaswomen tendedto be perceivedas
Iroubled'and, for example, having got caught up in shoplifting for survival reasons,men
were seenas having deliberately intended to do something:they were 'troublesome'(cited
in Pilcher 1999:137). This argumentwould seemto be relevantin explaining the finding
that housing officers treatedmen fleeing violence with suspicion and requestedproof.

6.4-6. Actively asserting gender
Another important point to clarify, and which has not beenparticularly stresseduntil now
is that the judgements madeon the part of the housing officers were not only a one-way
process,and it is important to clarify that homelesspeople were also actively involved in
the managementof their homelessapplication. Whilst the actions of housingofficers were
very important, that it was also a negotiation betweentwo parties is crucial (Lipsky 1980,
Williams, Popay and Oakley 1999). Thus, although homelesspeople were generallyin a
lesspowerful position in the interviews, it must be seenthat although they were
constrainedthey were not completely passivein the process.It must also be stressedthat
when it is said that homelesspeople actively asserteda particular genderedpresentation
(or 'performance':Butler 1990), it is meant that genderwas a resourcethat somepeople
drew on to enhancetheir homelessapplication. For example,a young man of 25 admitted
having beenaggressivein the hostel where he had beenevicted but stressedthat it had
beenon behalf of a young woman who was being offered drugs. He said that he preferredto be outside the city boundariesnear his ailing mum and dad so that he could look after
them, but later askedfor anotherlocation. He also said that he had recently beensuffering
from depression,having lost his first baby and then split up with his partnerduring the
grieving. So in this caseit is suggestedthat this man was actively assertinghimself as a
protector of innocent young women, a caring son and a grieving father. The housing
officer, (Grace, SAC) however, was not convinced by this man and statedafter the
interview that she was suspicious: 'he was too double wide' or knowledgeableaboutwhat
the 'right' sort of things to say were. The housing officer followed up this man's
application by phoning the hostel and found out that there were two witnessesto his
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assault. Although this man was set up with an appointmentfor some new flats, the
housing officer said that shewould not write a glowing recommendationin his paperwork
or say as much if asked. A secondexamplecould be given of the case already mentioned
where a woman temporarily borrowed her twin daughters.

6.5. Explaining the Special Treatment of Women: Moral Communities and Job
Satisfaction

6.5.1. Deserving ivonien'
Informal judgementsmade aboutthe relative 'deservingness'of welfare recipients is
widely recognised(Howe 1989,Lidstone 1994,Neale 1997, Fitzpatrick and Stephens
1999),although not as a genderedphenomenon.The use of 'deserving' and 'undeserving'
categoriesby housing officers was clearly discernible, as they sympathisedor were
suspiciousof individual cases,and genderseemedto be an important factor in allocating
casesto one or the other categories.
Cullen and Howe (1991) arguethat scalesof deservingnesspersist becausethey are so
useful: 'They are the meanswhereby staff are able to cope with claimant tactics and yet
retain a degreeof job satisfaction' (1991:23). In their own study of a Departmentof Social
Security (DSS) office, Cullen and Howe (1991) found that older people were informally
consideredto be the special group who 'deserved' more attention by staff. The
'deservingness'of older peoplewas recognisedas being becausethey were sometimes
disqualified from benefits although they may have 'saved all their lives', as opposedto
other peoplewho might qualify but may have 'squanderedall their money' (Cullen and
Howe 1991:9). During the fieldwork period of this research,few older people were
observedto be applying as homeless,althoughthose that did seemedto have beentreated
50
fewer
because
SAC
dealt
far
HPU and
staff
older people
well. It is possible that
with
than may have beenthe casein a DSS office, they were not so likely a group to be singled

50Out of all the caseson which I sat in, only one man was over 65 (aged 66). The secondoldest group could
be classedasthe over 55s; there were only two men and two women in this group.
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52,
the group
out for special treatment5l. By contrast, other than the 'first-timer' distinction
singled out for special treatment at the HPU and SAC, who were therefore also being
recognised as more deserving than others was women, somethingwhich neither Cullen
and Howe (1991), nor Lipsky (1980) mention at all.

6.5.2. Moral communities
Hazel Flett (1979) observedstaff in a city housing departmentand identified what she
called a 'moral community' amongst staff. By 'moral community' she meantholding a
collection of values such as the Work Ethic, self-reliance,respectfulness,responsibility
and ideasabout what constitutes a good (stable) family life. This 'moral community'
amongsthousing staff was contrastedto a 'professional' viewpoint as exemplified by
social workers. Whereasthe 'moral community' acceptedthe need for welfare provision,
they saw it only as a last resort and not as a universal right. 'Professionals',on the other
hand,were characterisedas thinking that all thosein need,regardlessof blame, haveequal
right to welfare benefits. Using Hett's (1979) characterisationof a 'moral community',
Cullen and Howe (1991) argue that informal judgementsare madeabout the deservingness
of claimantsby comparing claimants' valuesto thoseof the 'moral community' (1991:9).
Cullen and Howe develop criteria that welfare officers may be looking out for as part of
the informal classificatory system of the 'moral community', thereby producing positive
and sympathetictreatment. The first criterion is that claimants are naYveabout the system
and not too knowledgeable; second,that they treat officers with respectand are not
abusiveor demanding;third, that although they may be vulnerable, they show some
evidenceof self-reliance; and fourth, that they have not causedproblems in the past
(1991:11).

Building on Flett's (1979) work, Cullen and Howe's (1991) list doesseemto capturemuch
of the informal category system that the housing officers usedin relation to homeless
people,although ideas about genderwere also found to be included in this system. For
example,as was suggestedin section 6.3.1, naivety about the homelessnesssystem,and
5' Also unlike Cullen and Howe's (1991) DSS study, a significant proportion of older homelesspeoplehave
alcohol problems, (Crane 1999:127) which may also have madeit lesslikely that they were singled out as a
specialgroup in the sameway.
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not having causedproblems in the past was definitely in evidencethrough the special
treatmentof 'first-timers'; there were severalindications that women in general were
assumedto have a greaternaivety. There were also exampleswhere housing officers were
positively charmedto come acrosssomeonewho didn't know all the 'right' things to say
(i.e. not too knowledgeable)such as a young man who admitted to a housing officer
(Barbara,NHO) that to prove his age (he was 17) they could phone officers at his local
police station.
Behaving respectfully towards housing officers was observedto be important: 'It's the
cheekyones that I don't like' (Grace, SAC). Gelsthorpeand Loucks (1997) argue that
(white) women's 'body language'was more likely to be interpreted as 'deferential' by
magistratesthan men's,contributing to women'smore favourable impression overall (cited
in Pilcher 1999:137). An examplein this researchwas of a young woman who behaved
demurely in the interview and told the housingofficer (Grace,SAC) that she had an
interview in a good supportedflat scheme. The housingofficer was impressedby her
successand pleasedto hear that she was clean of drugs now. However, after the
interview, a colleaguewas incredulous that this woman had got even an interview for the
flats becauseshe was a notorious bully in the women's hostel.
Finally, allowancesmadefor showing somevulnerability alongside attemptsat selfreliance(Cullen and Howe 1991:11) were also in evidence. For example, there was a case
of a young man who was being investigatedto establishwhether or not he was
intentionally homeless.The young man said that he had given up his flat primarily because
of violence from other boys on the estate(externalviolence). The housing officer had
interviewed him and told him that he neededproof of the harassment. It then appeared

-

that the man's inability to sort out his bills which had beenpiling up had been becausehe
was illiterate and becausehe had fallen out with his mum and brother on whom he
dependedfor help with such things. Realising that he was not coping when he had
relinquishedhis tenancy,the housing officer felt that the young man's actions had been
quite responsibleunder the circumstances. Although sheconcluded that he had become
homelessintentionally, she was recommendinghim to a private young persons'supported

52Young people did not seemto be treated as a specialgroup by housing officers.
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hostel,where he could have the chanceto learn some basic skills and wait for the
53
become
irrelevant
'intentionality' statusto
(Eleanor, SAC).
Picking up on the associationfrequently drawn betweenwomen and vulnerability, Passaro
(1996) arguesthat homelesswomen are treatedbetter becausethey are the apotheosisof
women: dependent,vulnerable and frightened. She suggeststhat women's dependence
posesno threat to dominant beliefs and that homelesswomen are only individual failures,
not genderfailures. By contrast, homelessmen are seenas genderfailures in that they
cannotprovide for either themselvesor a family in terins of money to pay for shelter
(1996:2). Whilst I would agreewith Passarothat in someways it is more acceptablefor
women to be dependenton welfare than men becausewomen are disadvantagedin the
labour market (also Hearn 1998), 1 would arguethat this doesnot necessarilyextend to
emotional vulnerability or that they are not also genderfailures. Overlooked by Passaro
are equally prevalent beliefs about women being expectedto cope and to struggle and
sacrificeeverything for the good of the family (Carlen and Worrall 1987:3). Thus to
becomehomeless,a woman, especially a mother, would also be a genderfailure of sorts,
evenif it is more acceptablefor a woman to be economically more dependentthan a man.

6.6. How Gender Favouritism was Maintained
6.6.1. Accunutlativeand collective favouritism
Cullen and Howe (1991) arguethat the considerablediscretion at the disposalof welfare
officers enablesindividuals and groups to benefit significantly. Without having done a
longitudinal pieceof research,it is impossible to draw finite conclusionsabout the gender
favouritism observedamongsthousing officerS54however, it was possible to seehow
,
individual acts of discretion addedup. Favouritism towards women could be seenas
operatingin two ways: firstly, from the discretion of housing officers that could be
indicatedin paperwork and passedfrom one office to anothersuch as from the HPU to
53Rules about intentionality and how long before intentionality 'wears off' are complex. Seethe Awua case
(ChapterFour, footnote 19).
54A longitudinal (cohort) study could have allowed for the applications of homelessindividuals to be
followed over a longer period of time and through severalinterview sessionsrather thanjust the one. It may
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SAC; secondly,favouritism towards women could be seenin the way housing officers
working together in one office shareddecisionsabout applications,in addition to the wider
valuesthey shared(such as the moral community), including values about men and
women's 'office norms'.
The passingon of (gendered)favouritism along the homelessnessapplication process,
enabledby the discretion of housing officers, was capturedin the words of the following
quote (seealso Tom, HPU, section 6.3.1):
You'dinaybe send (a wontan) to (the SAC)initially, butyou'd be lookingfor the
day...
SAC)
(housing
( ) And the
it
to
the
the
caseworker
officer at
pick tip
next
paperwork should be, kind of looking at stuff like that, the report should be veq clear
to the caseworker,who's going to seethis person the next day, that thereYssontedoubt
about their ability to survive in a hostel and maybetheyshould be looking at some
other supportedproject as another option and get thentout of the systemas quickývas
be
be
And
to
the
caseworkershould skilled enough
picking that lip ... ()
possible.
Hmm, maybeit's a bit dodgey,but you can, if you like, bring out sectionsyou feel are
the crucial issitesin (the HPU's paperwork). (Bob, HPU)

66.2. Shareddecisionsand gender norms
Cullen and Howe arguedthat office camaraderie,chat, storytelling and stereotypingwas
part of an overall processof socialising new staff and helpedto perpetuatethe welfare
officers' informal classification system(1991:21). Additionally, according to Collinson 55iS
(1989) and Guteck (1989), an important aspectof the office banter or 'office culture'
the way that welfare officers are active in assertingnorms for genderedbehaviour of
clients (cited in Witz and Savage1992:51-52). Such gendered'office culture' was apparent
amongsthousing officers. T'herefore,becauseof the way staff were trained (on thejob)
and worked (by consensus),in addition to 'socialising' new staff it is arguedthat decisions
also have been possible to seeat a later date (six months/ one year), the accommodationthat individuals
were in, or bad been offered. (Seealso ChapterNine, section 9.3)
55'Office culture' is the preferred term of Cullen and Howe (1991) although following Wright (1994), 1 feel
this is a misuse of the term 'culture'. 'Culture' is not the informal concepts,attitudesand values of a work
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abouthomelessapplicationswere made collectively, basedon gendernorms established
by housingofficers in their 'office culture.
The following incidents were observedthat suggesthow gendernorms (ideasabout how
men and women are supposedto behave)were being reinforced in a collective
environment.For examplea female housing officer cameback to her colleaguesafter an
interview saying that the young man she had interviewed had been really upset and 'crying
real tears'. Her male colleaguesridiculed her and said shewas being taken in by this man
and that he had 'an onion in his pocket' (Geraldine, HPU, fieldwork diary 26/4/99). Here
the implication was that men should not cry; this was not congruent with normal male
behaviourand she should not have beensympathetic. By contrast, there was an example
wherea woman left the HPU in tears telling housing officers that as shewas a decent
person,shecould not stay in the filthy flat that she had beenoffered. The approval and
sympathyat the housing officer's recounting of this story to their colleagueswas clearly
apparent(Isabel, HPU, fieldwork diary 22/7/99). A final example was the discussionof a
16-year-oldgirl who cameinto the HPU but, becauseher parentsdid not have a phone,a
visit was arranged. Visiting the parentsof young peoplewas unusual,but apparently
without any groundsfor suspicion, the housing officers justified their actions by saying
that they would be looking for signs of violence (Greg and Adam, HPU, fieldwork diary
26/4/99). In other words, their extra caution about the girl's reasonsfor leaving home
allowed for the opportunity that she may have been vulnerable to abuse. This sort of extra
care was not observedto be extendedin any young man's case. Therefore, to return to
Cullen and Howe's (1991) outline of the sorts of 'deserving'behaviour that welfare
officers are looking for, they crucially overlook the fact that 'deserving' behaviourhas to
be congruentwith the behaviourexpectedof one's gender. In terms of Cullen and Howe'sý
list of 'deservingbehaviour' (seesection 6.5.1), whilst it would be appropriatebehaviour
for a woman to cry (and be consideredvulnerable yet self-reliant), a man behavingin a
similar way might be less sympathetically treated (too dependent,or crying 'false' tears,of
which the man describedabovewas suspected).

force (as Cullen and Howe seemto suggest);it is not sometbing wbicb an organisationhas, but sometbing an
organisationis.
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663.

Menandgenderconformity

Passaro(1996) arguesthat women must conform to genderstereotypes.Shestates: '(i)n
general,the homelesspeoplewho are most likely to get help are thosewho appearto be
exemplarsof traditional genderideals'(1996:11). However, Passaro'sargumentis
confined to saying that women's conformity to gendernorms is rewardedwhereasmen's
is not: 'Homelesswomen quickly learn that to work their way through the system,from
emergencyshelter through transitional housing to, ultimately, an apartment- they need to
behavein such a way as to appear"worthy". Many, therefore,act meek, don't cause
trouble, and are grateful for help while in the sight of the shelterofficials or otherswho
may decide their fates. The homelesswomen who don't play this gameoften find
themselveshaving as few options as men. For homelessmen, there is no similar gameto
be played' (1996:2). However, in Passaro'sNorth American casethe situation is also
complicated by racism and the fact that an overwhelming proportion of the homelessmen
she is talking about are black. Pilcher (1999) also arguesthat genderstereotypesheld by
criminal justice professionalsinfluenced the treatmentof offenderswith the result that
women were often treatedmore leniently as long as they conformed to gendernorms.
According to Pilcher, thesegendernorms, (or as Pilcher calls it - 'traditional' or
'conventionalfemininity') included women presentingthemselvesas passive,unassertive
and remorseful, but further qualifies her argumentby pointing out that this was only the
casewith white middle classwomen (1999: 138).
In contrast to Passaro,the evidencein this researchseemedto be that, althoughhomeless
men were on the whole treatedless sympatheticallythan women, they were also, to a
lesserextent, rewardedfor displaying genderconformity. Examplesof gendered
'deserving' behaviour in men included an older man (aged66) who proudly statedthat he
could look after himself perfectly well, was an army man, had never had a cold in his life
and was determinednot to acceptany offers of transport:.'I'll walk, I needthe fresh air'.
This assertionthat he could look after himself was somewhatcontradictedby his having
tuberculosis,and that his face was streakedwith blood from a nasty cut from that
morning's shave(a masculineexample of vulnerability alongsideself-reliance). The
housing officer (Simon, HPU) treated him very courteouslyand a temporaryplace was
found for him in one of the better men's hostelswhere many older men were also resident.
He therefore can be seenasexemplifying a man who was vulnerable yet self-reliant.
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Another exampleof men behavingin a 'deservingway'that conformed to masculine
norms was of a young man who greatly charmed a young female housing officer
(Amanda,SAC). The young man was handsome,smartly dressed,had beenevicted from
his parents' houseand said he had recently lost both his marriage and his job. Despite the
fact that he had no local connectionto the area56despitehis gold BMW car (which under
,
normal circumstanceshousingofficers strongly associatedwith drug dealing), and despite
a note in his paperwork about his National Insurancenumber possibly being a fake, the
57
housing
'genuine
young
officer statedthat she thought this man was a
gUY, . The housing
officer's colleaguessupportedher wish to believe in him and reassuredher that it was
possibleto get round the needto have a local connection and that he could quickly get a
difficult-to-let flat58(fieldwork diary 25/2/99). This young man could be seenas
'deserving'in the way he was charming (using his heterosexualpowers of attraction),
respectful,naYveof the system,vulnerable (lost his job / wife) and self-reliant (still got his
carý9,well dressed).
So, to qualify the argumentmadeso far that all women are treated as a special group, a
slightly more complex picture is being suggestedwhereby genderconformity is rewarded
and the genderconformity of women especially so. This picture also somewhatresembles
an inverted version of Connel's(1996) gendertheory (as outlined in ChapterTwo, section
2.7). Thus, whereasConnel arguesfor multiple and hegemonicmasculinity; where
femininity is always subordinatedto masculinity but negotiations within this structure are
constantand ongoing, so too ideasof the 'deservingness'of men and women could be seen
within hierarchical terms but that individual casescan negotiate around.

56Not having a local connectionwas one of the few obstaclesthat preventedsingle homelesspeople from
being accommodatedby the city council. This was also found by Fitzpatrick and Kennedy (2000) in the city
they were studying and was attributed to the dominant role of the council in direct accessprovision (2000:3).
A local connection'with an authority meansthat the personnormally residesin that areabecauseof
employment,family associationor other special reason.
57This young man did not seemto have any previous record of making a homelessapplication and so at
leastdid qualify under the informal category of 'first-timer'
,
5' Difficult-to-let flats were a categoryof flats usually located
in areaswhere nobody wished to move. Once
assignedinformally as difficult-to-let, it was possible to get one of thesevery quickly.
59Although he told the housing officer that his car was about to be repossessed.
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6.7. Gender Norms and Behaving 'Badlvl

This final section considersfurther evidencefor the suggestionabout genderconformity
by examining how the women who did not conform to the norms of feminine behaviour
were treated. This section also considersa related argumentabout the treatmentof violent
men, where violence is understoodas being within the norms of masculinebehaviour.
Therefore it is an argumentabout the double standardsof behaviourfor men and women.

6.71. Disruptive women
One example of the contraveningof gendernorms was where a mother was deemeda bad'
mother. The woman had three children and was fleeing external violence. The violence
seemedalso to have been aimed at her husband,who had recently left the household.
From neighbours,the housing officer had informally heardthat the family owed money.
The woman told the housing officer that she had beenkeeping her children out of school
and, in front of the children, spoke about the difficulties of her elder son's violent
behaviour. After the interview the housing officer (Patricia, NHO) statedthat shehad
beenvery much angeredby the way the woman was keeping her children out of school,
that she had discussedher son'sviolence in front of him and that she had left her previous
flat in a state of disrepair. The housing officer statedthat she was largely unsympathetic
to the case. However, she also statedthat my presenceas an observerwas affecting her
actions. Therefore, rather than keeping the family in bed and breakfastaccommodationas
60

she usually would have done whilst she investigatedtheir casefurther , shewould find
them a temporary furnished flat. Although the woman was eventually acceptedas
unintentionally homelessand transferredto anotherauthority for rehousing,in the absence
of an observerher casemay not have gone so well.
A secondexample of a woman who did not conform to gendernorms was that of a 37year-old who sometimesbehavedaggressively. This woman had an alcohol problem and

60Severalhousing officers said that they strategically used bed and breakfastaccommodationwhilst
investigating difficult casesbecauseit was easierto evict people from this accommodationthan from flats.
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recognisablelearning dI,

CUltiCS61

and had recently beenevicted from a hostel for

verbally abusingstaff. Staff had anticipatedher arrival at the HPU and the seniorshad
madean agreementin partnershipwith staff from a voluntary homelessnessorganisation
that also knew her. The agreementwas that if sheturned up at the HPU soberand was not
abusive,she would be given emergencyaccommodationuntil the following Monday, by
which time the charity hopedto havefound a place for her. Having slept the previous
night on seatsoutside a hospital, the woman did turn up sober and apologeticand was
given bed and breakfastaccommodation.Afterwards, looking at this woman'srecordson
62
the HPU database , shedid seemto have beendealt with quite harshly in comparisonto
other disruptive men. The recordsshowedthat like many men, she had regularly been
given no accommodation,(usually following evictions from other hostels),but unlike
most of the men she also had learning difficulties, which only sporadically seemedto be
recognisedand taken into account. Therefore it is suggestedthat thesetwo examplesof
non-conforming women show evidenceof unfavourable treatment. Pilcher (1999) argues
that women who worked as prostituteswere examplesof women who did not conform
(1999:138, also Carlen and Worrall 1987:20). From the observationsin this research,
women who worked as prostitutesdid not seemto be treatedparticularly badly, but also
nevermet the criteria for being a Tirst-timer'(i. e. they were always regulars). However,
following Pilcher, what could be arguedis that the single homelessnesssystemwas
primarily developedfor and dealt with men and disadvantagedwomen in other ways
(attributed to Heddermanand Hough 1994in Pilcher 1999:138) as shall be arguedfurther
in the final section.

6. Z2.

Disruptive men

The caseof the woman with learning difficulties illustrates a fairly low level of disruption
by a woman which could be contrastedwith casesof extremely violent men. Casesof
violence amongstmen seemedto occur with some frequency; violent behaviour was
routinely dealt with and accommodated.For example, housing officers voiced their
61Interestingly, looking back over the computerrecord of this woman's presentations,her learning
difficulties had not been consistentlyrecordedand sometimesrecordedinstead as mental health problems.
The categorieswere also rather antiquatedand the HPU's term for learning difficulties was 'mentally
handicapped'. (Seealso footnote 16 and ChapterNine, section 9.3.)
62She was recordedas having beento the HPU 27 times previously.
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frustrations at the situation whereby violent men were barred from council
accommodation,only to have those bansroutinely overturnedby their managers.Several
housing officers expressedtheir extreme concernabout the safety of themselves,their
colleaguesand other residentsin council hostels. During the fieldwork period I was
presentwhen the decision was made to overturn bansimposedon two violent men (both
men had physically attackedhostel staff, one by putting a knife to a hostel worker's
throat). The procedureof appealafter a violent incident was apparentlystraightforward
and all that was neededwas a 'demonstrablechangeof behaviour'. One managerof a male
hostel located the problems of accommodatingviolent men within the context of wider
society, in which he felt that governmentswould prioritise the safety of the generalpublic
(if thesepeople were not accommodated)over the safety of other hostel residents.In the
following quote the manageralso mentions the issue of accommodatingand dealing with
sex offenders, another group of men who behavedin a disruptive and antisocialmanner
but who were routinely dealt with:
We've highlighted the increasein abuseand threats to staff, staff assaultsand that staff
feel intimidated () Lots of the residentshave got weapons () Quite a lot (of violent
..
...
evictions) get overtin'lied at head office... ( )We (also) don't know ifpeople are violent
deal
Onýy
know
the
offenders
sex
orpaedophiles.
managers
andthey
with them. We
are not told evenif there is a risk of violence or an outburst... () (It's not) theirfault, we
uy and help out, should be things in placefor thenz...( )I think there is apolitical
motivation to keeppeople off the streets... ( )If homelesspeople are not on the street
thenpeople don't care. It's safer on the streetsthan in the hostels (Dinican, male
hostel)
council
Hostel managershad to deal directly with the consequencesof violent residentsand,
although accuratenumberscould not be obtained,in this secondquote an estimationis
madecontrasting the eviction ratesfor men and women from council hostels:
If you have somebody who repeatedly is violent then I think there has to come a point
when you say 'youre putting your accommodation at risk' and staffs lives are at risk
and therefore, in nzy view, they're putting themselves intentionally homeless ... ( )In the
last six months ive (women only hostel, over 60 spaces) () had six people put out.
...
Compared to a big (all male) hostel, where it's something like, I dont know, 50 or
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something... ( ) Now certainýy ive have a new eviction policY that (director of housing)

haspitt in place and ivere allfollowing that wherebyyoure not trying to do that,
You're not uying to put anybo(ýyout (Irene, managerat ivonzenshostel)
Despite the difficulties of comparingthe evidenceon disruptive men and women, it still
seemsreasonableto suggestthat men's violence and disruption was acceptedalmost
routinely in a way that it was not for women; certainly the consequencesfor women
seemedmore severe. Women, who were more rarely disruptive, were treatedeither as
harshly as men, or more harshly due to their behaviourseemingmore exceptional. In
addition, whereasdisruptive men could be moved around the different male hostels,
women had much more limited accommodationoptions and so hostel eviction had more
seriousconsequencesfor women (seealso ChapterFive).
Violent men are behavingwithin the norms of male behaviour by being violent and
society, to an extent, acceptsthis (Hearn et al 1998:3). Thus although this doesnot
necessarilymean that society likes male aggression,it is something that is expectedand
routinely accommodatedin a way that would not be toleratedin women who behaved
similarly. On the informal scalesusedby housing officers, violent men who injured
council staff would surely be the ultimate 'undeservingcases'. However, at this level of
disruption, such caseswere routinely taken away from housing officers' remit and
justifications for their treatmentdealt with at a higher level of seniority with different
values,concernsand principles.

6.8. Conclusions

It has beenarguedin this chapterthat the homelessnesssystemwas a highly gendered
arena. Far from being a genderneutral processwhere men and women are treated 'exactly
the same', genderwas an important factor in deciding the treatment of thosewho applied
as homeless.Women were seenas the more vulnerable and thus 'deserving' genderby
most, but not all, of the housing officers. The officers' view of women as more vulnerable
was sustainedby informal office discussionand a staff 'culture' reinforcing stereotypical
preconceptions.Lone-parentmen, in particular, were treatedwith some suspicion when
assessed,and in most caseswere askedfor evidenceof custody of children whilst lone124

parentwomen were not. The housing officers generally viewed homelesspeoplewho
conformedto genderroles more favourably. In somecases,homelessapplicantswere not
completely passivein this processand were also observedactively to emphasisetheir
masculineor feminine qualities.
Somedifficulties remain due to the fact that the focus here has beenon thosehomeless
peoplewho are 'visibly homeless'in that they have presentedthemselvesat either the
HPU, SAC or NHOs. People presentingas homelessto local authorities do not
necessarilyadequatelyrepresentall thosepeople who could be said to be homeless
(Fitzpatrick 2000). There is much speculationabout who is and isn't seenin the HPUs and
theseargumentsare often articulated along genderlines. The following chapterattempts
to addresssome of theseissuesby looking at the genderedlives and backgroundsof
homelessmen and women. Again, this focus is not without its limitations, but it doeshelp
to illuminate some of the genderedpathwaysto homelessness.Finally, the next chapter
seeksto complementthis chapter through its focus on the previous lives and situationsof
homelesspeople because,in some ways, the sorts of stories that men and women tell the
housingofficers must in part influence those officers' differential treatmentof men and
women.
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CHAPTER 7:

GENDERED PATTERNS IN BECOMING

HOMELESS

7.1. Introduction

7.1.1. Aiiiisoftliechaptei-aiidiiietliodologicalcoiniiieiit

This chapter seeks to establish whether or not there are gendered patterns in becoming
homeless and, if there are patterns, how they can be explained. In a sense then, this chapter
tends to follow a more 'traditional' research approach to homelessnessin that answers to the
question of how and why people become homeless are sought by looking at people's lives
prior to becoming homeless (Blasi et al 1990, Neale 1997, Marsh and Kennet 1999). Despite
being 'traditional', such questions remain central to this thesis and, to balance the inevitably
teleological and individualistic focus (Carlen 1996:34), wider structural and socio-economic
aspectswill be considered.

The original research question that underpinned this chapter was: to what extent is
homelessnessunderstood (by homeless and non-homeless people) as a gendered experience?
This question represents a somewhat clumsy attempt to emphasise informant reflexivity,
including
hopefully
informants
their
to
the
to
own
experiences,
space
aiming
give
narrate
some gendered comment. However, as Giddens (1993:20, also Franklin 1990: 101) points out,
it
in
few
tenns
their
of
sociological
categories
and
should,
experiences
view
own
very
people
therefore, not be surprising that very few people made any explicit reference to their gender.
This chapter therefore imposes a gendered interpretation of the experiences of homeless
people although, perhaps more than in any other, this chapter also pays attention to the
'situatedness of knowledge'. By 'the situatednessof knowledge' it is meant that the way
people spoke, understood and communicated details of their lives was shaped in gendered
ways and was strongly affected by what was knowable to them. For example, in relation to
relationship breakdown men, to a much greater degree than women, spoke of actively having
left their partners, whereas women either spoke of being left or of having escaped. Whether
or not this 'accurately' reflects a dynamic in relationship breakdown between men and women
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is unclear; it may alternatively reflect a difference in the way men and women talk about their
relationships (see also Chapter Three, sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3).

The data for this chapter is mainly based on the interviews with homeless people (20 women
and 17 men), but also includes some interview material from service providers. All of the
homeless people interviewed were defined as being 'homeless' because of their contact with
homeless services and a broad range of accommodation types were represented (see Chapter
Three, Table 3.2). Many of the people interviewed lived in either a direct accesshostel or
supported accommodation. One person slept rough, two had secure tenancies (but still used
homeless services) and quite a few (mostly families) were living in temporary flats.

The body of this chapter is divided into five sections that represent the main issuesthat
emerged as gendered pathways into homelessness:Family background, coping, relationship
breakdown, addiction and employment. Each section presents 'findings', which are followed
in most casesby a broader discussion drawing on the relevant literature. The sequencing of
the previous chapters took a logical route from the legislative context and case study context
to the interplay between legislation and practice. This chapter, however, representssomething
of a pausein this sequenceand returns to consider the so far neglected area of homeless
people's lives and issues that they bring to interactions with housing officers. Likewise,
Chapter Eight 'Being Homeless' continues the focus on homeless individuals and looks at
their present homeless and gendered circumstances.

7.2. Family Background

7.2.1. Parental losses

Most people interviewed talked about their childhood, with older people especially reflecting
at length about experiences that had been particularly troubling. The loss of a mother, either
through death, lack of contact or emotional estrangement, was a significant factor in both
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men's and women's explanations of their later homelessnessand more so than the loss of a
father:

My ma died whenI was eight. My dad had ivoi*ed in the shipyards. He it-asa counny
boY,afal7liel-'Sson. He couldn't copewell on his own in the city. I spentsometime in an
mphanage. (Jeny 55)
WhenI was bont Ynymother got a thrombosisand shewas left paralysedon the left side. I
was taken in by an aunt and I lived with my aunt and ny grann) I till I was nearl,v five
years of age. Then my mother decided she wanted me back. Aýv mother -I will use the
word hated -I think my mother did hate me. She made nzestand with myjace in a corner
and things like that. My mother, father, and sister could eat in the living room, but I had
to eat at the sink in the kitchen because I wasn't good enough to sit with them at the table
(Jean 56).

Fathers tended to be talked about indirectly when people referred to their mothers struggles as
single parents, their mothers' behaviour, or times when they did not get on with their mothers'

new partners:
But it,hen I went back to my own home myfather -I get on with nzyfathei-- he is dead
...
don't
And
but
but
I
I
him
along,
sheivent to the
got on ivith
nzymothei-and
get
non,
Social Woi-kDepai-tinentto get fid of me out of the house. Shewasn't getting enough
but
()
Socialfoi()
in
hospital
(psychiatfic)
the
they
the
put
i-ent... and
Yne
moneyfi-om
...
nkVfathei-couldn't do very muchabout it becausehe has got an amputatedleg and he it-as,
in a wheelchah-and lie was dependenton hei-to take care of him. But he died shortky
aftei-that (May 62)
X.,

Are you in touch with your dad anymore?

R:

No.

Soyou don't want to seehim
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R:

Aye, I would like to see him again, aye, but it wouldnae be the same. Idont know
him, not really, I wouldnae know what to say. I know where he lives but I wouldnae
go up and chap on his door orthat. (Richard27)

The loss of both parents was thought to be directly relevant to the homelessnessof some older
men, and several hostel managers remarked on the significant numbers of older men living in
hostels for the simple reason that their parents had died and they 'had nowhere to go'. They
did not recognise a similar group of older women.

7.2.2. Fanziývconflict and younger people

Mothers continued to be the significant parent in young people's explanations of their
homelessnessand, even where there was conflict with fathers or stepfathers, it was the
mother's attitude that seemedto determine whether the young person left home. There were,
however, differences in the sorts of things young men and women were in conflict over (see
Table 7.1). Young men tended to be hostile to their mother's new boyfriends, in trouble with
police and involved in theft and drugs; one young man commented:

Eighty per cent of the boys that are in here [hostel] are in the same boat, stealing off their
mothers, getting into trouble and kicked out of the house. Theyve all got the same story
(Richard27).

For young women the conflict was focused around unsuitable boyfriends, standards of
behaviour (e.g. the hour to be home by at night), drugs and in some cases prostitution:

We hit a point (she and her mother) and I was stubbom () I didnae want to gie it up
...
(heroin), didn't think I was ready so I moved out. And been homeless ever since () it was
...
mare like saying, 'you'd better stop that stuff, it's gonna kill ye'. And I'm saying, 'Aye, but
at the same time, and the craving in my head was strong that day-and then I regretted
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She
She
hurt,
thefinal
that
she
cannae
said
reallv
so
she
was.
was
wanzing
it-as
...
..
(Dee
7).
degrading
2
yerself
selling
short
yerself,
understand wlq ye're sort of

it

Table 7.1: The nature of young people's conflict with their parents
Nature of Conflict-

Women

Men

Conflict with parents over

Richard 27 (prison), Shaun 16

trouble with the police

(housebreaking), Jeremy 17
(fighting)
Richard 27, Shaun 16

Conflict with parents over
stealing at home
Conflict with parents over

Dee 27, Sandra 34

prostitution
Conflict with parents over

Jane 18

choice of boyfriend
Conflict with parents over

Dee 27 (drugs),

Richard 27 (drugs), Shaun 16

drink or drugs

Andrea 34 (drugs)

(drink- and drugs), Keith 27
(drugs), David 27 (foster parents drink)

Conflict with mother's new

Anna 16

Shaun 16, Jeremy 16, Keith 27

Anna 16, Sarah 20

Wayne 18

partner/boyfriend
Conflict with parents over
choice of friends

Using data from the observations of homeless interview assessments,a further five young
homelessnesS63.
led
that
to
their
the
their
the
of
conflict
parents
nature
with
men specified
Their views support the findings in the Table above. These included one man in trouble with
the police, two in trouble for stealing from their parents, one for drug taking and one who was

not getting on with his mother'snew boyfriend.
63Five
had
did,
for
that
they
than
other
the
their
young
women
whereas
no
reasons
conflict
young men specified
'fallen out'. (Tbese five men were drawn from a possible pool of 24 young people who were under 25 years old,
over half of the 46 assessmentsobserved overall).
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The following two case studies further illustrate the differences between young men and

youngwomen'sstories:
Jeremy, aged 16, was forced to leave his family home, where he lived with his two brothers
and sister following arguments with his mother and her boyfriend. He had been in trouble
with the police. He felt that his mother always sided with her boyfriend, which had also led to
arguments between Jeremy and his older brothers. One brother was now in the army, the other
staying in a hostel. Jeremy is now staying in a different hostel especially for young people and
hopes to get a home of his own in the future.

Jane, now 18, left home initially when she was 16 because her parents objected to her
relationship with an older man. This relationship soon broke down and Jane moved in with a
new partner who was abusive and used to lock her in the flat; she said she was only able
literally to escapesix months later. After living with friends for a while, and then living in a
hostel, she became pregnant and returned to her parental home. The following year, she
began her current relationship with a man, with whom she and her son now live in a
temporary flat.

72.3. Parental alcoholism, care and large families

A small but significant number of men and women reported having had parents with an
alcohol problem and these men and women seemed to have been equally affected (see Table
7.2). All but the two youngest women went on to have an addiction problem of their own,
although many more people interviewed reported that they had an addiction problem without
mentioning alcoholic parents (see section 7.5).
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Table 7.2: Alcoholic parents and person's own addiction
Tarent(s) with an Alcohol Problem:

Women

Men

Both parents had an alcohol

Lily 41(alcohol)

Danny 30s (alcohol),
Richard 27 (drugs)

problem
Father had an alcohol problem

Dee 27 (drugs)

Mother had an alcohol problem

Lucy 16, Sarah 20

Malcolm 52 (alcohol)

Both men and women (four men and four women) reported having been in care. Sexual,
physical or emotional abuse, which may have resulted in care during childhood was only
disclosed by one man64(sexual abuse) although the description of childhood given by at least
one other woman was considered to be emotional abuse (see Jean 7.2.1).

Finally, being brought up in a large family seemedto be morecommonamongsthomeless
women. For example, from information about siblings, eight women had three or more
siblings (four with over five siblings and one with 11 siblings), whereas only two men did
(although one man had seven siblings). One woman commented on the stressthat her mother
must have been under with a large family:

I don't think any lessof nzyOwnmother becausecircumstancesled her to give nzeup as a
blanze
because
her...
lot
(
And
had
is
to
ten.
children
not
she
a
of
underneath
she
child of
) Shecouldn't cope. Shewasnaea bad mother. Shejust couldn't cope. I ineanshewas
falling pregnant every year. One wean after another. By the time I was ten she had

by
I
the
time
two
she
she it-as ,
and
mean
pregnancies.
seven,six weansunderneathme
32 years of age she had seven weans. And lost nvo. That is a lotfor a 32-year-old lassie

tae dae. (Martha 40)

64'Me fact that there was only one person who disclosed that they had been abused lends support to the argument
made earlier about gendered ways of working in a service such that relationships of trust take time (see Chapter
Five, section 5.4.5). The fact that the only disclosure was from a man also supports the concluding caution that
just because men tend to disclose childhood abuse far less than women, this does not necessarily mean that
significant numbers of men have not suffered abuse.
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Despite the difficulties that some people had faced during their childhood, such as alcoholic
parents, a small but significant minority (five women and one man) said that they had come
from 'good backgrounds'.

I had a nonnal childhood upbfinging and things and I know it is-asall down to mysetf, me
taking the dnigs. Naebodyforced me and things. It it-as al'don to ine. (Dee 27)

I had a good upbringing until I was marded, so I cant blanzenzyearly daysfor anything,
ye know. I had a trade and everything. (Dinican 48)

72.4.

Parental loss: discussion

As mothers continue to be the primary carers of children (SPIU 1998) it should not be
surprising that the loss of a mother (through death or emotional estrangement) was seen as the
more central and significant childhood experience as compared to the loss of a father. Crane
(1999) cites two studies that lend some support to an association of maternal loss with
homelessness,especially among older men, and as reported by hostel managers. For example,
Walker et al found (1993) that there was an association of maternal deaths with immediate
homelessnessof men in their thirties or forties and a study by the National Assistance Board
(1966) stated that many middle-aged men 'went to pieces' when their mothers died (in Crane
1999:44) (see also section 7.3.2). Neither of these two studies however, help to explain the
more long-term effects of maternal loss, which were in evidence in this research, or the
differential effects that maternal loss might have on men and women.

In a classic study by Brown on depression amongst women (1978), the death of a mother
before the age of 13, in addition to having three or more children in a family and being
working class were all strongly associated with depression (Brown 1978). Furthermore,
having a depressedparent is thought to increase the offspring's own risk of depression and
alcohol dependence(Faraone and Biederman 1998). Although there was no mention in the
Brown study of the effects of the above factors on men, these two pieces of researchcould be
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considered revealing for the connections suggestedbetween matemal loss, child rearing,
poverty and decreased ability to function. In other words, in the context of poverty and in the
absenceof alternative career opportunities, the differential effects that parental loss may have
on men and women lie in women's capacity to reproduce their own family in a way that men
cannot, but having a family is not necessarily a long term solution to their problems.

Support for this argument comes from Wardhaugh (1999) who suggeststhat an earlier
experience of being 'homeless at home' (which could include being in care, parental loss,
emotional estrangement or family conflict) may lead in some way to later homelessnessto
which women may be especially vulnerable. Tomas and Dittmar (1995), and Golden (1992)
also emphasise women's greater commitment to relationships in the home. Hooper (1996)
argues that women are brought up to believe that they are judged by their ability to sustain a
relationship and to care for other people rather than themselves. This may mean that a
disruption in family relationships may have a more significant effect on women. As Smith et
al (1998) suggest, this effect may result in women deciding to start their own family either in
compensation for the family life they feel they missed or to cement relationships with their
own parents (1998: 36).

Looking at the ages at which women interviewed for this research had children, the findings
would seem to confirm a connection between early childbearing, family disruption and later
homelessness. For example, out of the 20 women interviewed, 12 had children at a young age
(five at the age of 17 or younger, three at the age of 19 or younger, four in their early 20s). In
addition, out of these 12 women, seven described difficult circumstances in their own
upbringing including parental bereavement, having been in care, emotional estrangement,
alcoholic parents, taking drugs from an early age, or general family conflict. By contrast,
only two men reported fathering or living with children in their early 20s (although one of
these men had been in care himself as a child).

The life history of Elsie (61 at the time of interview) illustrates the close connection in some
women's lives between bereavement, early marriage and childbearing. It also indicates how
other problems (that may also be associated with later homelessness)do not necessarily go
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away. Elise's mother had died when she was seven. Her father, who also died quite young,
used to work night shifts; she explained how she and her five brothers and sisters had had to
bring themselves up. Elsie first married at the age of 18, and had three husbands in total and
six children, although she had her first child when she was 17 and felt that she had to give the
child up for adoption. Elsie suffered years of domestic violence from all her husbands and a
further two of her six children were taken into care. She said that she had worked most of her
life at various jobs including working as a butcher and bus conductor, but had also been in
prison for alcohol-related crimes and property damage. She said that she had spent some time
sleeping rough although she now lived in a small supported house specifically for older
women who had experienced homelessness. Elise's life history encompassesmultiple known
risk factors for homelessness:coming from a large family (Grieve 1997:xv-xvi, Burrows et al
1997); experiencing domestic violence (Anderson et al 1993); and having a drinking problem.
One of the major underlying known risk factors for homelessness(Fitzpatrick et al 2000: 28)
is poverty; poverty tends to reoccur through generations (Blanc 1997), and there is evidence
that homelessnessmay too (Crane 1999 and Weitzman et al 1990). Therefore, what is also
suggestedby Elsie's life history is the particular roles that women may play in reproducing
generations who also experience poverty and possibly homelessness.

In conclusion, it has been suggestedhere that parental loss, especially maternal loss, may be a
risk factor in either immediate homelessnessor later homelessness,but that this may impact in
different ways on men and women. For some men, homelessnessmay follow immediately
upon parental death (and the reasonsfor this are explored further in section 7.3). For women,
the effect of parental loss may be associatedmore indirectly with homelessness. Women who
have experienced loss may initially try to compensate for this loss by starting their own
families at a young age. However, parental loss, in association with other difficulties, may
lead to later homelessness. In addition these problems may be reproduced through subsequent
generations. Poverty is the context and the underlying risk factor that combines with parental
loss and other difficulties leading to homelessness.
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7.2.5. Consequencesofpatenial loss

Whilst there is strong support for the idea that a disruptive family background is a general risk
factor in homelessness(Fitzpatrick et al 2000:28) and, as was indicated above, women may
react to this in specific ways, little homelessnessresearch seems to comment on the
psychological problems that might arise from the loss of a father, or how men might be
specifically affected. However, from research on family conflict that young homeless people
experience, some specific effects of family disruption on young men (often involving the loss
65
or replacement of a father) can be discerned.

The findings of this research are very similar to a larger study of homeless young people by
Smith et al (1998) and both found that young men tended to be in conflict with their parents
over their trouble with the police, their drinking, drug taking and theft. Young men in
disrupted families were also found to be in greater conflict with their mother's new partners
than young women were. The extract below from this research vividly illustrates one young
man's feelings towards his mother's new boyfriend:

S:

Id want her tae get rid Wher boyfi-iend afore she took its back an'a ' know what I
.

X

mean. He'sjust a grassedup,fat drunkenbastard.
Soyou dont get on with her boyfriendat all?

S:

No. Do Ifitck. Cheeky,fat, baldy, specky, bastard.

X

So, I mean, does he realýy hassleyou?

S:

He doesnaehassle ye, he ýjitst a cheeky bastard, know what I mean.

X.-

Does lie like ny and tell you what to do?

S:

77iat'll befitckin'right.

I ivinnae let him tell me what tae dae. I'llfitckin'tell

him

what tae dae beforehe tells mewhat tae dae,knowwhat I mean. I cannaewait till
the day hefitcks nzaina aboot cos Im gonna bash thefitck oot him when he does,
man. Prick. (Shaim 16)

65None of the interviewees spoke of having a
stepmother, whereas stepfathers and new partners of mothers were
frequently mentioned.
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Smith et al (1998) suggest that the higher level of conflict between young men and stepfathers
was because young men were less accepting than women that their mothers would want a new
relationship (1998: 26). According to Smith et al, the young men tended to think that it was
'wrong' for their mothers to put a relationship before their children, whereas the women just
wanted a share of their mothers' attention ( 1998:26-27). For young women, both this study
and Smith et al's found that family conflict was more likely to centre around their choice of
boyfriend, or time to come in at night. Additionally, Smith et al found that more young
women than men were expected to pay their way in the family home and that there was a
stricter code of behaviour for young women (1998: 22-23); this research also found that
prostitution was sometimes a problem between young women and parentS66That young
.
people do not choose to leave, but that household conflict forces them to leave (Jones 1995 in
Smith et al 1998:10) is also an important point and was not contradicted by the explanations
of young informants in this study.

Therefore it could be concluded that in evaluating the effect of the absence of fathers, the
findings of this research and Smith et ars (1998) suggestthat young men's role in the family
is more affected than perhaps the roles of young women. Whereas in reaction to a disrupted
family, young women have an alternative option to recreate their own family, men have this
option only indirectly. Young men also generally seemedto be taking greater risks in the
activities that they were engaged in (fighting, trouble with police) but this observed difference
applies to men in society more generally (Hillier and Scambler 1997)67.A stronger argument
is perhaps a socio-economic one where, if the mother is on her own for any period of time, the
economic effects of lone parenthood may increase the likelihood of homelessness(Sexty
1990:35, Burrows 1997:57, Grieve 1997:xv, Webster 2000). Finally, and also in relation to
poverty, it is possible that young men may react less to the disruption of their family and more
to the lack of alternative opportunities that good prospects in employment might have given.

66Conflict with parentsover involvementin prostitution wastalked aboutretrospectivelyby
womenin their late
20s and early 30s.
67Prostitutionwould seemto be the exceptionto this claim.
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In conclusion to this section on family background, it would seem that a childhood which was
difficult in some way was a common experience amongst many, but not all, of the informants
and that this had different implications for the lives of homeless men and women.

7.3. Gender and Copin

7.3.1. Findings

From the explanations of people's homelessness,the inability to cope seemed to have a
gendered dimension. By 'inability to cope' it is meant that a person described is no longer
able to managesuch things as the everyday running of their accommodation, domestic and
financial affairs, which may also include parental responsibilities. The gender pattern was
that whereas men tended to report drink, drugs or mental health problems as having
exacerbatedtheir homelessness,women tended to report having drink, drug or mental health
problems in addition to having parental responsibilities and / or experiencing a traumatic
event.

Table 7.3 details the people interviewed who explained their current homeless situation in
terms of not having been able to cope. It includes further information about those people and
describes some key factors that they said affected their lives.
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jable

73: Gendered coping

Nature of Coping:

Women

Men

Failure to cope domestically

Lily 41, Elsie 61, Aida 54

James 55, Alan 54, Duncan

May 62, Martha 40, Gillian

27, Graham 48, Richard 27

'24, Nancy 35, Andrea 34,
Maria 33
Had drink or drug problem

LiIy4I (drink), Elsie 61

Alan 54 (alcohol), Duncan

(drink-), Aida 54 (drink),

27 (alcohol), Graham 48

Nancy 35 (drugs), Andrea

(alcohol), Richard 27

34 (drugs), Maria 33

(drugs)

(drugs)
Had mental health problem

May 62 (MH), Martha 40

James 55 (MH) Alan 54

(MH) or learning disability

(MH), Gillian 24 (LD)

(MH)

Other significant factor in

Lily 41 (R), Elsie 61 (DV),

Danny, 30s(A)

life history: domestic

Aida 54 (DV), Martha 40

violence (DV), rape (R),

(T), Andrea 34 (R)

(LD)

abuse (A), undisclosed
trauma (T)
Also had children

Lily 41, Elsie 61, Aida 54,
Gillian 24, Nancy 35,
Andrea 34, Maria 33

Lived with parents up until

Graham 48, Richard 27

homeless / hostel

Trying to surnmarise and present people's life histories around a single concept such as
'inability to cope' is necessarily difficult.

Therefore, in order to give the reader a little more

information about the gender patterns in people's lives, the Table is supplemented and
contextualised through the following case histories: Lily (41) had,a father and mother who
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had both been alcoholics. She had five siblings including one brother who was also homeless
with an alcohol problem, a sister with an alcohol problem and another brother who was
murdered. She had been married and had three children. Her husband had gambled and she
said he had controlled the finances. An incident of rape (not by her husband) contributed to
the breakdown of her marriage and soon after she was drinking heavily and left both her
husband and her children. In the past she had worked as a cleaner and a shop assistant and had
been in prison for alcohol related offences. She said she drank to forget her worries and to
cope with boredom. She stayed in a city council hostel for women and had slept rough for
many years. Alan (54) had started off as a painter and decorator. He married in his early 20s
to a woman who already had a child by another man. The marriage broke down and he does
not see either of them now. He first began drinking socially at 15, but by 27 was beginning to
losejobs through his alcohol problem. He had slept rough for a while and spent time injail
for alcohol related offences. He had his own house the previous year but had lost it again
through his drinking and feeling isolated. He felt more supported now and liked where he
was living, although he hoped to be successful in getting and keeping another flat.

73.2. Genderedcoping: 'domesticde-skilling'
The two life histories and Table 7.3 indicate that homelessness in women seems to have been
precipitated by additional life events, in addition to parenting. This gender difference builds
on the previous observations that there are older men who are homeless simply becausetheir
parents died, and that women who lost their parents young seemedto marry and have children
at a very young age. Consistent with these earlier observations, the evidence in Table 7.3 and"
the case histories, one hostel manager suggested that women who become homeless have
experienced greater problems than men and that their problems are of an emotional nature.
Therefore whereas men either became homeless because they lost their parents or lost their
marriage through an addiction problem, women became homeless for a multitude of complex
reasons:
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it seemsto me ),oil have older men who,dont really have any problems, who are ill
the hostels becauseeither tlitýyve never married and stayed with their inother, their
mother andfather both (lied and maybe even 20 or 15 years ago, they didnt know
where to go, what to do, and ill those days they couldjust, you know, go to a hostel
and the), then had companionship, they had a roof over their head and they were
quite happy and we have a lot of older men who have elided lip st(qing ill these
places becauseit was safefor them. Pien youve also got the inell who arefilst down
and out, the alcies, who,have blown it completely. 77leyve maybe had afamily but
becauseof all addiction, and theyre ill the hostel. Now that is very differentfi-om the
women and I in talking particularly the older client group here becausewith the
women...() 77iewomen, it's vety different. The women don't tend to become
homelessbecauseof one simple thing, i. e. losing their partner or having all alcohol
problent. 77iewomen seenzto have a multiple ofproblellis and it's all emotional
based and they couldpresent with one problem, i. e. theirpartners thrown thenzout
andby the thne they conzehere weve discovered that theyve been abused,theyve got
mental health problems becauseof the abuse, so that the one reasonfor presentation
different
ill
types of counsellors
end
or
seven
call
lip ahnost six
(Irene, manager at women's hostel)

Within this quote one of the differences in the process of how men and women become
homeless can be drawn out and summarised by the term 'domestic de-skilling' (Kemp
1997:75). Thus, it is suggestedthat an important factor in men's homelessnessis that,
compared to women, they lack certain 'domestic' skills that could have helped to sustain their
independent living. Thus, rather than just saying that women who become homeless
experience more problems than men, it is suggestedthat women's greater domestic abilities
may have helped prevent their earlier homelessness.

Support for this theory comes from Burgoyne and Clarke (1983) who found that after divorce or
separation men's parents often took back the role of preparing the meals for their sons, whom
they saw as being incapable in this respect (1983:156). In addition in a study of homeless
people over the age of 55, Crane (1999) found that out of 73 subjects, 17 men and one
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woman were described as having become homeless for the first time after the death of their
spouse (Crane 1999:49).

Where there were no wives, Crane additionally observed that

landladies played a key domestic role: 'wives and landladies seemed to have acted as a 'safety
net' for men' (1999: 57). Although Crane was not especially interested in the gender
differences of older homeless people, the findings of her research lend support to the
suggestion that men and women have different gender roles that may include domestic skills
and abilities, and that these are consequential for homelessnessoutcomes.

Crane's own explanation of her findings outlines a theory of undersocialisation where
'dysfunctional' or problematic family experiences result in offspring who have not been
adequately taught the skills for independence. Homelessness may occur when family
relationships break down, or homelessnessmay be delayed through an intermediate
institutional living arrangement, such as military life - sought for its supportive environment
(Crane 1999:19). However, whilst Crane's explanation emphasises the individual and the
psychological and seemsto suggest that families are in some ways to blame for their
children's homelessness,it is being suggestedhere that men's lack of domestic skills are due
to social and cultural norms in this society where women are taught to value domestic abilities
and men are not. Thus boys are not taught to be as domestically independent as girls, to 'keep
house', cook and clean in the same way and this has a direct bearing on their ability to sustain
secure accommodation, including an impact on men's and women's ability to get out of
homelessness(see Chapter Eight). This social trend, that has in effect deskilled men
domestically, seemed to be especially true of older generations, but may not be uncommon in
the raising of younger men. This was supported by the reports of managers at the young
people's hostels and in the following excerpt:

R:

Ave. Itýfine in here,so it is. III probably stay herefor the rest of ma daysif
Icould. Getyerivashesdone () Aye,ye get well-lookedefter in here.
...

X

You gotflung out by your nuan?

R:

Aye. Aye.

X.

Was that at sixteen, eighteen.
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R:

No, that was four years ago. 23 1 it-as... ()I

was into heroin then, smokin' it but

ivance I left ma mothers I ended up hyectin'and I only got thejail ivance when I was
st(qilt'lvith ma mother. Viat's when I was 16. And since I left ma mothers, Ive had
all sorts of charges. Ten charges or somethin'. Mastely a'for shopliftin.

X

So, did you arguewith your inum?

R:

Aye, a' the time. I can see her view, know what I mean, wi' me stealing aff her and

stealingoot the houseand stealingaff anybodytofeed ma habit. Yeknow,yerealise
noo what yeve done. But at the finte ye dont really care as long as yere gettin'yer
next hit, know what I mean? (Richard 27)

Thus, to an extent, it is suggestedthat the domestic care of sons is still being passedfrom
mothers to wives or partners and that men may be more vulnerable to homelessnesswhen

thesewomenare absent.
From the interviews with homeless people, several men fitted the description of domestic
dependence. For example Tim (51) said he lost his wife of 21 years, and family, through
drink. After splitting up with his wife, he initially went to stay with his son's family but for
the last four years had been in hostels. Another example is of Graham (48) who had been
living in a hostel for the last 17-18 years. He had never married, but lived with his mum and
dad until his 30s when he had been put out for being aggressive and drinking. During his.
younger years, he had initially worked in the steel works, then worked in a store, and then in
security but had lost all his jobs through his drinking. He had spent some time rough sleeping
and had also temporarily had a flat but lost it through excessive drinking. In both these cases
it could be argued that the alcohol problem they both had explained their need to stay in a
supported hostel, but domestic dependence on wife or mother would also seem to be an
underlying factor.
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7.4. Relationshiv Breakdown

7.4.1. Geiidei-diffei-eiicesiiii-elatioiishipbi-eak-doit,
ii: ftiidiiigs
The interviews found that more women cited relationship breakdown as a significant factor in
their homelessnessthan did men (12 women as opposed to five men). There were also
noticeable gender differences between men and women in regard to what they said about
68

relationship breakdown . The main difference was in the way relationship endings were
described; men attributed a much more proactive role to themselves. Men said they were
much more likely to end their relationships, including 'walking out' and finishing it because
of (their) alcohol problems (see Table 7.4).

63All relationships that
were talked about were heterosexual relationships. Only one woman mentioned a samesex relationship that was currently ongoing. All the discussions about relationship býCakdovvntherefore refer to
heterosexual relationships.
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Table 7.4: Relationship endings
'Relationship Endings:

Women

Men

Finished the relationship / 'left'

Lily 41 (but after

Duncan 48, Tim 5 1,

being raped by

Danny 30s.

another man)
Finished relationship which became

Jane 18 x2

Keith 27*

intolerable
'Got away' from partner

Elsie 61 * x3, Iris
33*, Jean 56*, Aida
54*, Jane 18*, Paula
30, Frances 21*

Only 'got away' when partner went to

Dorothy 60*, Dee

prison

27

Was left by partner

Nancy 35

Mutual decisions

Dorothy 60, Maria
33, Andrea 34

Partner died

Alan 54

*Indicates those who experienced some form of domestic violence
Note: several people spoke of more than one relationship

The following two quotes illustrate the way men tended to speak about the end of their

relationships:
I had to leave. My ex said to ine, "stop diinking, go and get somehelp". Ijust left
becauseI knew mysel'if I stayedon, well somethin'wasgoin'to comeout of it. SoIjust
left. (Danny 30s)

D:

Seethe girl I got maiWed to, I was engaged to another girIfor three years before that

and I had a weeargumentwith her and nzybestfiiend got married. I said "oh dear"
and Ijust met this girl and I got inaiTied. I hardly knewher. I knewfi-onzthestart off
I knewId madea boob,ye know.
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D:

Youwishyoud got manied to theotherone?
Theother one,yes,A iqe, withouta doubt.

X.,

Werevoit manied long?

D:

Two years but I was awayfor about ten montlis o'these nvo years. I left and went to

X.,

steq irith nzyinum. (Duncan 48)

For their part, women were more likely to speak of having managed to 'get away' from
relationships, or of being left. Seven women in this researchout of the total 20 women
interviewed and six of the 16 single women observed in homeless assessmentshad
experienced domestic violence. Only one man of the 17 interviewed had also been the victim
of domestic violence and two men admitted being violent or abusive to female partners. One
woman explained:

Westayedtogetherfor six monthsanI couldnt get out () He usedto lock thedoor and
...
obviouslyI couldnt get out thewindowsan' enz...() He usedtae comehomeand expecthis
dinnerfive, any later an'I was lockedin the cupboard.I usedto get lockedin the hall
cupboard. It wasa walk-in cupboardan'I usedto getput in there. Eventually,he wentout
oneday an'he neverlockedthedoor becausehis sisterwassupposedtae be comin'tip that
day. Shewassupposedtaebe comin'up. I cant rememberwhy shewas supposedto be
conzin'up.An'Ipacked Ynabagsas muchas I couldan'just, I ran out and wentto ma
friend's (Jane18).

A few women had had more active roles in the ending of some relationships and they ended
by mutual agreement. One older woman had experienced three unhappy and violent
marriages, but despite this, said that she had been the one to walk out on one of her boyfriends
after finding him in bed with another woman:

It was never third time hickyfor me cause they were all bad boys, ahh some aitfidfights
and some sore faces and even when I was pregnant I got them and eventually I had to
throw myself out of a three stoiy window, oh he had been batteiing the hell out of me, it
was terrible, I could na handle it. (Elsie 61)
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A substantial number of people did not mention having had any significant relationship in
their lives and this seemed to be equally common amongst men and women of all age groups
(see Table 7.5).

Table 7.5: No significant relationships
Age Group and No Significant

Women

Men

May 62, Martha 40

Malcolm 52,

Relationship:
Over 40 and no significant relationship
spoken of

Graham 48, Jerry 55

25's to 40's and no significant relationship

Douglas, 27,

spoken of

Richard 27

Under 25 and no significant relationship

Anna 16, Lucy 16,

Shaun 16, Wayne

spoken of

Sarah 20, Eleanor

18

16

Malcolm (52) specifically explained his homelessnessin terms of the relationships he never
had and lack of opportunities to meet a partner, opportunities that he felt his sisters had
enjoyed. He explained this as being due to having to go out and earn from an early age; his
limited education (which meant that he could only be employed for casual work); the low
wages of casual work; and hostel life, which afforded him few opportunities to form a stable

relationship.

74.2. Relationship breakdown: discussion: 'nien jump, women are pushed'

Whilst the breakdown of relationships is considered to be one of the major and immediate
causesof homelessness(Burrows et al 1997, Grieve 1997, Fitzpatrick et al 2000:28) only a
few studies have attempted to examine or explain it in gendered terms. One large-scale study
by Anderson et al (1993) found that men were four times more likely than women to give
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relationship breakdown as a reason for their homelessnessalthough Morris (1998) found that
homeless women were much more likely to have been previously married with children.
However, it is improbable that large-scale methods of data collection can tell us about the
dynamics of relationship breakdown. The interviews for this research found that more
women cited relationship breakdown as a significant factor in their homelessnessthan men
and that they explained their breakdowns in different ways to men. In addition, Passaro
(1996), and Sullivan and Damrosch (1987) argue that men and women who become homeless
due to relationship breakdown fail in those relationships for different reasons. Men tend to
fail in their relationships due to occupational roles (Sullivan and Damrosch 1987) or
economic roles in the family (Passaro 1996). Expanding on this point, Passaro argues that
many men leave their relationships in the context of chronic unemployment and where some
men thought that their role and position in a family extended little beyond the economic, 'love
lasts only as long as the paycheque' (1996: 3). In contrast, Passaro,and Sullivan and
Damrosch argue that women are more likely to have a crisis in their roles as wives or
mothers. Further support for this explanation comes from Golden (1992) and Tomas and
Dittmar (1995) who argue that relationships are more central to a woman's identity than a
man's, because women are brought up to be dependent on men in ways that men are not.
Finally, as May (1997) points out, whilst men may indeed be losing out though a diminished
economic role in the family through chronic unemployment, the opportunity to take up a
greater domestic role is rarely taken (1997: 23).

Differences in the way that men and women ended relationships prior to becoming homeless
were commented on by housing officers in the HPU. Three male housing officers (Bob, Tom
and Adam) all suggested that the differences could be summed up in the phrase 'men jump,
women are pushed' (and which implies that this idea might have been part of housing officers
gender norms see Chapter Six, section 6.6). Women were thought to be more reluctant to
disrupt their children's lives, but also seen as lacking the confidence to believe that they could
cope on their own. By contrast the housing officers perceived men as being less focused on
their children's welfare (if they had children), less dependent on relationships and more
confident in their ability to cope on their own:
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Aývownfeeling is that women arefar more dependent oil stable relationships
...
back
don't
believe
that
thenzlip ...
they
to
can
without
a
partner
cope
genuinely

they
it

always appears a lot easierfor a man to get lip and walk out, a woman is usually not the
dominant one in these scenarios it's the male that is dominant, therefore if she doesn't
have the confidence tofeel "I can leave here and make a go of it with the children oil nq
own, I am better off staying where I ant "... () when the inan leaves, he doesn't have that
be
been
OK"... ()I
"I've
I've
I
the
tie,
will
right all along,
ruled
roost,
emotional

think

that is iv/q some (women) go back too, you hear them say "Better a man that beats you
than no man at all", which is an atrocious scenario but a realistic one, fi-om what ive see
anpi-eq. (Tom, Housing Officer)

The observations and explanations of gender differences suggestedby the housing officers
were not contradicted by some of the life histories described by homeless men and women;
this is illustrated in the following two examples:

Tim (51) had been married for 21 years and had three children. He had left his wife four
lost
his
he
in
hostels
had
been
He
that
marriage through
ever
said
and
since.
previously
years
his drinking and was fired from his gardening job a week after he had left his wife. After the
breakdown of his marriage, he had initially stayed with friends and then his son. He had slept
rough a couple of times and spent time in several alcohol rehabilitation units.

Gladys (60) had married very young at 17 and had two children. She split up with her first
husband on amicable terms, but after the children had grown up, married again. This second
husband was violent, but she had stayed with him for years. She said that she had been in andý
out of women's refuges but had only finally been free of her second husband when he was
jailed. She had worked as a hotel manager and now did voluntary work to keep herself
occupied.
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7.4.3. Relationshipbreakdownand domesticviolence
Relationship breakdown caused by the domestic violence of men against women is
consistently found to be a significant aspect of women's homelessnessand may give
considerable insight into gender inequalities within relationships. Anderson et al (1993)
found that one in 20 homeless women reported domestic violence as one of the main reasons
for their homelessnessand, in a much smaller study by Jones (1999), out of 77 women
interviewed, domestic violence was the single most quoted reason for becoming homeless,
especially amongst women over 30. The numbers in this research were also very small and
the finding that seven out of 20 women had experienced domestic violence was, therefore,
much higher than Anderson et al's (1993) statistically representative finding.

Economic barriers may represent serious obstacles to women leaving relationships that turn
violent, including their marginalisation and low pay in the labour market, and their economic
dependence,especially when caring for children (Hooper 1996, May 1997, SPIU 1998).
Without economic backing, securing alternative housing was found to be a major difficulty
for women leaving violent situations (Watson and Austerberry 1986, Bull 1993), in addition
to the difficulties that they either fear or may face if they apply to be rehoused (Bull 1993,
Hooper 1996, Tagg 1997). In addition to economic and housing barriers to fleeing domestic
violence, it has also already been suggestedthat social and cultural barriers exist. For
example, relationships were suggested as being more central to women's lives than men's
(Tomas and Dittmar 1995, Golden 1992), that women are brought up to believe that they are
judged by their ability to sustain a relationship and to care for other people, not themselves
(Hooper 1996) and that women may lack the confidence of men to cope outside of
relationships. Hooper (1996) outlines further issues which may stem from women's lack of
confidence and which may hinder women from leaving violent relationships, such as fears of
violent repercussions and the breaking of family loyalties. The latter point has particular
resonance with the following quote:

Ifind it vety hard to talk aboutit ()I couldn't havetold my ntother...() peoplesay, "wlqis
...
sheso stupid..." soyou'rejust temptedto keepit to vourseýfbecausepeoplejustdon't believe
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you haýf the tinze. People think you are stupid .. () hisfamily would not want to believe ine,
although they knew, the),know what kind ofperson he's been. He's got recordsfor violence.
77i,!
ývjtist don't want to believe you ... () there were some veq disgusting things that I
couldn't tell aiqone ... () you think, "it must be me ". (Dorothy 60)
The life history of Jean (56) also brings together many factors known to contribute to
domestic violence such as lack of confidence, dependent children and economic vulnerability.
Jean'slife history also adds on another potential aspect to the association made earlier
between women who have lost parents (including through estrangement), early childbearing
and later difficulties. Jean for example had an unloved childhood and said her mother hated
her. She describes the poverty of her childhood by the way she was sent out to steal coal and
milk from people's doors before school. Her father had eventually put her mother out of the
house when Jean was about 14/15, after years of humiliation and hurt. She had married
young, at 18, but suffered domestic violence in silence for years. Her husband had misused
alcohol and she had turned to drink herself to cope with the extreme violence. She said she
waited until her four children were grown up before she was able to leave her husband. She
had used Women's Aid and went back to her husband once, before she left for good. During
her marriage, she had worked as a secretary, but was now too arthritic to work.

Elaborating further on the social and cultural reasons why men are violent in relationships,
Hooper cites Goldner et al (1990) who suggest that men who are abusive may be doing it
becausethey do not feel different enough from women and that aggression restores this
difference (1996: 149). Hooper (1996) further assertsthat it is the underlying patriarchal
society that maintains women's powerlessness in familial relationship, policy and law. 'Male
dominated institutions make it (domestic violence) acceptable by implicitly or explicitly
condoning it, failing to intervene effectively to protect women from men's violence in the
name of preserving 'family privacy' and perpetuating a construction of male authority and
female dependencewithin families which allows men a sense of entitlement to behave in a
proprietary fashion towards 'their' women' (1996: 149). This patriarchal theory of domestic
violence including cultural norms and institutional bias is captured by the following extract:
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Well, men are selfish, childish. 77zeyportray themselvesas the ones that look after yolt type
of thing, but its not like this at all, it's the other way around that's nýv experiencewith thenz
anviva:v. They've never left their mother's bosom. As long as evei)-thing's going their way,
it's fine. I think they're inclined to "dont you speak to me like that, youre only a woman ",
you know. 77iat kind of attitude about them... () And I think there's far too much cmehýl to
women that men get away with. I mean, I don't know how many times that Ive had blood
running out of nzeand the police have been sitting there and seen the blood coming out me
and they turn round and say, "we cant charge them, we havent got a witness". Who done
this to Ynyface,you know, myser

77ievget mv(q with it too often. (Dorothy 60)

Therefore, domestic violence is thought to occur so frequently becauseof women's lack of
economic independence, their lack of confidence outside relationships and the social and
institutional promotion of men's dominance that can be summarised under the umbrella of
patriarchy. Homelessness after fleeing domestic violence may therefore represent something
of a short-term solution (Tomas and Dittmar 1995).

In conclusion, the evidence is that relationships between many men and women are unequal,
break
down,
domestic
in
that
these
of
violence;
when
relationships
so
situations
especially
they are differently experienced and viewed. Despite the evidence that women experience
greater privations within their relationships than men, for social, cultural and economic
reasons women also seem the most reluctant to leave them. As has also been argued in
previous sections, there are different consequencesfor men and women in terms of housing.
Whereas women may generally possessgreater domestic skills, after an abusive relationship
their ability to cope may be hindered by lack of confidence, or additional difficulties such as
an alcohol problem, and therefore homelessnessis possible. Especially in situations of
domestic violence, it is possible that from a certain perspective, homelessnessmay seem like
a solution rather than the problem (Tomas and Dittmar 1995). Although often in a seemingly
stronger position in their relationships with women, after a relationship breaks down, men
may also suffer additional consequencessuch as an increased alcohol problem and difficulties
with employment, both issues that are examined further in the following sections.
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7.5. Addictions and Gender Patterns

7.5.1. Findings

There were gender differences in terms of addictions. In relation to alcohol, there were
significantly more, mostly older men, with current alcohol problems (eight men to one
woman), as seen in Table 7.6. Roughly similar numbers of men and women had an alcohol
problem in their past (three women and two men).
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Table 7.6: Current and pastalcohol problem
Type of Alcohol Problem:

Women

Men

Current alcohol problem

Lily 41

Alan 54, Frank 50,
Tim 51, Duncan 48,
Sam 40s, Danny
30s, Douglas 27,
Shaun 16

Past alcohol problem

Own alcohol problem had affected

Aida 54, Elsie 61,

Malcolm 52.,

Jean 56

Graham 48

Lily 41 (and family)

Danny 30s, Tim 51,
Frank 50

relationship with partner
Partner's alcohol problem had affected

Jean 56, Elsie 61,

relationship

Lily 41, Iris 33,

Own alcohol problem affected relationship

Shaun 16, Douglas

with parents

27, Graham 48.

Alcohol problem affected employment

Frank 50, Danny
30s, Tim 51,
Malcolm 52,
Graham 48, Alan
54, Douglas 27

Parents had an alcohol problem

Lily 41, Dee 27,

Danny 30s, Richard

Lucy 16, Sarah 20

27, Malcolm 51

Another gender difference that was noted between men and women's accounts was the role
that drinking was given in their later homelessness. For example, men spoke about alcohol as
being more of an instrumental factor in their homelessnessthan women did, emphasising their
active role in its uptake. Therefore, whereas three men spoke about their alcohol problem as
affecting the breakdown of their relationships and six as affecting their employment, only one
woman said that her drinking had affected her relationship (and this was exacerbatedby an
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incidence of rape); no women said that their drinking affected their employment 69 The
.
following excerpts further illustrate a gender difference in the role of alcohol in people's
homelessness:

T.,

It it-as through the drink that I left nq wife. I cannae uq I drank more after that, I
didna. Ijust continued what I it-as drinking.

X: Soyou think tlie marriage broke downover the drinking?
T

Oh ee, that was the whole reason.

X.- And did it affectyour work as well?
T.

Aye I was losing time off ivoi* and getting demoted. Till eventually I gotfired.
X., Aiiddidlosiiigyoitrit-oi-kpittai-ealpi-essiii-eoiiyoiti-iýiai-riage?
T. Well, I lost ma job a week after I left ma wife. (Thn5l)

By contrast, two of the women described how alcohol helped them cope with the violence that
they had experienced:

L:

I wasrapedHelen.Probabýygot medrinkin'heavier,probably. Ididgofortherape
thing (counselling)and all thatbut I couldnaekeepup with it, I couldnaehandleit. I
bottle
to
the
then. 7hat's what causedall the skippering and that.
went

X.

And thatput the pressure on yoitrjamiýv life as well?

L:

It did. We split up. I never -I limenae smv majamilyfor a long time () Last time I
...
saw ma kids, James is 20 now, he was seven. 7hat was the last time I saw him. (Lily
41)

The marriage was violent, you know, through my husband () nky life was a hell anyway
...
but it didnae matter. I did tum to alcohol. I supposeyou could call me an alcoholic, no
that I drink everyday, you know... () It was after I was married the alcohol - but I don't
drop,
been
daein
I
have
it
I
I
take
then,
sort of ... ...
it-as
a
small
after
marlied.
would
mean
if I was in company () But it was, when I started - when I was being hurt you see,I was
...
69One man (Duncan48) alsoreportedthat he had startedto drink becauseof an unsightly skin problemthat he
had developed.
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be
impression
in
the
the
to
that
rosy which obviously it
under
eveiything
garden it-asgoing
isnae - evenyozirseýfyoit know that. Enn... but I sayl aboutfourteen years intae the
marriage, I then decided ifyou can't beat them,join thenz... ()I think it wasjust something
that sort of grew on you, more or less and all as I say, is if you have got alcohol ill you It I's
easier to take a slap than ifyou have not got alcohol in you. Can Iput it that way? 77iat
was- orapunch orwhateveryou know -itis
take it more (Jean 56).

easier ifyou have got drink ill yoll. Youcall

On the issue of drUgS70and gender differences, similar numbers of men and women had a
drug problem. All drug problems were amongst under 35-year-olds at the time of the research
and included four women and three men. The differences around drugs were that three out of
71

the four women also had children, whereas only one of the men did , as has already been
discussed in section 7.3. All of those with children had, at some point, transferred the
responsibility of the child or children to immediate kin, usually their own mothers, as in the
following account:

ma mum knew I worked on the streets an'she knew I took dnigs an'things like that but
maybe clients where I stayed were chappinon the door an'she got a wee bit annoved wi'
that. An'I Ynean,it wasnae rightfor the kids, like ifI was takin'men intae the house,for like,
business-wise,ye know, wonderin'who lie was, or () she never pushed me out, I left o'nza
...
own accordan'I'gave the kids overtae her. I agreed,just between the tsvoo'us, no through
book
her
kids
I
for
that,
tae
take
the
an'bla
so would send ma
a social worker or anwhin'like
bla. I couldnae look after masel'so I couldnae look after ma kids (Andrea 34)

Finally, most of those with either a drink or drug problem also reported having been in trouble
with the police or in prison (see Table 7.7) and these offences had a gendered pattern.
Whereas women tended to be in trouble over prostitution or shoplifting, men were more likely

70Drug problern'refers primarily to opiate use.
7171heman
with a child had originally left his relationship and his partner brought up their child. However at the
time of interview, he was the primary carer of his son, although he hoped that his own mother would look after
the child when he got a place in a rehabilitation clinic for his methadone addiction.
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to be in trouble over breachesof the peace,shoplifting, housebreakingand, in one case,
attemptedmurder.

Table 7.7: Gender, addiction and criminal behaviour
'Criminal Behaviour'/

Women

Men

Lily 40 (drink-)

Danny 30s (drink), Alan 54

Trouble with the Police:
Breach of the peace

(drink), Sam 40s (drink)
Breach of the peace and

Elsie 61 (drink-)

criminal damage
Prostitution

Andrea 34 (drugs), Nancy
35 (drugs), Maria 33
(drugs), Dee 27 (drugs),
Aida 54 (drink)

Shoplifting

Maria 33 (drugs), Aida 54

Richard 27 (drugs)

(drink-)
Housebreaking

Shaun 16 (drink and drugs)

Malicious damage and

Frank 50 (drink)

assault
Attempted murder

Keith 27 (drugs)

75.2. Addictioiisaiidgeiidei-pattei-iis: disciissioji

Trying to unravel the role of addiction in homelessnessis particularly difficult. The addiction
may have been the cause of, for example, a relationship breakdown, or, the result of one, or,
may contain elements of both. There may also be conflicting perspectives on the role of the
addiction, according to who is asked. That there is a link between homelessnessand addiction

is well-established(Crane1999). Hutsonand Liddiard (1994) suggestthat the strong link
between addiction and homelessnessamongst older people is less clear with younger people.
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They argue that a vicious circle of drugs and homelessnesscan be quickly set up through the
stress of experiencing homelessness(1994: 66-67), and Klee and Reid (1998) additionally
suggestthat taking drugs may actually be a forrn of stress management for young homeless
people.

Although the role of addiction in homelessnessis unclear, the findings suggest that men and
women themselves described their addictions as playing key roles in their homelessness,but
that these addictions had gendered patterns. In relation to alcohol, for example, more men
than women had a drinking problem overall (past and current). Additionally, whereas men
seemedto talk about their drinking as something they had actively engaged in, women tended
to talk about their lives as being out of control and that drinking both contributed to this and
helped them cope.

In an effort to explain these gender differences, it is suggestedthat both the difference in
numbers and the more proactive way that men talked about addiction lie in the cultural
encouragementand acceptability of drinking for men in particular, whereas women's drinking
is more likely to be seen as a mental health problem (Morrish 1993:22). This differential
encouragementto drink for men and women was mentioned by one informant as she
described her and her husband's different reasons for drinking:

J:

WhenI got ina"ied eh, whenI was as we call it thesedays,courting. Wewould
...
sit you knowfriends and I, we would sit and have a coffee cup in the cafj at (street),
we would sit in there and have coke and records and the guys were going to the
pubs and having their pints you know the similar sort of thing. Alcohol never
entered nzy head at that point. It was after I was married the alcohol ... ()I would
take a snwll drop, sort of... if I was in company ... () But ... () when I was being
hurt you see () I then decided ifyou can't beat them,join them...
...

X.
J.

Wasyour husbanddrinking as well?
Oh he wasalwaysa drinker. (Jean56)
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From this study, there was only one woman who associatedher relationship break-downwith
her own drinking, but four women attributed it to their partner's drinking and violence.
Alternatively, three men saw their drinking as having affected their relationships and none
mentioned that it was their partner's drinking, a gender difference that was also noted by
Crane (1999: 52). The association between alcohol drinking and male violence is a cultural
phenomenon and not found in all cultures. McDonald (1994) argues 'this link is made
becauseit is men who drink and it is often men, in their cultural manliness, who are allowed
or expected to be violent. The association of alcohol or drunkenness with violence is not at
all universal... () riotous bouts of drinking regularly occur in some cultures without any
violence. The connection of violence and drink and drunkennessseems to have been learnt'
(1994: 14). Meagher and Murray (1997) lends further support to this argument but point out
that whereas in this society men are encouraged to express their distress though alcohol, by
comparison, the accepted cultural mode of expression for women is depression (1997: 7 1). In
the following quote, a hostel manager (women's hostel) seems to support the idea of a learnt
and gendered cultural attitude to drinking where women use alcohol to cope by individually
retreating from their problems and men see it as an essential medium for socialising and
coping:

I think the women use it as a retreat so as to get aw(gfi-om theirproblems and it doesnt
solve anything. I think the men, it's come about, not as a retreat, the exact opposite. I think
it's came about becausetheyve been in mixed company, they've gone into pubs, they want
be part of this group, so they - like ifyou had a man and a womall - right, say you had a wee
woman in a house and a wee man in a house and the wee woman loses her hubkv, the man
loseshis wife, right? I think the man would go to the pub, be seen with people, would go out
for compaiq and they drink to be sociable and get involved with eveyybody. I think the
woman would withdraw into herseýfbecauseshe couldnt cope and she would see this as a
release (Irene).

Finally, although drugs seemedto be being used equally by homeless men and women, the
types of criminal activity that men and women get involved in show gender patterns. These
criminal activities have gendered implications for men and women. For example spending
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time in prison may have a greater impact on mothers (Lowthian 2001), and involvement in
prostitution, as opposed to shoplifting or housebreaking, may have greater implications on
women's self worth and therefore have further implications for their ability to get out of
homelessness(see Chapter Eight).

7.6. Emplovment

7.6.1. Findings

There were differences in the sorts of employment that men and women reported having been
engaged in. For example, whereas women worked in hotel management and nursing
('intermediate'employment), men worked as plumbers, chefs or cutting designers (skilled
72
General's
(in
Registrar
social class classification in Blanc 1997). Women were also
manual)
employed in secretarial work and shop work (skilled non manual), butchering, and factory
work but also included cleaning, erotic dancing and bus conducting. The jobs that men were
employed in tended towards the manual, including working in the ship yardS73'casual labour
on building sites, security work-, employed in the anny, gardening and hairdressing. At the
more illicit end of carning an income (see Table 7.5), women reported being involved in
prostitution, whereas men reported their activities as either being shoplifting or theft.

People who did not mention having worked included three men and five women, although
four of the women and two of the men were under the age of 20. The remaining man (27)
said that he had not worked because he had been an alcoholic all of his adult life and the
woman (30) had four children. For many of the women, having children was clearly a
significant factor in relation to the sort of employment they had engaged in. Eight women had
children and were the primary carer for those children, whereas only one man was. A further

72The Registrar General's classification of social class is also widely criticised for its inadequate treatment of
women's occupation (Blane 1997: 110).
73Many of these jobs are hard to assesswithout a further detailed description of the
work. 'Shipyard work'I for
example, may have been either skilled manual or unskilled manual.
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six women had children, but had not necessarily been the primary carers, although their
period of pregnancy at least may have affected their employment opportunities.

Although the evidence was limited, men seemedto indicate that the loss of their employment
was more significant to them and had contributed to their current situation. For example, one
man talked extensively about his life in the anny, still wore army fatigues and directly
attributed his current circumstances to his being dismissed:

Left the anny in 1987. Got a bad leg (shows scar). Lost nkywife and weans in 1986. The
annypay-pedineoot.

'A disgrace to thegovernment'... () Took nzy whole life awayfi-om

ine. But the anny done worse. They took away myjob. Shooting bastards. Took to drink.
Been living on the streets ever since" (Sam 40s).

Seven men (see Table 7.4) reported that their worsening addiction directly or indirectly led to
their loss or lack of employment, whereas none of the women mentioned this. The following
two examples illustrate the sort of relationship that men had with addiction. Malcolm (52)
initially trained and worked as a cloth and cutting designer. After four or five years, however,
he stopped working as a cloth cutter and worked first as a scaffolder and then on the oilrigs.
He felt that working on the oilrigs was a great life, travelling around different European
countries, although on his home leave he said that he drank a lot becausethere was nothing
else to do. Whilst drinking and during one of these home leaves, he suffered a serious head
injury and had to spend many months afterwards in hospital. Malcolm said that he still
suffered memory loss from his injury and no longer worked. He had never married and had
no children.

Although it was not clear from Malcolm's account if he had been forced to leave his initial job
as a cloth cutter because of his drinking, he implied that this might have been the case and
certainly said that the job on the oil rigs was good precisely becauseit did allow him to drink.
The following excerpt also describes a process of worsening addiction and job loss:

74niS interview extract
was developed from written notes. It attempts to represent the informant's words as
closely as possible.
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D:

I was workin' in a Christian Bookshop down in ()

and I was workin' in a

down
doon
in () as
I
fewfanns
in
(
).
And
quite
was ivoi*iWin
a
slaughterhoose
butcher's
I
in
a
shopand that'saboot it.
well, worked
X.-

Were theseperiods of afew montlis or a couple ofyears?

D:

Afewyears.

XA

few years down onfarms and things?

D:

Yes.

X

And were you off alcohol then or were you using itjust a little bit.

D:

I was still on ma addiction.

X.

But you could keep a job OK?

D:

No.

X:

Notreally. Youjuststruggledalong?

D:

Yes,just struggled along. (Danny 30s)

76.2. Discussion

The sorts of employment that homeless men and women reported having been engaged in on
the whole were typically genderedjobs. For example, according to Grint (1998) whereas
dominate
hairdressing,
in
men
and
clerical,
catering,
cleaning
education,
women predominate
in the professions, science, engineering, management, manufacturing, construction and
transport (1998:203). The illicit jobs were also gendered, in that women tended to be forced
into prostitution to pay for their drugs, whereas men did not have that option in the same way. Whereas all older men reported having been in employment in their lives at least before they
did
having
been
homeless,
employed to the same extent.
men
not
report
young
were
Amongst those that did not work-, most of the women had children.

Following previous discussions of addiction, the intimate link between employment loss,
problem drinking, relationship breakdown and homelessnesswas made by several men.
These men seemedto have started out as social drinkers, but as the drinking culture was
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regular and persistent there were unlimited opportunities to develop an alcohol problem.
Crane (1999) supports these findings by drawing a strong association with drinking and male
jobs. 'The former building labourers described how they used to drink on the way to work
and heavily at the weekends; for them, the pub was a focal point. One man said: "the pub was
a labour exchange and a place to get lodgings when you arrived in town"... Alcohol became
an integral part of the men's work and living circumstances, and a focus of their social
activities (1999: 67). Philips also supports this view by succinctly arguing that drinking,
earning power, male identity, relationship breakdown and even homelessnessare inextricably
bound together: 'If a man fails to make money he is excluded from a male peer group that
depends on beer (or other drugs) to lubricate friendship. Without the money for a pint he has
no right of entry. If he uses his money at the bar he may well threaten his place in the home'
(1993: 27). This theme is continued in Chapter Eight.

7.7. Conclusions

In conclusion, this chapter shows.some noticeable differences in the specific problems leading
to homelessnessreported by men and women. The loss of a mother rather than of a father
played a greater part in both men and women's explanation of their homelessness.For some
men, homelessnessfollowed immediately after parental loss and homelessnessmay have been
partly due to their lack of domestic training. For women, the effect of parental loss may have
indirectly affected their homelessnessbecausewomen who experienced loss may have
initially tried to compensate for that loss through starting their own families at a young age.
From the evidence of family conflict amongst young people, the implication of paternal loss
may have impacted to a greater extent on young mens' family roles in addition to the
economic problems associated with lone parenthood. More women referred to relationship
breakdown as a significant factor in their homelessnessthan men and domestic violence
remains a strong feature in the breakdown of relationships leading to homelessnessfor
women. More older men reported having alcohol problems and that alcohol had been
instrumental in their homelessness;there were gender differences in the reasons homeless
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men and women gave for alcohol use. The link between employment, relationship breakdown,
addiction and homelessnesswas an especially close one for some men.
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CHAPTER 8:

BEING HOMELESS IN GENDERED WAYS: GENDERED
INSTITUTIONALISATION

8.1. Introduction

8.1.1. Ahnsofthechapter

Having examined in the previous chapter some of the different reasons why men and women
become homeless, this chapter focuses on the differences in experience that men and women
may have once they have become homeless. This chapter closely follows the previous one in
the sensethat the reasons why people become homeless affects both their subsequent
experiences of being homeless and may contribute to the reasonswhy they may remain
homeless (Downing-Orr 1996:4). In this chapter I wish to avoid presenting a 'situation' of
homelessnessin a static sense,or as some 'end stage' (Blasi 1990) but rather try to place an
emphasis on homelessnessas a series of processes.Passaro(1996) assertsthat analysis of the
process of being or remaining homeless is missing in many accounts of homelessness.
Passaro(1996) also draws parallels between homelessnessand a theoretical understanding of
slavery which is defined as 'a process of social transformation that involves a successionof
phasesand statuses' (attributed to Kopytoff 1986 in Passaro 1996:29). This chapter then, in
part, attempts to redress the issue of processesbut also, more importantly, seeksto addressthe
question of whether these processescan be said to be gendered.

A central organising concept in this chapter is 'institutionalisation' and it is suggestedthat the
experience of homelessnessis often also an institutional experience (or may be in reaction to
an institutional experience). The concept of institutionalisation is useful becauseit is allows
for an understanding that the processes and practices involved in institutions may also be
gendered processes.Therefore, the focus in this chapter can be summarised as: examining
experiences of being homeless, looking at whether those experiences were gendered
experiences and further, whether those experiences were also experiences of gendered
institutionalisation.
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The chapter is divided into four main sections. The first section begins by looking at
definitions of institutionalisation and institutional aspectsof homelessness such as segregation
by sex. The perceptions and preferences of homeless people with respect to their
accommodation are also explored, including an exploration of gendered patterns in the
meaning of home. Continuing with the previous chapter's examination of the gendered
pathway into homelessness,the second section considers how men and women may react to
earlier family or institutional experiences (such as family or care background) in ways that are
gendered. This focus is achieved by looking retrospectively at the lives and explanations for
their situations given by the men and women who had lived in the hostels for the longest
amount of time. The third section looks more closely at some of the gendered processes
involved in becoming homeless and the gendered identities that may be adopted. These
identities are gendered and include a 'prostitute' identity that some women may adopt, or a
rough sleeping / begging identity that some men may adopt. The fourth and final section
reflects on the experiences during homelessnessthat may act as barriers to getting out of
homelessness,and in particular focuses on gendered stereotypical attitudes towards men, not
unconnected to men's drinking.

Finally, following some of the themes of the previous chapter, this chapter complements
Chapter Five in suggesting that the type and nature of services available strongly shapesmen
and women's subsequentexperiences of them. This chapter also links to Chapter Six, in
showing that the housing officers would have some knowledge of their clients' likely
experiences once homeless that, therefore, may affect the decisions that they make. The data
for this chapter is drawn mainly from interviews with homeless people and service providers, but data also comes from the formally observed homelessnessassessmentsand general
informal observations. Much of the focus centres on statutory hostel provision. This was one
of the most common accommodation types amongst people interviewed and most single
homeless people would have been through council hostel accommodation at some point.
Other homelessnessaccommodation types (and sleeping arrangements such as rough
sleeping) are also discussed in this chapter.
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8.2. Institutions and Gendered Accommodation

8.2.1. What is meant by the term 'institutionalisation'?

The Penguin Dictionary of Sociology (Abercrombie et al 1994) defines Institution'as the
lerm widely used to describe social practices that are regularly and continuously repeated, are
sanctioned and maintained by social norms and have major significance in the social structure'
(1994: 216). Institutions also refer to established patterns of behaviour and a unit (or
institution) incorporates a plurality of roles, so that for example a school has teachers,pupils
and inspectors. According to Abercrombie, five main complexes of institution are
conventionally identified including economic institutions, political institutions, stratification
institutions, kinship institutions and cultural institutions. 'Institutionalisation'is defined as Ihe
process whereby social practices become sufficiently regular and continuous to be described
as institutions'(1 994: 216). The Concise Oxford Dictionary offers a further meaning such that
to 'institutionalise' refers to being made apathetic or dependent after a long-term period in an
institution. Finally, an institution can also be defined either as an act, an organisation or a
building used by an institution.

For the purpose of this chapter, these definitions of institutions are useful becausethey
suggest new ways of thinking about the experience of homelessness. For example,
homelessnessas a set of regular practices in a context where roles are allocated and (internal)
social norms exist may be especially relevant to the experience of living in a hostel.
Homelessnessas a process of dependency may also be particularly pertinent to the issue of
gender (and as has already been touched upon in the previous chapter). A focus on definitions
of institutionalisation also serves as a reminder that, in addition to a care background, the
family itself is an example of a kinship institution. Therefore, it follows that both care
institutions and family experiences can be explored together for the ways that they may
'institutionalise! men and women. In addition, having identified 'stratification institutions'
(defined as those that distribute power and resources, Abercrombie 1994:216) it is suggested
that homelessnessmay be examined from a functionalist perspective, for example, in the way
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it functions within wider society. Finally, it is also important to note that there have been
proposals under English legislation to extend priority need groups to include those 'who are
vulnerable because they have an institutionalised or care background' (DTLR 2001, see also
footnote 2). This change, therefore, reflects the increased recognition of the close relationship
between the experience of institutions and homelessness.

The following section looks at the segregatednature of homelessnessaccommodation and its
implications for the creation of gendered and institutional environments. The section also
includes homeless people's preferences regarding single or mixed sex accommodation and the
reasons that they give for those preferences.

8.2.2. Hostels as gendered environments

Most of the accommodation for single people interviewed for this research (22 out of a total
of 37) was provided in the form of single sex hostel accommodation or single sex supported
houses, and this reflects the dominant form of homeless provision in the city (see Chapter
Three, Table 3.2, also Appendix Five). Largely due to this provision of single sex
accommodation, it is possible to talk about broad differences in 'environment' which
characterised the men and women's hostels.

The direct accessmen's hostels tended to be much bigger than the women's hostels, with the
four adult council hostels each having bed spacesfor over 200 men, as opposed to the sole
women's hostel with bed spacesfor over 60 women. As a partial consequence of this size
difference, the men's hostel was more impersonal, with long corridors and large communal
rooms. Both staff and residents described the men's hostels as violent and aggressive places.
Many of the men, especially younger men, had long scars slashed down their faces, and the
possession of knives was a frequent problem for staff (see also Fitzpatrick and Kennedy
2000:3 1). A manager commented on the regularity of men's violence in the hostels:
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Ae reception is their area. If someone has got a grudge, staff have to ivalk- through their
public area. You do get threats. Yhey see their problems as a priority; they see the staff
as not being very helpful. There's regularfi-iction if they think the staff don't like them...
) Lots of the residents have got weapons () GroilPs and cliques get together, it's mob
...
nile (here) sometinies...() It's safer on the streets than in the hostels. (Duncan )

The women's hostel, by contrast to the men's, was much smaller and more domestic in
appearancewith bright paint and curtains at the windows. The negative aspect of the hostel
was characterised,not so much by violence, as by a petty harassment and extortion (also
present in the men's hostel), especially said to be perpetrated by the younger, drug-using
women. In addition to harassment, a general tension was described between younger drugusing women and older alcohol-using women, similar to the men's hostel (see also Fitzpatrick
and Kennedy 2000:32). Alongside these tensions, however, the specifically female
engagementof some women in prostitution seemed to make a significant impact on daily life
in the hostel for all the women. Consistent with this different focus, one of the increasing
preoccupations of male staff in the women's hostel was the fear of harassment accusations
from the younger women.

8.2.3. Preferencesfor single sex hostels or 'love boats Y75

Gender differences emerged when people were asked whether they would have preferred
single or mixed accommodation; the reasons for the choices given are perhaps revealing about
relationships between men and women. For example, whereas women largely preferred to
divided
(seven
hostels
in
on the subject of
nine),
men
more
out
of
were
only
stay women
single sex accommodation (only four said they would prefer a men only hoStel)76. The reasons
women gave for remaining in a single sex hostel included the friendships they described
having there; in addition, the wish to avoid male violence, intimidation and unwanted sexual
attention (also Carlen 1996, and McRobbie 1993 reported in Croft-White and Parry-Crooke
75Love boat'was the expressionusedby housing officers to describemixed sex hostel accommodation.
76All of the respondentswere in a single sex hostel at the time of interview exceptthe under 18's who were in a
mixed specialistyoungpeople's hostel.
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1996:6). The desireto avoid male harassmentis perhapsnot surprisinggiven the past
experiencesof this amongstmany of the womeninterviewed(seeChapterSeven).Women's
reasonsfor preferring mixed accommodationincludedgetting awayfrom the bitchiness' of an
all-femaleenvironment(also Jones1999:82).
In contrast men's reasons for preferring men only accommodation included the belief that
women caused trouble between men (also Morrish 1993:19). The men who said they would
prefer mixed accommodation, however, spoke of their desire for women's company,
conversation and to diffuse the aggressive atmosphere of all-male hostels. Therefore, whilst
some men seemed to be expressing positive thoughts about the future company of women,
women interviewees did only in terms of breaking up an all-female environment. Overall,
women did also express a greater dislike of hostel accommodation compared to men,
something that housing officers mentioned in Chapter Six (section 6.4.1) as a partial
justification for greater efforts on behalf of homeless women.

The accommodation preferences of homeless men and women is also suggestive of their
future aspirations, such that men seemed to be looking forward more than women to future
relationships. This difference perhaps suggeststhe emotional labour (James 1989) that
women are expected to give in relationships and men expect to get, an asymmetry that can be
perceived in the discourses of rehabilitation. For example, Morrish (1993: 23) argues that
there exists an explicit premise that genuine rehabilitation requires a mixed sex environment,
but I would suggest that this is more often espousedin terms of men's rehabilitation rather
than women's. Support for this qualification comes from Passaro(1996) when she suggests
that women are seen as easier to rehabilitate becauseof dominant maternalist and protectionist
ideology whereby women are viewed as dependent, worthier and /or more easily
'rehabilitatable' than men (1996: 19). The following quote also captures the idea that homeless
men would benefit from the chance of relationships with women:

Some mixed hostels ivoi* as men make an effort with women about. Cohabiting isn't a
big problem. 77iegigs maybe dofight over the women. Somemore mixed hostels are
probably a good idea. It also goodfor someoneto have a chance at having a
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relationship. Problems are more contained here. More mixed hostels are worth a ny.
Someprivate hostels do inixed hostels, only the SAC is inixed more nzenthan women
though. I think it would be a different set ofproblents in a mixed hostel. Mixed would be
betterfor some of the Ynorestable residents but a great problem for people with extreme
problems. In mixed hostels people would get a chance to get a relationship going.
Giro-iends aren't allowed in these hostels. It's hard to stop people going against huniall
nature (Duncan, all male hostel manager).

In conclusion the provision of single sex accommodation for homeless men and women
strongly affected the type of environment that men and women experienced and strongly
shapedtheir perceptions of them. Although the earlier given definitions of institutions do not
mention sexual segregation, segregation would seem to be a key characteristic of homeless
institutions.

8.2.4. Gendered meanings of home

Women generally elaborated more than men on the subject of what home meant for them.
For example women wanted to be able to come and go through a door without censure, to be
able to invite family and friends around to visit and the privacy and security of a front door to
close. Most of the women who talked about 'door' control seemed to be referring to their
pi-esentliving circumstances in a hostel where staff had control over who came and went.
The one exception to this was a woman who had suffered domestic violence who specified
that her desire to control a door was in the context of her husband's past control:

'I would like to be able to say to you, Helen, would you like to come on Thursday night
and visit with me ... () I would like to have control of nzyseýfas opposed to being

controlled' (Jean56).
A few women mentioned the more 'material side' of a home in terms of wanting bathrooms
or having more room for stored possessions. In comparison to the women, men mentioned
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material desires more frequently but this was in regard to owning a house or simply in
expressing a desire for the pen-nanenceof a home (the major issue of young people as
reported by Fitzpatrick et al 2000: 9). No men mentioned wanting a front door to control or a
desire for visitors, as women did, although for one man home was being able to have a dog
again. The exception to positive projections of home came from a man who had been abused
by his parents. Out of all of the respondents only one young woman and one young man
(each of whom had just left the parental house) felt that home would be living again with their
families (parent). All the other respondents indicated that home for them only involved others
as visitors. That homeless people's future preference was primarily to live alone was also
found by Anderson et al (1993).

So for the women it seemsthat home was a more central experience, an important locus or
base from which they were free to come and go and give hospitality, as was also significant in
the findings of Watson and Austerberry (1986: 95). Men, on the other hand, seemedto
emphasise ownership or a desire for permanence. All but one of the informants seemed
readily to conceptualise a positive outline of what home was for them, including those women
who had suffered from domestic violence. This might not have been expected in the light of
research which points out that due to gender inequalities for many women, home is not a
positive experience (Johnston and Valentine 1995, Tomas and Dittmar 1995, Wardhaugh
1999). The centrality of home to women may have further implications for the differences
between the way men and women may be said to be institutionalised.

8.3

Gender, Hostels and Institutionalisation

8.3.1. Long staying residents

A number of people who had lived in hostels for a long tiMe77 (see Table 8.1) said that the
hostel was their home. Jones (1999: 60) argues that the people in her researchwho most liked
hostels had been there the longest and were 'institutionalised', and Timms and Balasz (1997)
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argue that hostels produce Institutional deficits'. Although Jones does not elaborate on what
she meansby 'institutionalised', taking the definitions outlined earlier of institutionalisation,
the evidence available suggeststwo things: first, that if people who lived in hostels for a long
time were institutionalised, they were so in gendered ways; and second, that any current
institutionalisation in living circumstances was related to previous experiences in institutions.

77Although hostelswere designedfor shortterm stays,in practice many homelesspeople stayedlong term
especiallymiddle agedmen andpeoplewith alcohol problems(Carlen 1996:61)
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Table 8.1: Length of time homeless
'Length of Time

Women

Men

May 62 H. (29 years),

Sam 40s RS. (20 years),

Martha 40 H. (17 years),

Graham 48 H. (17/18 years),

Aida 54 SA. (13 years),

Danny 30s SA. (15+ years),

Lily 41 H. (10 years),

Jerry 55 T. (12 years),

Elsie 61 SA. (7 years)

Douglas 27 H. (9 years),

Jean 54 H. (4 & 1/2 years),

Tim 51 H. (4 years),

Dee 27 H. (1 year*)

Richard 27 H. (2 years),

Homeless:
Over 5 years

I year to 5 years

Malcom 52 T. (1&1/2 years)
3 month -I year

0-3 months

Andrea 34 H. (7 months*),

Alan 54 SA. (10 months*),

Maria 33 H. (4 months*),

Frank 50 H. (5 months),

Irene 33 TFF. (3 months),

Duncan 48 H. (4 months*)

Dorothy 60 H, Nancy 35 H*,

Shaun 16 H, Wayne 18 H, Mark

Paula 30 TFF, Gillian 24 TFF,

17 H, Jeremy 16 H, Gavin 24

Frances 21 TFF, Sarah 20 TFF,

TFF*, Keith 27 TFF*,

Jane 18 TFF, Eleanor 16 TFF,
Anna 16 TFF, Lucy 16 H.
*Incomplete information.

Time spent where currently living but also known to have been homeless and / or

living in hostels previously.
Key to where living at the time of interview: H= hostel, TFF = temporary furnished flat, SA = supported
accommodation, RS = rough sleeping, T= own tenancy (but still using homeless services, see Chapter Two,
section 3.5.2)

For example, Martha (40) described having lived in a care institution since she was ten and
related her current living circumstances directly to this background:

I meanI will be holiest with you - theyjust couldnaeput me in a house,cosI wouldnae
sunive. I havegot to havepeople around me becauseI ain usedto that becauseI have
been in care all my life (Martha 40).
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At the time of interview, Martha had lived in the women only council hostel for over two
years. Between leaving care and the hostel she said that she had worked at various jobs,
including being a singer. However, some (unspecified) bad incident'had happened to her in
Dublin where she had been living that led to a nervous breakdown and some years in a
psychiatric hospital. She was the eldest of seven children and described how she had
mothered her younger siblings, a role that she seemed to be continuing with at the hostel:

OK I mean I am bad with my nerves... () I mean I have been in hospital with a nervous
breakdown over what happened to me which I won't get intae () So I mean I don't think
...
of myself as being homeless, I think of myself as being on a mission fi-oln God. ... ()I
have been in hostelsfor a long thne and I anzquite happy () I mean it is amazing the
...
work you can do in places like this ... ( ).
Another of the women, Jean (56) who had lived in the hostel for four and a half years, also
stressedher desire to help other people in the hostel, where she could. Jean had had an
unhappy childhood, married young and had four children but she had also endured domestic
violence for nineteen years. She left her husband once her children had grown up. Jean
described how the violence she suffered wore her confidence down and how she started to
misuse alcohol in order to cope (see Chapter Seven, section 7.5). It is suggested that both
Martha and Jean exemplify a particular gendered response to their difficult backgrounds and
current homelessness. Building on the previous chapter that argued that women who
experience parental loss may try and compensate by having their own families, what is being
suggested here is that, over and above raising a family, some women may try to care in other
ways, regardless of their living circumstances. Therefore, in terms of institutionalisation,
women's response may be to (continue to) care, with caring as a repetitive activity sanctioned
by the social expectation / norm that women care (Hooper 1996). Further, rather than their
caring being seen as apathetic or necessarily dependent, a gendered response for some women
may be actively to embrace the system of care that they have been in, and to become carers
themselves.
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By contrast, a gendered response of some men to their circumstances and difficult
backgrounds seemed to be to drink heavily. Amongst the interviewees, more men than
women had had, or still had, an alcohol problem (see Chapter Seven, Table 7.4). These
gender differences reflect the general finding that most heavy drinkers are male (Morrish
1993). Examples of heavy drinkers in this researchincluded Graham (48) Douglas (27) and
Danny (30s). Graham, for example, had been in a hostel for the last 16 years, since his
parents put him out. For most of that time he said he was drinking, although at the time of
interview he was trying to stay off the drink. Douglas had also been in hostels all of his adult
life and was still drinking heavily. He said that his foster parents had put him out becauseof
his drinking and he no longer saw them. He was interviewed at the homeless day centre
which he attended daily for help with his budgeting becausehe said otherwise he would spend
all his money on drink: 'money bums a hole in my pocket'. Finally, Danny had been in care
since he was five and had suffered sexual and physical abuse from his parents:

77iis is home to me cause I never had a home. I've nofamiky home. I got disou-nedwhen I
was a child and got put into care and all that. Cause myfamily were alcoholics. Ijust got
hyfamily
aside
andftiends but this ismy honze.If I had to leave I would be back on
pushed
the street, back on ma addiction (Danny 30s).

Although Danny had not only spent time in hostel accommodation (he had also slept rough,
been in jail / hospitals and spent periods of time in employment and periods of time in 'dry
houses), he described an unsettled life dominated by his drinking:

Ijust went onto alcohol, continuing, non-stop, 24 hours a day, 24 hours a night, 48 hours
day,
48 hours a night. Round the clock. Ijust wisnae caring () This has been goin'
a
...
on wi'us since I was 15 tight up to this present moment but now I am starting to care
about it.

Although the details of Graham's, Douglas's or Danny's life history with their parents, foster
parents or carers are unknown, as was argued in Chapter Seven, it is possible that, as men,
their upbringing did not adequately equip them to cope domestically. Moreover, without
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thesedomesticskills, and in the absenceof partnersand/ or employment,it is suggestedthat
men may suffer from a lack of alternativeroles. Furthermoreinto this role lacunathereare
social normsthat encouragemento drink (Morrish 1993,Macdonald 1994:129), to express
their distressthroughalcohol (MeagherandMurray 1997)andto find friendship (Philips
1993)and result in drinking being takento an extreme.Graham'sfriendships,for example,
werestill built aroundhis drinking and at the time of the interview he was still 'drinking' daily
78

with his friends in the 'wet room', albeit with a 'can of ginger' . Where an addiction in itself
may be seenasan institution (repetitivesocial practicesanctionedby social nonns), within
hostelsthe drinking of men could be saidto havebeeninstituted and incorporatedinto the
structurethrough the provision of 'wet rooms'. The womenonly hostel did not have a 'wet
room' and,althoughsomewomensuchas Lily alsodrank heavily, they did not have the same
tsocialsupport'for their drinking. In other words,womendo not have the samerole models
for drinking andthereis a greaterstigmaattached(Morrish 1993);it is generally a more
private and solitary affair (Macdonald1994:132). Further,asMorrish (1993) points out,
women'saddictionis more likely to be seenasa mentalhealthproblem (1993:22), althoughit
was actually Martha's 'divine calling' (seequoteearlier) that hostel staff labelled a mental
illness.

If it is acceptedthat a hostel is an institution, it may be said that peoplehavebeen
'institutionalised'. More important,though,is the point that if hostelsare institutions, they are
genderedinstitutions. Therefore,if peoplehavebeenhomelessfor a long time or lived in a
hostelfor a long time, they seemto havespenttheir time in genderedways such asdrinking
or caring: genderedroles that are sanctionedby social norms.Thesegenderdifferencesmay
also be linked to women'sgreatercapacityto conceptualisewhat home meantfor them and
their greateremphasison friendshipsandsociability.

78IGinger'eitherrefers to ginger beeror is usedas a generalexpressionfor soft drinL
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8.3.2. Viefiinction of hostels and total institutions

If it is accepted that a hostel is an institution, it may be worthwhile considering how hostels
and homelessnessin general function within wider society. With regard to prisons, for
example, Foucault has argued that however they were originally conceived, prisons have
always been used instrumentally. For example, according to Foucault, criminals were found
to be economically and politically useful as threats against workers or in justifying the
presenceof police (in Gordon 1980:47). The large hostels were certainly described by some
hostel workers as 'dumping grounds'. where many people ended up from prisons and
psychiatric hospitals, with all sorts of social problems. In addition, whereas other service
providers (such as social work) were seen to pick and choose their clients, if they were also
homeless then the duty fell on the housing authority (fieldwork diary 4/3/99),

Hostels would not seem to be the lotal institutions'as described by Goffman (1961). For
Goffman, lotal institutions'are defined as social arrangements which regulate, under one roof
and according to one rational plan, all spheres of an individuals' lives: sleeping, eating,
playing and working. Total institutions also assault key aspectsof an individual's senseof
self- through role dispossession; programming and identity-trimming; dispossession of name,
property and 'identity kif; imposition of degrading postures, stances, and deference patterns;
contaminative exposure; disruption of usual relations of an individual actor; and finally
restriction on self-determination, autonomy and control (in Branaman 1997:liv). Hostels,
therefore, would not seem to fit the description of a 'total institution'. However, Passaro
(1996) cites Gounis (1995) who argues that in North America homeless hostels have become
a kind of total institution in the way they dehumanise, domesticate, debase and only serve to
shelter in the sensethat they shelter the general population especially from homeless men
(1996:32). Passarofurther comments that, becauseit is overwhelmingly men that are
(visibly) homeless and dominate the hostel populations, then we should ask questions of
wider society about why those men are 'expendable'. Although Passaro'squestion may seem
more appropriate to North America, uncomfortable questions are important to anthropology
and why men predominate amongst the visibly homeless and why this is an acceptable
situation, are relevant questions.
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8.4. Gendered Homelessness: Ways of BeinLy

Some women who had been in and out of hostels for some time and who illustrated a
gendered way of being homeless (other than caring) includeda group of women, mostly in
their late twenties or thirties, mostly drug using, all of whom were also involved in
prostitution (see Chapter Seven, Table 7.5). Men who slept rough and / or who were involved
in begging are an alternative example of gendered responseto homelessness. Rough sleeping
and or begging were often accompanied by an addiction. Although only one man
interviewed for this research slept rough at the time of interview, more men than women said
that they had done so (11 men to 6 women). Rough sleeping is consistently found to be an
experience that men are more likely to d079(Anderson et al 1993, Pleace et al 1997:6 and
Smith 1999: 121).

8.4.1. Training'forprostitution

In an ethnographic study of prostitution in Norway, HoigArd and Finstad (1992) make a
distinction between the reasons (or individual motivations) for prostitution (primarily
economic) and the processes of becoming a prostitute (cited in Phoenix 1996). They argue
that in addition to working class backgrounds, irregular home lives and difficulties with
school or work, experiences of institutions are important as 'training grounds' for women in
becoming prostitutes. In institutions, people in trouble are thrown together like 'surplus
wreckage' and knowledge about ways to survive is inevitably exchanged (Hoigard and
Finstad 1992 in Phoenix 1996:62). More specifically, Hoigard and Finstad point to key
processeswhich women who become prostitutes are likely to undergo. First, there is a
breakdown in respect for themselves, for other women and for men. Second, this breakdown
in respect is translated and incorporated into a collective experience shared with other women.
Third, a woman learns that her body is her most important asset. Fourth, from this

79Or which women go to greaterlengthsto avoid (Fitzpatrick 2000:140),or do it in more hidden ways (Passaro
1996:18-19).
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combination of shared biographies, transformation of self-image and collective experience, a
4subculture'80of sharing often arises (orprostitute identity' Phoenix 1996);whereby
4prostitution is an act of solidarity and abstention is sponging' (HoigArd and Finstad 1992 in
Phoenix 1996:62-63). This idea of processes of the self is not dissimilar to what Goffman is
arguing in relation to the way total institutions assault the self.

Hoigard and Finstad's explanations constitute powerful insights into an understanding of
prostitution, which did seem to 'ring true' regarding the lives and experiences of women
involved in prostitution in this research. For example, the women that I spoke to did seem to
share a collective identity and were proud of the economic independence that prostitution
brought them. However, a point which HoigArd and Finstad do not make, and which Phoenix
adds, is that what constitutes for prostitute women the means for securing material and social
survival is, at the same time, a set of relationships which also threaten survival (1996: 2). This
ambiguity was also recognised in this research in, for example, the less positive aspectsof the
women's work such as the health problems they faced, their guilt at letting their families down
and the lack of support and stigma they encountered. A voluntary agency drugs worker
commented on the ambiguous position of many prostitute women identified as simultaneously
victims and agents: this could be captured in the frequently made justification 'I used to be
abused for free, now I get money for it'.

An important aspect of this work on prostitution is how it highlights the role of prior
institutions in providing a setting for a collective exchange of knowledge. This knowledge, I
would argue in more explicit terms than Hoigfird and Finstad, is gendered knowledge. Thus,
just as staff in the Homeless Persons Unit are involved in processesof consolidating and
reinforcing collective (gendered) attitudes and practices towards homeless men and women,
so too in institutions such as children's homes, refuges, prisons, psychiatric hospitals and
homeless hostels, men and women are brought together and involved in sharing gendered
ways of coping and surviving.

soIbis is Phoenix's term. Anthropologists remain highly critical of loose claims of culture (see Wright 1994).
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A second useful function of this work on prostitution is that it provides a template for
examining more widely gendered processesinto homelessness. For example, Hoigard and
Finstad's description of the process of breakdown in self respect may be relevant for
understanding the way women get stuck in situations of domestic violence as exemplified by
Jean or Dorothy (see section 8.3.1 and Chapter Seven, section 7.4.3). In addition, the
suggestion that women who become prostitutes develop a collective identity would seem to
highlight another crucial point about domestic violence that one of the main difficulties for
women leaving is that the experience is so individualised (Walby 1990:130). This template
may also be used to try to illuminate equivalent processesthat men may go through, before
they engage in activities such as rough sleeping, begging or heavy drinking. The next section
therefore focuses on exploring these equivalent masculine processes,but also considers the
prior experience of specifically masculine institutions such as the military, institutions where
men share gendered knowledge.

8.4.2. Masculine institutions and mascidine ways of being hoinelessness

Men with a military background tend to be over-represented in homeless (male) populations
(Higate 1997: 109) and be more likely to rough sleep (Randall and Brown 1994:9). Rough
sleeping has been identified as a primarily male activity (Anderson et al 1993, Pleace et al
1997:6 and Smith 1999:121), as has begging (Fitzpatrick and Kennedy 20007). Male drinkers
outnumber female heavy drinkers (Morrish 1993, Hillier and Scambler 1997: 122) and there is
understood to be a significant overlap between all three activities (rough sleeping, begging
and heavy drinking)81. As an example of masculine processesthe case of Sam is considered; a
man in his 40s who was a rough sleeper, begged, drank and had a military background.
Although a military background is taken here as the starting point for a comparison with
HoigArd and Finstad, descriptions of military values, nornis and processesare thought to be
relevant more widely amongst many men82.
81Taking drugsmay also be the addictivesubstanceespeciallyof youngerpeoplewho beg and/ or rough sleep
2000) but is lessof a gendered(male dominated)activity.
Witzpatrick
Kennedy
and
82
Someregionshavebeenidentified asplaceswheremen display more 'machovaluesthan others. Seefor
exampleFitzpatrick and Kennedy(2000:3 1). This fieldwork locationwas alsosucha region.
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As 'training grounds' for gendered survival activities such as begging, rough sleeping or
drinking, a military institution would presumably qualify as a gendered experience paiexcellence. Military institutions are characterised, especially at the lower level ranks, by a
strong team spirit, by self-discipline and as places where weakness of any sort would be
regarded as failure (Higate 1997). Survival as a team of men is a military theme and their
togethernesswould be more positively valued than in the sorts of institutions where 'social
wreckage' could be applied as a term (Hoigard and Finstad 1992 in Phoenix 1996:61). These
sorts of values, especially toughness, are identified as specifically masculine as opposed to
feminine traits (Higate 1997:117). Drinking is also the basis for socialising in military
settings (Higate 1997:115) and, in a study by Randall and Brown (1994) over three quarters of
ex-service men said they drank and one in five admitted their drinking had caused them
problems in the past with their housing (1994: 25). In comparison to Hoigard and Finstad's
point about prostitute women often having similar biographies, Higate also makes the point
that men often go into the military after previous care experiences or difficult family' lives
(1997: 119, also Crane 1999:19).

Where Hoigfird and Finstad outline processesof self transformation for a woman to become a
prostitute such as through issues of respect, knowledge about self and solidarity with others,
these issues could also be pertinent to the experience of leaving the military. Thus, a respect
for self, and self as part of a military unit (which is an identity and often defined against the
civilian population (Higate 1997)) might be shattered when a man has to leave the army. The
military pride, toughness and invincibility of the male body as a fighting machine may
undermine an ex-military man's sense of bodily self. Alternatively, ex-military men may
retain a military attitude and try to 'tough it out' on the streets in all weathers. In a study of 77
ex-service men, Randall and Brown found that these men were more likely to have slept
rough than other men without this background, and to sleep rough for longer periods (1994:9).
On being questioned about the help they took or wanted when leaving the services, two thirds
of these men said that they had not needed any help with their housing, over half said that
they had not needed any help at all and 85% said that they did not get any help (1994: 20).
This relates to a further point made by Higate that, in the military, men are encouraged not to
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ask for help as this would be regarded as a sign of weakness/ femininity (1997: 117) and
which might, therefore severely restrict their ability to accesssupport and / or accommodation
services.

The sense of camaraderie in the military, with its masculine style of 'family belonging' and
shared drinking, may be sorely missed on leaving the army and not uncommonly lead to
continued drinking (Higate 1997). Sam (40s) for example, explained that he had chosen to
tough it out on the streets and stated that anyone who tried to hurt him 'would be destroyed'.
He was bitter about the way the army turned him out in disgrace and was adamant that only
through being on the streets, rough sleeping and begging could he be fully in control. He was
83
in
drank
dressed combat style camouflage and
lager steadily throughout the 'interview'
He
.
did not explain exactly how he had come to leave the arrny, but made veiled referencesto
losing his wife and children (see quote by Sam in section 7.6.1). However, he stated clearly
that the loss of his life in the army was a greater blow than the loss of family. Lifton (1992)
argues that people who have survived and suffered (what they may feel as) extreme
victimisation, often conflate feelings of pride in survival with a critique of the society seen to
be responsible for that suffering. When this occurs, people are reluctant to buy into the
society that caused their pain (Lifton 1992 in Carlen 1996:73). This description seemsto fit
with Sam's account of why he stayed on the streets and similar accounts were also reported in
Fitzpatrick and Kennedy (2000: 19) who also mention the camaraderie of the streets (although
it was thought that these experiences were not very common).

In conclusion, certain masculine values such as self-reliance and pride have been identified as
values especially embodied in military training but also representing ideals of masculine
behaviour. It is further suggestedthat such values may become important to a person's
identity and help to explain why men are more likely to live and remain on the streets
(sleeping and / or begging) in a way that women are less likely to do (although there would be
additional negative factors that would deter women).
83The interview with Sam was not as formal as it had been with other informants. He was initially very
reluctant to be interviewed but later bargained with me: if I accompanied him begging for an hour he would
answer my questions. After a couple of hours he granted me an interview. This experience also gave a valuable
insight into the alarming level of harassment that a woman on the streets might expect from other men.
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8.4.3. Embodying public homelessness

Wardhaugh (1999) argues that men and women embody the experience of being homeless in
different ways, either through differences in managing their body space or through 'identity
work'. She argues that in homelessness(presumably especially at the 'roofless' end of
homelessnesssee Chapter Two, section 2.2.1) the body becomes the first line of defence and
that men and women may respond to this threat in gendered ways. These responseseither
take the form of contracting or expanding the body's boundaries, or embracing or distancing
from the homelessnessrole. Following fairly typical lines of the traditional public / private
male / female argument (see Rosaldo 1974, Moore 1988, Duncan 1996), Wardhaugh seesmen
as having more options than women to adopt an assertive bodily attitude: men can either
claim the streets individually, (when begging for example) or seek to claim the streets en
masseby linking up with a group of men. Sam, for example, certainly seemed to assert
himself physically and verbally on the streets and had a 'performance' style of begging (see
also Fitzpatrick and Kennedy 2000:26). During the time that I was with him he made
frequent and dramatic gestures, gregariously verbally accosting most passers-by with
comments such as; 'Marry me! ' (to women), 'Give us a go in your carP or, 'What have I
done?!' According to Wardhaugh, women, by contrast, have to disappear on the streets for
fear of harassmentand do not have the same 'safety in numbers' option that men have
(1999: 104). Daly (1998) also notes that whereas homeless men were encouraged by hostel
staff to go out and use the city's networks, women were encouraged to stay in (1998: 122)
Amongst Wardhaugh's informants no women, only men, expressed any confidence about
being on the streets (1999: 104). 'Bag ladies' were the exceptions, and being a prostitute was
the only other'public' female option.

Whilst there is a substantial body of criticism (eg Strathem 1980, Pateman 1989) against the
public/private argument on which Wardhaugh (1999) draws, her comments do help to explain
observed gender differences in public forms of homelessnesssuch as rough sleeping.
Wardhaugh's theories are consistent with the publicly risky activities of shoplifting, theft and
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robbery that men are more likely to take part in to support an addiction (see Table 7.7). These
activities are assertive, liable to harsherjudicial sentencesand are therefore more 'manly'
(Young 1994, Pilcher 1999: 132). In a similar way to women learning that prostitution is an
option for them, men perhaps learn their crimes from other men as the proper masculine way
to make money. Although Wardhaugh only mentions prostitution in passing, women who do
work as prostitutes can, to an extent, be accommodated by her theories. For example,
although being a prostitute does often force women into 'public' street work-, the very nature
of their work is 'intimate' or'private'in

terms of bodily invasion. Thus women working as

prostitutes can be said to be negotiating public and private issues in relation to their bodies
and their work (also Mitchell 1995 cited in Duncan 1996:127).

8.4.4. Gender,responsibilityand dependence
Wardhaugh's(1999) ideashavethe supportof Morrish (1993) in terms of men's, often public,
communaldrinking and sharingarrangementsthat arenot paralleledby groupsof women.
These 'drinking schools' involve men sharingtheir alcohol,benefit paymentsandmoney
from begging to ensure that the group always has drink (Morrish 1993:6, Fitzpatrick and
Kennedy 2000: 27). The women who also drank, from Morrish's findings, remained
peripheral to the core male grouPS84.

The camaraderie of men's drinking groups, men who rough sleep, and homeless men
generally was also commented on by a female development worker at the main day centre:

In homelessnessthere is a sense of community in its own right. People are looking outfor
you, there is a belonging. This makes it hard to resettle. 77ds is for men though, it's
probably not the same for women. 77iey (wonzen) don't have such a camaraderie in
homelessness () Institutionalisation brings with it a sense of communily, it's all
...
extremely strong bond and you just wouldn't get this in a flat ... ); men are more easily
84As
was noted in Chapter Five 'wet rooms' are more likely to be found in men's hostels whereas the women's
hostel did not have such facilities (also mentioned in this chapter 8.3.1).
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subsumed into the culture of homelessness. There is something attractive
77ie men own the stereotype, abdication. of responsibility

about it to thent.

is what they want.

77iey don't

want to do the dishes, sort out the bills, do the washing, do the shopping and have a flat.
7hey want all their money for drink, not bills ( ). It's not OKfor wonten in the same
...
7bere is something macho about homelessness. You do hear men going, 'Ive
way ...
been skippering 85forfive years', I've been skipperingfor
ten years', 'I've been skippering
before you were born'.
bragging

They do compete, its hardness.

about this, about who skippered the longest.

Never heard wonzen. before
It's a bit like a brotherhood.

Revenges will happen. There's a complex nenvork, very macho.
then his mates will get back for him.

Women probably

women emulate this to survive, butfor most women itfitst

If one giýy gets hassled,

aren't part of this. Maybe some
isn't like this.

This quote, from the point of view of an observer who had worked for many years in
homelessnessprovision, consolidates and lends support to several theoretical positions that
have been developed above. In this quote, the development worker also suggests a further
motivation for the behaviour of homeless men as being due to a preference for the abdication
of responsibilities. This feeds into the idea suggested in Chapter Seven about men's lack of
domestic training and is supported by Thomson et al (1998) who argue that from an early age
women embrace responsibility as a value in a way that men do not.

This issue of gendered responsibility and irresponsibility seems to feed into an important
point about gender and dependence. Men and women, in specifically gendered ways, locate
themselves and identify with the issue of dependence(also O'Connor 1996). For example,
within marriage, men have normatively depended on women domestically and women have
depended on men economically, so that addressing economic independence has been a
particular concern of the feminist movement. In homelessness,I would argue, men and
women continue to negotiate their identities around issues of dependence. For example,
relations of dependenceand independenceexist in relationships between men and women
(domestic / economic / emotional) and so therefore may be challenged in gendered ways on
relationship breakdown. Relations of dependenceand independence continue to be relevant
85'Skippering'is anotherterin for rough sleeping.
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with, for example, women who work- in prostitution (independent income but dependentupon
male clients and vulnerable therefore to male violence). It may also exist in situations of
rough sleeping, or for people who do not claim welfare benefits, and finally relations of
independence and dependency may be significant during periods of addiction (freedom from
emotional / societal worries or constraints but physically addicted).

Passaro(1996) touches on the issue of gender and dependency when she talk's about homeless
men occupying the contradictory position of being both emasculated and hypermasculinised.
'These men appear to be independent of the control of women, family and society, and thus
are considered dangerous, violent and aggressive... ( ). Accompanying these
hypermasculinised images are emasculated ones - homeless men are failed men, in traditional
gender terms, because they are dependent and unable to support themselves' (1996: 1-2).
Passarodoes not see the same contradictions operating amongst homeless women, but instead
seestheir dependency in homelessnessas consistent with their general dependent state.
However, as has been discussed in Chapter Six, some homeless women, especially women
who also drink or work in prostitution, definitely do straddle similar contradictions to those
set out by Passarofor men. For example, a woman who works as a prostitute becomes in a
sensehyperferninised as society defines her primarily through her public sexuality. On the
other hand she is denied her womanhood because she is so sexually public, especially if she
has had children who she no longer lives with. It would seem, then, that there are important
issues around gender and dependency, which continue to be important in homelessness. Men
and women are partly defined through issues of dependency and may actively attempt to
define themselves against it.

8.5.

Conclusions: Gendered Barriers to Gettina Out of Homelessness

The final section of this chapter concludes with a brief examination of the ways gendered

barriersobstructmen and womenin getting out of homelessness.
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The first main gender barrier to getting out of homelessnessfollows directly from the
previous sections of this chapter. Here it is argued that the gendered activities that men and
women get caught up in, such as men's drinking and women's involvement in prostitution,
also prevent their moving on. Primarily, the activities that engender a sense of identity and
belonging are identified as particularly problematic in moving beyond homelessness
successfully. In relation to men's drinking, the easy affordability of drink, the relative social
acceptancethat men will drink and the senseof friendship that is involved in group drinking
all seemedmajor obstacles for men. Likewise the economic pull of the money and the 'girls'
getting ready to go out was something which Dee said she found hard to resist, despite having
also said that she was trying to control her drug addiction and preferred to 'keep herself to
herself'. This is what HoigArd and Finstad (1992 in Phoenix 1996) were referring to earlier,
when they outlined the senseof belonging that many women found once they entered
prostitution and goes some way to explaining why some people who are no longer homeless
continue to use homeless services, as was the casewith two of the informants for this study.

The second gendered barrier to be considered, and which applies more to men than women, is
one of the central arguments of this thesis. The argument is that attitudes towards the abilities
of homeless men to be successfully rehoused constituted a significant barrier for them, in a
way that was not apparent with women. To elaborate, there was a greater concern to
accommodate women, a greater expectation that women would want to 4return' to their own
(domestic, individual) accommodation, and more services were provided for women so that
they could be better helped towards a domestic goal. By contrast, similar concern and
encouragement did not seem to exist in the same way for men (also Passaro 1996).

In terms of the services that the men and women interviewed reported using, more women
(14) than men (8) said that they used a support service. More men also assertedthat they
neededno support (4) whereas only one woman said this. From staff reports of services
available, for example, to residents in men and women's hostels women's hostels apparently
offered a variety of services, whereas services for men seemedto be both offered less and
used less. Interestingly, in the following quote the manager also gives further support to the
idea that men use drink to express themselves:
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Men are more reluctant to talk, it would be better to talk if they could. There are infonnal
siipport mechanisms and some practical support. When mell drink - then they get
emotional, then feel bad because they let their secrets out. Veryfell, take lip opportunities
I
of support or counselling, and the services which could be offered are limited (Derek Men's Hostel Manager).

A further illustration of gender differences in resettlement work- was an example given by the
women's hostel manager of her experiences in setting up an older person's accommodation
project. The new project consisted of clusters of four flats and had been built for older men
and women who had been homeless but had no additional problems and no support needs.
The hostel manager who was also responsible for filling these places said that she could not
find four women (for a segregated cluster) who qualified under these criteria. Her explanation
for this problem was that women with no support needs or problems would be in their own
tenancies whereas many men in equivalent situations were still living in hostels.

This gender difference in resettlement expectations can be related to debates on whether
service provisions should aim at 'containing' or 'changing' homeless people (Crane
1999:152-154). For example, the greater provision of accommodation spaces, services such
as wet rooms and long established day centres could all indicate that homeless provision aims
to facilitate the containment of men to a greater extent than it does women. Likewise, the
encouragementof service take up for women and the provision of more specialised services
may be said to add up to a greater expectation that women will 'change' in some way and go
back to independent living. This theme has been reinforced through Chapter Six, with its
arguments about a leniency towards women and yet not turning away 'troublesome' men.
These 'external' attitudes from staff and service providers may also both be internalised and
reflect homeless men and women's own attitudes towards themselves and their abilities.
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CHAPTER 9:

CONCLUSIONS

9.1. Conclusions and Summarv of Findinj! s

This final chapter concludes the study, surnmarises the main findings in answer to the central
research questions, considers how the research has extended and contributed to knowledge,
reflects on the methods used and ends with ideas for future research.

Previous homelessnessresearch has tended to ignore the issue of gender; research that does
consider gender tends to do so only in terms of adding in the experiences of homeless women
in specific areassuch as experiences of services (see Chapter Three, section 3.2). This
research has addressedthis gap, and tried systematically to explore the ways in which
homelessnessis a gendered phenomenon by directly comparing homelessnessamongIst men
and women and critically engaging with gender theory. More specifically, this research has
examined: if homelessnesslegislation is gendered; if there are gender differences in the
implementation of homelessnesslegislation; if homelessnessadministrative organisations
(statutory), support services (statutory and non statutory) and accommodation (statutory and
non statutory) are gendered; if there are differences in the reasonswhy men and women
become homeless; if there are any differences in the way men and women experience
homelessness;and if there are barriers to people getting out of homelessnessthat are gender
specific.

In terms of the approach of this research and the way it was carried out, the comparisons
between men and women were made in a specific British city context. However, it is not
thought that the findings of this research are unique to the city where the fieldwork was
carried out. Gendered assumptions and practices are not region specific, although there may
be particular local manifestations (see also Silverman 1993:160). The decision to take an
ethnographic approach to the subject of gender had implications for both perspective and
choice of methods. The perspective has been to focus on micro processesand everyday
contexts and to emphasise the meaning and function of social action. The methods included
the use of a range of data collection methods and, most importantly, included an observational
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element. An ethnographic approach, characteristic of anthropological research, has also
supported the engagement with gender theory so that gender differences have not been taken
at face value but explored for what they may represent. Unpacking assumptions about men
and women in homelessnesshas been a central theme of this research and is essential when
attempting to look behind, for example, homelessnessstatistics, which are often unhelpful and
misleading.

The most significant findings which emerged are outlined below and are set out in answer to
the central researchquestions:

1. Do men and women get treated differently by housing officers and, if so, how and why?
2. Are homelessnessservices gendered services?
3. Do men and women become homeless in gender specific ways?
4. Are men and women's experiences when homeless different from each other and in what
ways?

9.1.1. Do men and women get treated differently by housing officers and, if so, how and
why?
This researchhas found that men and women do get treated differently by housing officers.
Women on the whole tend to be treated better. This was apparent in the time and effort
housing officers would spend on a person's case, in the interpretation of priority need so that
women would still be accommodated when hostels were full, in the informal transport
arrangement whereby women would get a lift to their emergency accommodation, in the
distinction made between domestic and external violence and in the way women with children
did not have to prove custody. The favourable treatment of women was an informal
agreementthat most, but not all, housing officers adhered to.

The informal agreement that housing officers should be more lenient towards women was
maintained through the way housing officers worked. Although each housing officer took on

onecaseat a time, most caseswerediscussedwith colleaguesand managers,anddecisions
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taken were by consensus. Within this process of decision-making and discussion, gendered
assumptions, beliefs and norms were present which influenced housing officers'decisions.
The use of discretion was also an essential element in affording housing officers the flexibility
to treat men and women differently. A qualification to the statement that women were treated
better is that gender conformity was also important. Therefore, although women were on the
whole treated better, men who behaved well, as men, (or behaved badly but in ways expected
of men) did not receive such bad treatment as women who did not conform to gender norms.
The decision making process was a site of active negotiation between housing officers and
homeless people, both drawing on ideas and norms about gender.

It was suggestedthat the reasonswhy women weregenerallytreatedbetterinclude: women
being seenas more vulnerableand more 'deserving'(1ess
to blame)for their situation; the
shortageof accommodationfor women andthe belief that womenwould be lessable-tocope
in hosteltype accommodation;and the natureof women'scircumstances- often the primary
carersof children and a significant proportion fleeing domesticviolence.Thesereasonsare
relatedto, and examplesof, the patriarchalsocial structurethat is the context of women's
lives. Finally, the smaller numberof womenthat housingofficers saw may also have
contributedto their being singledout as a group for specialattention;the work-of housing
officers was difficult and it was suggestedthat having favouritegroupshelpedto give a sense
of job satisfaction.
Although homelessnesslegislation did not explicitly suggest that men and women be treated
differently, the legislation was not entirely gender neutral. It was shown to potentially to
disadvantage men fleeing external violence and fathers who wanted a more equal right to
accommodation and to advantage women fleeing violence (although in the detail of the
legislation, women fleeing violence did not fare as well as may have initially been thought).
The gendered language of the legislation and the implicit model of family and social roles
upon which it was still based were thought to have implications for men and women's
subsequent treatment. Furthermore, gender was present in the legislation in a way that
functioned ideologically in the legitimisation of the legislation. In terms of gender theory
therefore, it is suggested that gender differences were partly created and reinforced through
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homelessnesslegislation and that these would have an impact on the implementation of the
legislation. Finally, the legislation was also the primary site for setting out the basic
distinction between family and single homelessness,which has obscured a gendered
understanding of homelessnessand the ability to drawn direct comparisons between men and
women.

9.1.2. Are homelessnesssen,ices genderedservices?

It was found that homeless services are gendered services. The housing authority that
administered statutory homeless accommodation (HPU and SAC) was a gendered workplace
where gendered styles of working were observable. These gendered styles included
differences in attitude towards the aims of an interview and in the relationships established
with clients. These had implications for the amount of work that was achievable. The
working environment in the HPU and SAC were also observed to have gendered aspects.

The accommodation and support services provided for homeless people were also gendered.
The system of homelessnessservices had been set up chiefly for men so that women were at a
disadvantage. This meant, for example, that there was more choice in accommodation for
men and the options available for women were severely constrained especially in certain
situations such as for women who faced evictions. The segregatedand gendered nature of
hostels and support accommodation also had implications for the ways that men and women
learnt to survive either in hostels or on the streets, especially in terms of sustaining addictions.
Support services that were apparently open to both men and women were not necessarily so
accessiblein practice due to gendered ways of working in a service, ways of offering services
and the dominance of one (usually male) client group. The existence of specialist services
aimed at women did not necessarily compensate for the fact that the system was set up for
men, largely becausethe numbers of women that those services could cater for were so small.
Therefore, the favourable treatment of women observed in the HPU and SAC was not
necessarily followed through in terms of accommodation and homeless support services.
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Further gender differences existed when children were also considered. In the context of this
research the administrative implications of the legislative distinction between single
homelessnessand family homelessnesshas meant that families were dealt with by less
specialist staff and were dealt with more rigorously. The consequencesof a negative decision
were also more serious for homeless families (affecting proportionately more women in lone
parent circumstances) becauseeven if a single person was not deemed to be in priority need,
they were usually offered accommodation, whereas families were not. Homeless families
were also offered a different type of support to single people and were excluded from many
mainstream homeless services. It was suggestedthat gendered assumptions underlie this
difference in support. Parents who were not living with their children were disadvantaged in
that there was little support for them as parents and significant obstacles for them as part time
parents. This was particularly the case for men, but also seemedto affect a significant
number of women. This lack of support for parents was short-sighted given the finding (also
in this research) that a disrupted upbringing is a factor in later homelessness.

9.1.3. Do men and women become homeless in gender specific ways?

It was found that there were gender differences in the reasonswhy men and women became
homeless. The loss of one parent was common in childhood descriptions that homeless
interviewees gave and the effects were either immediate (usually in the case of homelessness
of younger people) or resulted in longer-term effects (as was possible to tell from the casesof
older homeless people). Accounts from people of all ages showed gendered patterns. The loss
of mothers was more significant in explanations of homelessnessthan the loss of fathers. It
was suggested that parental loss may have influenced women to start their own family at a
young age and further, that any problems stemming from a disturbed upbringing amongst
women who started a family young, seemed to have had a delayed effect. For some men,
homelessnessfollowed immediately upon parental death and it was further suggestedthat
some men's homelessnesswas influenced by a social organisation whereby men are not
'domestically skilled 'to the same extent as women. For younger men, the effect of parental
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loss (or 'replacement) impacted to a greater extent on their family roles than for younger

women.
More women referred to relationship breakdown as a significant factor in their homelessness
than men and domestic violence was a strong feature in these breakdowns. Domestic violence
and addictions were examples of (gendered) problems that were connected with parental loss.
More older men reported having alcohol problems and that alcohol had been instrumental in
their homelessness,and there were gender differences in the reasons homeless men and
women gave for alcohol use. The link between employment, relationship break-down,
addiction and homelessnesswas a close one, especially for some men. Women with a history
of drug or alcohol abuse mentioned the responsibility for childcare as an extra factor in their
not being able to cope.

9.1.4. Ai-ei?ieitaiidit, oiiieii'sexpeiieiicesit, heiihoiiielessdiffereiztfroyýieacliotlieraiidiii

what wavs?
Women generallyseemedto be supportedmore towardsindependentaccommodation,so that
the favourabletreatmentof womenby housingofficers seemedto be continuedby staff in
supportandresidentialservices. Expectantandencouragingattitudestowardswomendid not
seemto exist to sucha largeextenttowardsmen. This differencein attitudesaboutgendered
capabilities(possiblyrelatedto domesticskills) constituteda significant barrier for men
moving out of homelessness.The barrierswhich womenfaced seemedto havebeen
understoodto a greaterextentthan the genderedbarriersfor men.
The high numbers of people who were homeless and who had addictions also showed
gendered patterns. People seemedto live with their addictions in gendered ways and this may
have been related to staff perceptions of gendered abilities and the organisation of homeless
services. Gendered ways of living in homelessnessalso had implications for the constraints
that men and women faced in getting out of homelessness.Friendship groups and
organisational tolerance combined to support the heavy drinking of men and affected their
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chances of getting out of homelessness.Gender roles and identities were relevant to
understanding gendered addictions and ways of being homeless as exemplified by men who
slept rough and women involved in prostitution. Both gendered identities may have
contributed to sustaining addictions and increasing the duration of homelessness.Gender and
dependency were themes that ran through the reasons why men and women became homeless,
their experiences during homelessnessand issues involved in getting out of homelessness.

9.2. Contribution

to Knowledp_e

The contribution of this research to knowledge has been in the way it has directly compared
the experiences of homeless men and women across many aspectsof homelessness.Gender
differences have been identified and explained in relation to: homelessnesslegislation; the
everyday implementation of homelessnesslegislation; gender differences in staff practices;
the reasonswhy people become homeless; the pathways into homelessness;the ways people
live when homeless; and the barriers to getting out of homelessness.The researchhas not
been limited to a specific age.range, or been constrained by the distinction between single and
family homelessnessand so has been able to include gender and parenting issuesin the
overall picture.

The gender differences identified in the research have also been explored in terms of gender
theory relating both to epistemological and methodological concerns. That is, gender has been
understood as a %vayof knowing'that was used, for example, by housing service workers who
assumedthat men were less able to be rehoused successfully than women. Gender was
examined beyond the idea of concrete differences and as also existing at the level of ideas,
which nonetheless may turn into concrete differences in services available. Homelessness,
then, is a site wherein gender is both constructed and experienced.

An understandingof genderas a relational concept,inextricably tied up with power,has
complemented the methodological understanding about power in the research process and
infonned the decision to study both 'up' and 'down'. Studying 'up' and 'down' the
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organisations that administer homelessnessand the people that use them has led to a second
key finding, not previously identified, that gender is a significant factor in the assignment by
housing officers to the informal categories Ideserving'or 'undeserving'. Gender was also seen
as a resource for homeless people in their negotiation with service providers. Therefore
studying 'up' and 'down' has facilitated a focus on housing officers and homeless people in
active negotiation, neither side totally constrained nor passive and both drawing on ideas of
gender to make their case. The triangulation of research methods has further strengthened this
finding so that admittances of gender bias by housing officers have been supported by
observations of this going on, and thus have illuminated the process by which it happens. The
observational element is also fairly unusual in the field of housing / homelessnessresearch.

Because of the theoretical and methodological decision to make gender the key point of
comparison, the research has not been confined to the distinction between single and family
homelessness. Having therefore explored the subject of gender and homelessnessunfettered
by this distinction, important connections have been highlighted. For example, the lack of
services for 'single' people with children has become more prominent, as have the extra
problems faced by lone fathers or'single'men with children. In the particular context of this
research, there were also key administrative differences that made it harder for families to be
accepted. In addition, it has become clearer that the gendered assumptions built into
homelessnesslegislation which favour women with children and men without, make it harder
for women without children and men with children to gain accessto secure housing.

In the introduction to this thesis, it was stated that, through a focus on gender, the research
would speak to a theoretical lacuna in homelessnessresearch. Important theoretical aspectsof
this research have therefore included the identification that the domestic abilities of men are
useful in helping to explain the reasonswhy some men are homeless and highlighting the
particular skill barriers that older men have faced and which young men still seem to be
facing. Furthermore, this theory of domestic deskilling has not been understood as the failure
of individual men, but as a societal norm. A second area of theoretical development relates to
the further elaboration of the discretionary processesof housing officers. The previously
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recognised categories of deserving and undeserving are now known to be also influenced by
considerations of gender, and the reasons and mechanisms behind this have been outlined.

This research has also contributed theoretically to new knowledge in that it has systematically
extended and reinterpreted areas of previous knowledge as gendered knowledge. For
example, it was already known that alcohol and drugs were factors in the reasonswhy some
people become homeless and why some people remain homeless. However, this research has
also identified that alcohol problems develop in gendered ways and are more likely to be
sustained organisationally in the homelessnessof men rather than women. It is further
suggestedthat certain 'addicted social identities'may exist which are more likely to be
adopted by either men or women and which may also hinder a person's ability to get out of
homelessness.

The precise research aim in Chapter One was 'to examine the extent to which homelessnessis
a gendered phenomenon. It is important, therefore, to reflect on the overall importance of
gender in homelessness. However, if you look for something, you tend to find it and gender
has indeed been found to be relevant and manifest in a variety of ways. It is difficult to
evaluate the extent to which gender is important because it depends on your perspective. This
project, then, has magnified the importance of gender in all areas but it is felt that gender has
also been a lens through which greater insights and understanding have been made about the
nature of homelessness. The experiences of homelessnessare patterned by gender and some
experiences are gender specific. Our ideas and assumptions about gender do profoundly
affect the experiences of homelessness.

9.2.1. Methodological reflection
With hindsight, there are three changes that I would make if I were able to do this research
Two
fieldwork.
be
to
the
these
existing
supplementary
changes would
again, although all of
of them would involve more ethnographic methods, especially participant observation and the
last one would involve focus groups. Having said this, only the first of these proposals could
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have been fitted into the time frame available; the second and third would have required more
time and may not have been feasible for the scale of this research.

The first addition would be to volunteer at one of the homelessnessday centres early on in the
research and during the analysis and writing stages. Ideally I could have volunteered at the
main day centre, which at the start of my fieldwork only admitted men, although women were
subsequently allowed in. This would have helped to inform me more on gendered issues,
from the perspectives of both homeless people and staff. However, a strict fieldwork diary
would have had to be kept in order to keep the insights 'fresh' and the knowledge from being
too taken-for-granted. It would also have been a useful 'sounding board' throughout the
analysis and writing process. The second addition would have been to do some focus groups
with housing officers to try and understand more about their ideas of genderdifference in a
collective interview setting. The discussion of gender, with the agreements and
disagreements between housing officers, would have been interesting to supplement my ideas
on gender norms and consensual working. However, any focus groups would have had to be
done at the end of my observations in the HPU and SAC as the nature of my questioning may
have influenced their subsequent behaviour towards homeless men and women. The third
addition that I would have made would have been to follow up a little more the issue of
gender assumptions and resettlement issues. These issuescame to the fore in interviews with
homeless people and service providers and it would have been good to follow this up with
more fieldwork with some resettlement teams. A participant observation exercise for a couple
of weeks may have offered insight into this process.

9.3. Future Research

The scope for future research is almost limitless, but I will confine myself to three matters that

would be of most practical and/ or theoreticalbenefit.
The first idea is derived from the limitation of this researchwhereby it was possible only to
take a snapshot look at the gendered aspectsof the HPU and SAC and thereby also only to
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draw limited conclusions about the long term outcome of gender favouritism. A future piece
of researchcould attempt to follow, over a longer time period, a cohort of men and women
who became homeless and presented themselves as homeless to the housing authority. These
people could be interviewed at regular intervals and their progress recorded through different
sorts of temporary accommodation and support services. This type of study would be useful
for exploring (and hopefully confirming) the effects of gender over a longer time frame and
also show more clearly the areas where individuals may fall through the net of provision.
Although it is anticipated that there would be problems in following people up for interviews,
if a large enough sample were taken initially, there should be enough people at the end of the
time period to make useful conclusions.

A second idea is based on the observation that this research has built on and drawn upon an
extensive body of previous research on homelessness. The PhD was co-sponsored by Shelter
through a CASE studentship and has involved a close working relationship with this
campaigning organisation, which tries to make any research it does practical and liases
closely with policy makers. However, given the knowledge we have about homelessness
coupled with the awarenessthat homelessnessstill causes an immense amount of suffering,
the relationships between research, policy and practice could be explored, perhapsusing
Shelter as a case study. For example, the research could look at the communication process
between policy staff at Shelter who try and impact on policy staff in Government through
meetings with civil servants, publications, media events and identify where there are
blockages to good communication, new ideas or resistance to old ideas. It would be an
anthropological investigation of the very topical 'evidence based policy'. but including a
reflexive, and probably uncomfortable, examination of the everyday process of making
policies and putting those policies into action.

A third and final research idea that stems from this study could be a much more focused
examination of homelessnessand the existence and recognition of mental health problems.
Having strictly limited the focus of this thesis to areas of homelessnessthat seemedmost
relevant to gender, the issue of how people with mental health problems were treated was not
pursued in any depth. However, a number of cases of people with mental health problems
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and learning difficulties were observed, and it was apparent that mental health problems were
poorly understood by the housing officers. It was also clearly apparent that the relationship
between mental health problems and homelessnessis a vast and complicated area, and one
that would benefit greatly from further study. One approach could be to do another
participant observation study looking at the different types of interpretations of the term
'vulnerability' as found in homelessnesslegislation. Another approach could perhaps explore
the public understanding of mental health problems from the point of view of the housing
officers., which might reveal further gendered assumptions.

It is clear from this research that a gendered analysis illuminates many aspects of
homelessnessand should, therefore, be a more central preoccupation of homelessness
research. rurthermore, if gender is to be properly understood this does not mean that it would
be an 'add on' to existing work-, nor that it is confined to gender research, but an integral pan
in all homelessnessresearch.
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Appendix 1: Description of interviews with staff from homelessness organisations
Description of role of
interviewee
Chief Housing Officer
Housing Officers
Receptionistat HPU
Hostel manager
Depute manager
Hostel manaaer
Deputemanager
Hostel staff
Homelessness
team
Drug OutreachWorker
HomelessFamilies
Health CareTeam
Community psychiatric
nurse
Worker at a Housing
Associationthat
specialisesin ethnic
minority issues.
Hostel manager
Hostel manager
RSI funded development
worker
OutreachWorker
Researchand
developmentworker
Director
Manager
Team of development
workers
Developmentworker
Developmentworker
Managerand
developmentworker
Researchand
developmentWorker

Description of Organisation

Type of Organisation

HomelessPersonsUnit
HomelessPersonsUnit
HomelessPersonsUnit
Women's Hostel
Women's Hostel
Men's Hostel
Men's Hostel
Young Persons'Hostel
Social Work Department
Social Work Department
Health Centre

Statutory- Housing
Statutory- Housing
Statutory- Housing
Statutory- Housing
Statutory- Housing
Statutory- Housing
Statutory- Housing
Statutory- Housing
Statutory- SocialWork
Statutory- Social Work
Statutory- Health

Health Centre

Statutory- Health

Housing Association

Voluntary Sector

HomelessCharity
HomelessCharity 11
Day Centrefor HomelessPeople

Voluntary Sector
Voluntary Sector
Voluntary Sector

Centrefor Young HomelessPeople
Day Centrefor Young Homeless
Young Persons
Co-ordinatingbody to supportsingle
homelesspeople
Housing Advice Centre
Mental Health Association

Voluntary Sector
Voluntary Sector
Voluntary Sector
Voluntary Sector
Voluntary Sector

Women's Refuge
Voluntary Sector
Residentialand supportorganisation Voluntary Sector
for sexuallyabusedsingle women
Women's Drug Project
Voluntary Sector
Prostitution SupportCentre

I
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Appendix 2: Participant observation guide (what to look for in homeless assessments).
Sitting-in on homelessnessassessments(Homeless Persons Unit, Secondary Assessment
Centre, Neighbourhood Housing Offices) with / without a tape recorder.

1. place, date, time, all people involved - homeless person / people, children present, staff
2. gender, ages and other relevant social characteristics eg ethnicity
3. preliminary background to meeting
4. basic details of 'case'
5. how person presentssituation - what homeless person wants
6. what are staff trying to find out - what staff offering
7. what information is required - what information left out - what still needed
8. tension - what the negotiation centres on
9. relevant legislation - how it is applied / interpreted
10. general balance of power throughout - who initiates - who does most talking
11. processof interaction - how starts / initial facts - computer check - interview - what
checks / phone calls / manager involvement - follow up interview - how left
12. sites of decision making - with homeless person - in back office - with manager - from
computer information before start - after all inforrnation obtained

13. generalattitudesof client
14. generalattitudesof staff
15. obviousgenderedcontentof assessment
16. genderedplay in negotiations
17. obviousgenderedinterpretationsof situation
18. physicalenvironment- andhow this affectsinteraction
19. influenceof my presence/ my role in unfolding situation
20. how ends/ how things left / how happythe homelesspersonseems
21. any final resolutionto follow up
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Appendix 3: Interview topic guides - Housing officers

1. What is your role here?
" How would you describe the role of this organisation?
" What are its aims and its philosophies?
" Who are the services of this organisation for?
" Is it possible for you to describe a lypical'person who uses these services?

2. Would you say there is a stereotype of homeless people?
" Are these popular images more about men or women?
" What do you think of these stereotypes in relation to your own experiences of homeless

people?
3. How do you feel aboutbalancingthe needsof homelesspeopleon the onehand,and the
needfor rationing limited resourceson the other? How do you try andwork with this
dilemma?
"

legislation?
Are there particularly problematicareasfor implementingthe homelessness

is
" Do you agreewith the principle, reflectedin the legislation,that family homelessness
prioritised over single homelessness?
legislation and Codeof Guidancefavoursmen or women in
" Do you think the homelessness
any way? Do you generallythink it is fair?
4. What are the main reasons for homelessnessgiven by the people that you work with?
What reasons do women / men give?
How do you feel men / women cope with their homeless situation?
Do you think that once men/women are homeless they experience greater difficulties
because they are men / women?

5. Do you feel that you ever give different advice if it is a homeless man or woman?
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Do you think, as.a woman/ man, that it is easier to relate people of the same sex who are
homeless?
Do you think that there are any differences between the way male and female colleagues
generally work and relate to people?

6. Why do you think there are more hostel spacesfor men than women?
Reflects thefeiver nos. of homeless women 2
Feiver nos. of women willing to use hostel spaces?
Because ti-aditionally pi-ovision has beenfocused on men and hasn't caught up ivith
demand?
beds
If
equal
of
provided would equal nos. of men and women coniefoi-ward?
nos.
=>

7. From your experience what are the key issues to be addressedto tackle homelessness?

8. Is there anything important which you think I've missed and you'd like to mention?

9. What did you think of the questions?
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Additional

questions for service providers

1. What does this organisation do? How do you see your organisation's role in tack-ling
homelessness?
*

What are its aims and its philosophies?
What is the history of this organisation, how did it come into being (when / why)?
What is your role in this organisation?

2. Who are the services of this organisation for?
* Is it possible for you to describe a typical person who uses these services?

3. What typically happens when a new (homeless) person turns up?

4. Who works for this organisation?

" What is the managementstructure?
"

Who doeswhat in the organisation? (Full / part time, paid /.unpaid?)

"

Are there separatesteeringgroups or overarchingbodiesthat makedecisionsaboutthe
organisation?

5. How is your organisation funded / resourced?
* Are you affiliated to other organisations?
* Is your funding / resources stable?

6. Do you monitor for gender?
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Appendix 4: Interview topic guides - Homeless people

1. How long have you been living here? (AVIiere are you lNing at the moment?)
* Do you like it here?
* Do you get on with the other residents?

2. Would you describe yourself as being homeless?(At the moment? Ever thought of yourself

)
as homeless?
*

Do you regard where you are living at the moment as your home? (Ifyes, why seq this? If
no, what is homeforyou?

Whatinakes a honze,hoineforyou? ) *ask with caution

3. What services do you use here? (dritglalcohol counsellors, Social Work, CPN, Dr)
" Do you feel that this is enough support for you? Do you feel that you are treated well by
them?
" Do you get on with all the staff here/ at x?
" Do you have different types of relationships with the male and female staff?
" Would you prefer to be in a mixed (or single sex) hostel/ house? * if appropriate

4. Have you ever used the Homeless PersonsUnit or the Secondary Assessment Centre?
How did you feel you were treated there? (Othei- sen,ices used and how ti-eated)
Did a man or a woman interview you? Would you have preferi-ed a nian / womall? Were
you given the option?
Ifused theHPUa lot, do-you think that there are anydifferences benveen the wayinale
andjeniale housing staff treat you, differences in attitude ?
* Do you feel that you've ever been given different advice because you are a man/woman?

5. Could you tell me about all the places you've stayed in since you were 16 / last 5 years?
Or, where were you living before this?
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* Check - ever slept rough, which hostels used, ever had aflat, ever had afamilylehildren,

everbeenin care, ever worked,useddrugs or alcohol? Still in touch with yourfanzily
(pai-eiitslsibliiigslchildi-eii)?* ask with caution
6. Do you think men and women are any different to each other? (Hal, e different needs?)

7. Do you feel that the sort of experiences you've had are similar to other men / women? *
/
*
happened
in
Could
have
to
the
these
opp.
ivoinen
saine
ivay?
nzen
experiences
same sex
sex
" Do you think that it's hardei-jbi- homeless inenlivoinen?
different
because
/
Do
treatment,
they are
think
0i'attitudes
"
You
inen women encountetinen / women ?

" Do you feel men / women copewith their situationsin ways that aredifferent?
8. In your experience, would you say that more men than women are homeless?Ifyes, ivlq

do Youthink so?
9. In terms of homelessnesswhere do you think more money/resources, should be spent?
"

Who do you think should be given priority treatment?

" Do you agree that families who are homeless should be prioritised over single people who
are homeless?
" Do you feel that the city council favours women/men who are homeless in any ways?
*Same sex, then opp sex?

I.O.What do you hope for, in terms of accommodation, in the future?

I Us there anything else you'd like to tell me about your experiences that you think are
important? Stereotypes, images in the media that annoy you? Something I've missed out?
9

Were the questions OK?
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Appendix 5: Homeless Services

9

Servicesavailableat the time of fieldwork period December 1998 - July 1999. Please note
that numbershavebeenroundedup or down andnamesof organisationshavebeenomitted to
help try to preserve the anonymity of the fieldwork location.

*

City Housing Authority comprising: Neighbourhood Housing Offices (NHOs); mainstream

council housing; and the HomelessPersonsUnit (HPU)

9

Homeless Persons Unit comprising: Emergency Services Division; Furnished Accommodation

Division (permanent,temporaryand supportedflats); HostelsDivision; SpecialistService
Provision (youth housing strategy); and private bed and break-fastaccommodation
Z,

*

Council Hostels for Adults and Young People

Description

Male bed spaces

Men's Hostel A (18+)
over 200
Men's Hostel B (18+)
over200
Men's Hostel C (18+)
over 200
Men's Hostel D (19+)
over 200
Women's Hostel (18+)
SecondaryAssessmentCentre
over70
(18+)
Young person'sHostel A (16-17
or, if vulnerable,up to 21)
Young Person'sHostel B (16/17) i
Total
over 1000

Female bed
spaces

Mixed bed
spaces

over 60
30

-

-

15

approx. 100

40
55

Social Work Services including specialist homeless teams (children and families, young people,
criminal justice, community care), emergency standby services, 'positive' accommodation team for

peoplewith HIV or Aids, addictioncentre(+ outreachdrug workers)

0

Health Services including specialist GP's and nurses, liostel mental health team, homeless families
health care team, community dental service, chiropody, physiotherapy, mental health association,
occupational therapy, drug centre (including women's drug project), alcohol support, head injury
project
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0

Police services

0

Voluntary sector accommodation and support

Advice and information including co-ordinatingbody for single homelessandhomelesswomen's
t::
Council,
Big Issue, HIV/AIDS support
action team, HousingZ:ý Advice Centre, charity, Refugee
ltý

Supportservicesincluding day centrefor adults(men only in the evening),day centrefor young
people,pre -five's support,prostitutessupportcentre,women's safety centre,RapeCrisis centre,
women's support project, black and ethnic minority women's project, self help women's group,

soupcentre,soup andstreetteam,food centre,resettlementservices

Accommodationprojectswith supportfor men

25+

Level of
support
Medium

No. ofbed
spaces
over 150

any

Medium

under 10

25+

Hh!h

under 10

25+
18+ but mainly
older
18+

High
Medium

10
40

Medium

70

18+

Low

250
over 500

Projects

Age range

HousingAssociationW- direct
access
HousingAssociationW- self
containedflats from local hospital
HomelessCharity and Campaigning
Group (HCCG) - long term
homelessandalcohol problem
HCCG
HomelessCharity B- long term
homeless
HomelessCharity B- direct access
hostel
Commercialhostels- direct access
Total
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Accommodation projects with support for women

16-25

Level of
support
High

No. ofbed
spaces
under 20

16+

Medium

over 10

16-25
16-25

High
Medium to low

over 10
under 10

18+
35+
35+
any
any

High
High
High
Various
Various

under 10
under 10
20
60
over 10

Vrojects

Age range

Religious Charity P- pregnant
women or womenwith children
under 10
HomelessCharity C pregnant
women or womenwith children
under 10
HomelessCharity D
HomelessCharity E- abusedyoung
women
HCCG
HCCG - long term homelesswomen
HomelessCharity B
Women's Aid
Black and Ethnic Minority Women's
Prqject
Total

150
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Accommodation projects with support aimed at both men and women

Projects

Age range

ReligiousCharity P including
training flats
ReligiousCharity P
Children'sCharity
HomelessCharity F
HomelessCharity G
HomelessCharity H
HomelessCharity 1
HomelessCharity J
ReligiousCharity Q
Young Person'sCharity
Drug crisis centre,short stay unit
HomelessCharity K
Mental HealthCharity - short term
(I 2wks)
Charity G
HousingAssociationX
ReligiousCharity R,
ReligiousCharity R
ReligiousCharity R
SACRO (ex offenders)scatterflats
RefugeeCouncil - single asylum
seekers
HousingAssociationY- Black and
Ethnic Minority Project - scatter
flats
HomelessCharity B- alcohol
rehabilitationandrespite
HomelessCharity B
HomelessCharity B- mentalhealth
problems
HomelessCharity L
HomelessCharity L
Total

16-25

Level of
support
High
Variable
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Medium
High
Variable
Medium to low

No. ofbed
spaces
under 20

16-25
16-25
18-25
16-25
18+
16-25
18+
28+
16-21
18+
16-25
18+ but usually
older
16-25
16-25
18+
18+
18+
16+
No age limit

High
Low
Medium
Medium
Low to medium
Variable
Low

over 10
over 10
40
over 50
100
over 30
over 10

16-25

Low

over 10

18+

under 20
under 10
under30
overlO
under 10
over 10
_
under 10
overlO
over 10
over 10
over20
over 10flats

over 20

18+
18+

High
High

over 50
over 10

16-29
16-30

Low
Low

over 50
over 20
over 600
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